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Introduction
This is not a ResEdit book.
Okay, that's not really true. This book talks an awful lot about ResEdit. You've
probably heard about ResEdit; if you have, you've almost certainly been told that
it's a great tool for changing the way your Macintosh does things.
This book is designed to show how you can painlessly modify your Macintosh,
using ResEdit. Most of the book is made up of step-by-step recipes that show you
ways you can change your Macintosh with ResEdit. They're easy; they're pretested; they leave nothing up to chance. If you work through the recipes, you'll
have a Macintosh with personality. Moreover, after working through a few
recipes, you'll realize that resource editing isn't that hard. I guarantee you that as
you try out more and more recipes, you'll start to think of ways to do things
differently. Soon enough, you'll be changing your Macintosh so that it reflects
your personality, and you'll know quite a bit more about how Macintosh programs work.
This won't be because you studied ResEdit, it will be because you used ResEdit to
examine your software. Although ResEdit is neat, you probably won't want to
learn how to use ResEdit per se. When you use ResEdit (either for fun or for
serious purposes), you're using it because you want to change the way something
on your Macintosh works. With ResEdit, more than with any other program,
you're concentrating on what you're going to do, rather than how you do it.
And that's why this is a Macintosh book and not a ResEdit book. Sure, we'll teach
you how to use ResEdit, but we don't concentrate on the program; we concentrate on what you do with it. The recipes all have specific goals, so you'll always
know what your goal is when you start. The knowledge you will gain about
ResEdit-and about your Macintosh-will follow naturally.
If you like the idea of making your Macintosh different from all the others; if you

think it would be interesting to see the way things work; if you want to know
how to modify the innards of your Macintosh programs; then, this book is for
you.
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XIX

More than anything, you should have fun with this book. Too often, we forget that the Macintosh can be fun. Sure, you can make serious, productivityenhancing modifications using ResEdit. But more than anything, you should
experience that thrill of exploring the attic where nobody ever goes-where you
find your grandmother's old Victrola and collections of old photos that nobody's
seen in years. This book will show you a few things in the Macintosh attic; in the
process, you'll get used to moving around up there. The real fun, though, comes
when you explore the attic yourself. Poke around. See what you can find. And,
always, have fun.
Dave Ciskowski
July, 1993

Conventions Used
Our goal is to provide a fun and painless introduction to ResEdit. Most of the
book is made up of step-by-step recipes that show you ways you can change your
Macintosh using ResEdit. Here are a few of the conventions we used to make the
recipes easier to understand.
Resource types, resource ID numbers, file names, and text that you type appear in
a special font, like this.
Keystroke combinations are indicated as in the following example: "Press j:::(-P to
print." This means that you press and hold the Command key (the key at the
bottom of your keyboard with a picture of a cloverleaf and/or an apple on it), and
then press the key labeled P. Release both keys simultaneously.
You'll meet the following people when you visit the diner:
~

XX

Walt is the cook and manager of the diner. He keeps a steady banter
going with the waitresses, the customers, Henry, or himself.
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Rosa is a full-time waitress at the diner. She is usually cheerful,
chatting with the customers, serving with a flair, and so forth .

Henry is the busboy. Normally meek, he occasionally becomes loquacious, rambling about politics, religion, physics, or philosophy.

Mr. Grigsby is a retired machinist. He sits at the counter and com~' plains about everything: the food, the customers, the management,

the economy, the nay-sayers, the yes men- whatever he's thinking about at the moment.
Ms. Kristen Finley is a very busy woman. She comes in either late at
night or early in the morning. She always takes a large booth, spreads
out piles of papers, and goes to work.
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Open 24 Hours
Welcome to the ResEdit Diner! For years (or months, or days) your
friends have been telling you about our place. About the just-like-home
cursor pie .. . the golden fried PICTs .. . the juicy alerts and dialog boxes
(with or without cheese) ... the menu with the forty different menu
flavors ... and, of course, our steaming hot bottomless cup of
icons!
You've heard great things about us, but you just haven't stopped by. Maybe you
heard there are potholes in the street and scraps of paper in the gutter. Or you
heard of a friend of a friend who got mugged when he just wanted to get a slice
of pattern topped with strawberries. So you stayed away. "Not for me," you
thought. "I'll stick to fast food and the occasional PBJ for excitement."
Don't worry! We're here to help you order what you want. The intimidating
characters you see are nice people, really. Take Walt over there, doing the cooking. He manages this place. Sure, he seems a little odd, gabbing on like he does,

but he's got a heart of sterling silver-and quite a talent for dialog boxes topped
with grilled onions.
Thing is, you'll find quite a few friendly people here at the diner, and we'd like
you to try a few of our favorite recipes. Some are classics, while others are more of
an acquired taste. The beauty is that you can pick and choose your meal. Take
your time, sample a few things, and we'll do our best to make you feel at home.
By the way, I'm Henry-the busboy. I know, I talk a lot for a busboy, but I like
people, and Walt doesn't seem to mind. (Fact is, he talks a lot more than I do, so
he can't really complain.)
Enjoy your meal!

fi Bit of Our History
This diner is built ori ResEdit. "ResEdit?" you're thinking. "Isn't that the
Macintosh program that lets people change other programs? The one that causes
people to destroy their computers and do thousands of dollars of damage?"
Well, not really. ResEdit stands for resource editor. We'll get into just what that
means in the next chapter-but for now, here are the basics. Resources are a part
of virtually every Macintosh program, and they can do lots of things. One thing
they do is tell the rest of the program how to talk to you-how to control the user
interface. ResEdit enables you to edit these resouces and change the user interface
in many different ways.
Most Macintosh programs are like fast food-they look, feel, and taste about the
same, whether you're using McWrite or WhopperWord. Don't get me wrongthat's great! It's why the Macintosh is so easy to learn and use. McWrite and
WhopperWord use the same resources. Whether they're broiled or seared, they're
using the same beef from the same cows. Thus they don't surprise you. You know
pretty much what you'll get every time you launch a new program-menus,
icons, cursors, and so forth.
But a person can't live on bread and frozen beef patties alone. Sometimes it's nice
to have a surprise. You're tired of vanilla menus, you'd like a chocolate fudge (or
a rum-raisin) menu once in awhile. Strangely enough, those resources that make
everything the same also make it easy to do things your own way.

Z
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That's where we come in. We've got a full menu of choices for you. Some are old
standards, with a twist of lemon. Others are Walt's own creations. (To be honest,
some of his ideas are pretty loony, but he does have a certain demented genius.)

I Want to Get Stqrtedl
So have a seat at the counter or in one of our booths (notice the vinyl, the
chrome, the ergonomic keyboards) and pick a dish from our lineup. Flip to
that page, follow the steps, and your dish will be served up in no time!
That doesn't sound too hard, does it?
It's a good idea to read the "Surgeon General's Warning" at the end of this
chapter. It also wouldn't hurt to read the next chapter, "Why Resources Are Like
Hash, and How to Sling Them." But the meat is in the recipes themselves (to
puree a metaphor).

What•s the Book Like?
This book requires absolutely no knowledge of ResEdit. You don't have to know
the difference between an acur and a curs, how to make a mask, or what a ditl
is. All the knowledge you need is built into the recipes.
On the other hand, if you're already comfortable with ResEdit, this book will
provide you with a savory assortment of tricks and tidbits to whet your ResEdit
appetite.
The next chapter, "Why Resources are Like Hash, and How to Sling Them,
discusses the basics of ResEdit and resource editing. Chapter 3, "Heimlich Maneuvers," tells you what to do when things go wrong. If you ever have a problem,
check out Chapter 3 for solutions.
/1

The main part of the book begins with a set of chapters covering various
Macintosh elements that you can change with ResEdit. (Not so coincidentally,
these correspond to different resource editors that ResEdit uses-but more on that
later.) The chapters serve up icons, pointers, patterns, pictures, menus, and dialog
boxes.
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The next part of the book presents a pair of recipes, each bringing together
several of the above areas. These specials give you more involved projects to work
on.
The final chapter, "Opening Your Own Diner," gives you some tips on how to
create your own ResEdit recipes.

What Do I "eed?
First, you'll need a Macintosh. Most (though not all) of our recipes are designed
for System 7 and the color Macs. We've tried to provide alternatives so you don't
go hungry if you're allergic to oysters or 8-bit color.
You'll also need programs to edit. A number of our recipes work on the System
and the things that come with it. But many recipes are designed for common
applications. If you don't have a particular application, you may be able to adapt
the recipe to a similar program. At the very least, you can perform quite a few
recipes using nothing more than the System you walked in with.

Surgeon General•s Warning
Okay, time to speak plainly. There's no reason to fear ResEdit, but you should
know:
You can hurt your software if you're not careful.
When you're working with System software, if you don't watch out, you can put
yourself in a very sticky situation. The first rule of ResEditing is:
Always work on a copy of the program.
This is built into the recipes, but it's worth repeating here. Make sure you have a
pure, unsullied copy of the software you're editing, just in case something goes
wrong. That's the secret to ResEdit-as long as you back everything up, you'll be
okay.
There's one other rule of thumb to keep in mind:
1
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If you're working on the System, have a startup floppy disk handy.
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This is explained in Chapter 3, but the idea is that if something should go wrong
with your System, you'll need another way to start up your Macintosh so that
you can fix the problem.
And now for our disclaimer: We can't foresee everything. I know it's hard to
believe, but some situation may arise that we can't predict. Some combination of
hardware and software, or of different applications, or something of that nature
may cause your recipe not to work. If so, you can vary the recipe (or your setup)
to try to make things work, or you can restore your backup and go on. Remember, when you modify your programs (and in many cases your System software),
the effects can be pretty drastic.

It's a good iae
ad Chapter 3, "H~
before you statt. lt provides you with
if things should go wrong, so it's a good chapter to be
familiar with.
'Nuff said. Time to dig in!

Open 24 ttours
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Why Resources
Are Like Hash.
and How to
Sling Them
Hello, and pleased to make your acquaintance! You've met Henry
already. He's told you a little about the diner. My name's Walt. I do
the cooking here. We're not too busy at the moment, so if you'd like,
\t:..~~-".tl I can tell you a bit about what I know: resources.
The great thing about resources is that different people can do
different things with them. For instance, Rosa, our waitress, likes to

make her Macintosh a little more friendly and inviting. Ms. Finley there, in the
booth, changes resources to make her work more efficient. That's Grigsby over at
the counter; he gets fed up from time to time and wants the computer to do
things his way. Everyone has a different complaint, but they all get results by
changing resources.
So have a seat and relax. I'll bring you a cup of coffee, and we can chat for awhile.
I'll tell you about resources: what they are and how to change them.

Why Resources?
Back when the folks at Apple decided to create a new kind of computer, they
knew they wanted it to make sense to people who didn't know diddley about
computers. They knew they would have to do quite a few things differently. They
had to pay close attention to the user interface-how the computer communicated with the user and vice versa. They had to make the programs consistenteach program should work pretty much like all the others.
These lofty goals meant that programs couldn't work the same way as on other
computers. Take icons. Apple could make every program draw its icons from
scratch, but that would be a real problem. It would take forever for the program
to draw the icon, and there was no guarantee that other companies would use the
same icons, use them in the same way-or even use icons at all.
The alternative was to make tools that any program could use-and that's what
Apple did. Programs don't have to tell the computer how to draw icons; they just
tell the computer which icon to draw and where to draw it. The Macintosh
System software takes care of the rest. The same thing goes for just about every
other aspect of Macintosh software.
Windows, dialog boxes, buttons, menus, sounds-all of these are handled by the
System. That's great, because it means that every program is going to do things in
the same way. When a program needs a button, for instance, it just tells the
System to give it a button of such-and-such a size, at such-and-such location,
with such-and-such a name. Because every program asks the Macintosh to draw
its buttons for it, things are easier all around. Users don't have to guess how
buttons work or what a button will look like, even when they try out a new
program. Programmers can concentrate on what a program is supposed to do and
not worry about picayune details like how to create a button or play a sound.

8
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Programmers aren't obligated to use the Macintosh tools; if
they want, they can do some things themselves. That's why
a few programs have funny-looking buttons, or no menus,
or whatever. Most programmers do things the Macintosh way because it's
usually easier for both programmer and user.

What Is a Resource?
When a program asks the System to do something, the System needs specific
information. For instance, if a program needs a dialog box drawn, it has to tell
the System what size the dialog box should be, where to draw it, what buttons it
has, what it should say ... quite a bit of information. Again, the program could
contain a description of all this information (and sometimes it does), but there's
a faster way-the program can give the System a prefabricated list of details.
It's as if the program and the System were people trying to tell the user something. With the slow method, the program tells the System, "Hey! Ask that guy if
he wants to save his work before he quits. Ask him if he wants to go ahead and
quit without saving, if he wants to save the work and then quit, or if he wants to
forget the whole thing. Oh, and tell me what he says." The System thinks about
all this, then passes it on to the user.
With the fast method, the program simply says, "Hey, System! Give the user this
note and let me know what he says." The program has a stack of notes for use
in different situations. Programs don't worry about what the notes say; they just
know they should use note #16 when the user wants to quit but hasn't saved his
work yet, note #17 when the user hasn't saved his work for the last 15 minutes,
and so on.
Those notes are resources. More specifically, resources are chunks of information
that the program knows will come in handy. Often, the program can rely just on
the resources contained in the System itself; a good example is the triangular
Exclamation Point sign used for warnings. Other times, the program will want its
resources to be different from the System's-each program needs its own menus,
for instance.

Why Resources fire Uke ttash. and ttow to Sling Them
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Each resource describes a unique element that the program uses. For instance,
one resource would describe the dialog box that appears when the user tries to
quit without saving her document.
(Sometimes, resources are more general; a resource might describe a "generic"
alert that can pass several different messages on to the user. The program has to
tell the System what message to put in the alert, but the size and position of the
alert are described by the resource.)
So the resources contain nuggets of information that the System needs to help
programs work. Several different types of resources are available, each bearing a
four-letter identifying code. Resources are used to describe such things as:
• mouse pointers (cursors)
• patterns
• icons
• windows
• dialog boxes
• alerts
• sounds
• pictures
• menus
These are but a few of the elements that resources control. Many resources
contain information that doesn't control such obvious elements- for instance,
the BNDL resource tells the Finder which icons to associate with which documents.
Programmers can create their own resources, too, that a program can use for its
own purposes.

As I mentioned, programs don't have to use resources. Gener-

ally they do, but the program itself can contain the same
information usually found in resources. Maybe the programmer wants to control the information in a way that the resource can't
handle, or maybe the programmer just has a different personal style.
Microsoft programs-Microsoft Word in particular-are known for their
sparing use of resources.

10
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Why Edit Resources?
Resources describe some of the most basic elements of the Macintosh interface,
and that's what makes them interesting for the average user. The whole point of
resources is that the program doesn't have to keep track of their contents. Remember our note-passing analogy? When the program passes a note to the
System, it doesn't pay attention to what's in the note-it just knows that it wants
note #16, for instance. The System in turn uses the information that the note
contains to, say, display a dialog box. The System doesn't judge what the note is
supposed to contain; it just uses whatever information it finds.

Sometimes the contents of the resource do matter, because
either the program or the System expects certain things of
the resource. The program or tpe System may try to use a
resource 'that it can't handle..,..;.causing thep,,rogram or the System to crash.
Tha,eS'why resource editing can have unexpected results-you can't predict exactly what the program and System can handle. The next chapter,
"Heimlich Maneuvers," talks more about what can go wrong and what to
do about it.

What does this idea of passing notes to the System mean for you? If you change a
resource, you can change the information that the program uses. If you change
the description of a dialog box, you change what the program displays in a
specific situation. You don't change the way the program works, for instance,
when the program displays a specific dialog box. You just change what the dialog
box says when the program displays it.
Because resources control so many aspects of the Macintosh, you can change an
awful lot using ResEdit. By changing resources, you can change icons, dialog
boxes, pointers, alerts, menus, windows, patterns ... a whole range of information.
Again, you can't change the way these items work; that's controlled by the
program, not the resources. But you can change the information that the program uses to carry out its tasks.
Sorry to say, you can't change everything. Some resources, like the standard
mouse pointer, are stored in the Macintosh ROM. Other elements, like the
appearance of windows, are contained within the System programs. These are
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examples of programs that contain information normally assigned to resources;
you can't change that information the way you can change resources. However,
even with those limitations, you can change quite a bit.
The bottom line? You can change the way your Macintosh programs look and
sound.

So What•s ResEdit?
When Apple created resources, they knew that programmers would need a way to
change them (and even make new ones) . So, they created ResEdit-a resource
editor. ResEdit is the tool programmers use to change resources, and you can use
it to chan e resources too.

You can also use ResEdit to create new documents containing
nothing but resources; these are useful mainly for transporting resources from place to place.

As I mentioned, each type of resource has its own four-letter code. ResEdit sorts
out all the resources by these codes; when you open a program, ResEdit uses icons
to show you what resources it found (see figure 2.1) .
figure 2.1
ResEdit displaying a program's
resources.
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ResEdit knows what many of the four-letter codes represent, so it uses specific
icons to indicate those resources. For instance, the CURS resource contains cursors
(mouse pointers), so ResEdit displays a representative icon. If ResEdit doesn't
recognize a resource's code, it displays an icon of binary numbers.
If you want to look at, say, all the pointer-type resources, you click on the CURS
icon and select Open from the File menu; you can also double-click on the icon.
Usually ResEdit displays a list of resources of a particular type (see figure 2.2). But
for certain graphical elements such as icons, patterns, or pointers, ResEdit displays the resources in a resource picker instead (see figure 2.3) . You can add individual resources to a program from either the list or the picker.
~-
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Each resource has a •specific ID number. ID m1mbers are unique
for each resource of a given type within a program. When
a program needs a resource, 1t asks for a certain ID number.
If a different resource has been given that number instead,
the program takes that resource, without regard to what it was "supposed"
to get.
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Figure 2.3
A resource
picker.
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To edit a specific resource within a list or picker, click on the resource to select it,
then choose Open from the File menu (or simply double-click on the resource). If
ResEdit doesn't know how to display the resource, it displays a generic editorthe Hex editor (see figure 2.4). This editor is as basic as they come. It displays just
the hexadecimal numbers, along with their ASCII equivalents-if the numbers
represent text, this is what that text is.

Figure 2.4
The Hex editor.
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If ResEdit knows more about the resource type, though, it can give you more

help. For many resources, ResEdit displays a resource template (see figure 2.5). The
resource template is like a form- it provides boxes where the user can enter
values, names, or other information about the various resource elements.
For some resource types, ResEdit uses an editor, which provides a customized
interface for editing the resource. Figure 2.6 shows editors for several different
resource types.
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The editors and templates are where resources get changed. When you alter or
create resources, this is where you will do your work! Resource editors are the
most convenient way to change resources, because they provide tools customized
for each resource type. Resource templates are convenient, too, for certain kinds
of resources. (If they weren't, an editor would have been created instead!) The
Hex editor isn't very usable; sometimes you can change the information if you
can recognize a text string, but usually such changes aren't successful.
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You can add editors and templates to ResEdit to handle
resources that otherwise couldn't be edited (or tO change the
way a resource type is edited). The editors and templates
are ' .sUrE>;rise, surprisel_;,.resoutces themselves.

Moving On
So, now you know that resources give you a way to change the appearance of
your Macintosh. Changing resources isn't too hard, but sometimes things can
get hairy. The next chapter, "Heimlich Maneuvers," describes the bad things ·
that can happen and what to do when they do.
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Heimlich
Maneuvers
Okay. Time to be serious. Once in awhile, things don't go as you
think they will. Everything seems okay, but all of a sudden, here
comes trouble.
Maybe you're striking out on your own, adding extra ingredients to
the recipes in this book. Or maybe you're following a recipe, but
something goes wrong anyway. Aack! That feeling of panic creeps up
on you ....
Really, though, there's no reason to panic. Things aren't as bad as they seem.
This chapter helps get your computer back to normal if it chokes while you're
ResEditing. Don't worry- your waitress knows all the Heimlich maneuvers!

~-Ill~ If you've noticed, every recipe has you make a copy of your

files before you edit them. This is very important! You at
least have a "clean" copy to return to if things go wrong.Just
get rid of the copy with the "bad" changes and return to the pristine files.
You've saved yourself the headache of trying to edit the program back to its
original state. In some cases, tossing the whole thing and starting over is not
just the best way but the only way to solve the problem!

How to Know You·ve Got
a Problem
Lots of things can happen when you're ResEditing. After all, changing the way
programs work is not a trivial process. However, there's bad and there's not so
bad. Some of the symptoms you may face are:
• The Macintosh won't restart.
• The application crashes.
• The application behaves strangely.
• Your changes don't work at all.
If you can't even restart your Macintosh, obviously you have a serious problem.

When this happens, it usually has to do with the way you edited the System or
Finder, or it could be caused by changes to an extension or control panel. Your
immediate problem is to get your Macintosh running so that you can get at the
problem and fix it.
If the application crashes when you run it, you know something's seriously

wrong- but at least you have something to work with. Your goals in this case
are to get back to where you started, then figure out how to actually make the
change that you wanted. At least in this situation, you can still make the changes.
If the application (or the System) behaves strangely, you're not in serious trouble.

Let's say you're working fairly well with an application, but it's not always doing
what you want it to do. In this case, you're probably most concerned with
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finding the reason for the unexpected effects. Sure, the odd behavior is annoying,
but at least things are working. Of course, you can always go back to the original
state, too.
If your changes don't work at all, your goal is simply to make them work-other

than that, there's no problem.
Obviously, there's quite a range of problems and severity here; for the same reason, there are quite a few solutions. As you can imagine, the more troublesome
(and spectacular!) problems occur when you are editing the System or Finder.
First we'll describe some general solutions, then some solutions specific to System
or Finder problems.

General Solutions
When your resource editing doesn't work right, you have a choice-either return
to the way things were, or try to make your changes work correctly. (Sometimes,
you'll want to first get back to where you started, then try to make your changes
work.) Returning to the way things were is simple, if you were careful in your
edits; making your changes work is often more difficult. We'll discuss some
tactics for each strategy.

Discarding Your Changes
The simplest way to fix your problem is to throw out your changes and return to
the way things were before you started. As I said before, every ResEdit recipe in
this book begins with making a copy of the program you want to edit. This is
important! (That's why I'm saying it again.) If you edit only on a copy, you can
discard your changes just by discarding the copy. When you try out your own
resource edits, always work on a copy of the program you're editing.
To discard your changes, throw away the edited copy of the program and restore
the unedited version to its original name and location. If you edited a System or
Finder file (or related items, such as control panels), you may have to restart your
Macintosh. If you changed application icons and rebuilt your Desktop to make
them visible, you have to rebuild the Desktop again to reverse the changes. In
general, just reverse any changes that you made that didn't involve ResEdit.

Heimlich Manvavvrs
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As an example, suppose you were altering WhopperWord. When you started, you
made a copy of the program-WhopperWord copy. You made all your changes to
WhopperWord copy, saved them, changed the name of the original Whopperword to
something like Old WhopperWord, moved it to a Disabled Items folder, and renamed WhopperWord copy as simply WhopperWord.
To undo your changes, throw away Whopperword (the version that you edited).
Move Old Whopperword to its original location, and change its name back to
WhopperWord. That's all there is to it-you've removed your changes and restored
the original version of the program.

Making Your Changes Work
Discarding your changes is easy, if you were careful when you started. Fixing your
changes when they don't work is a lot harder.
First, ask yourself, "Am I using the right program?" That's not as silly a question
as it sounds. Remember, you changed a copy of the program, not the original.
Make sure you're actually using the copy with the changes.
This problem often occurs when you're using more than one hard disk. Or, it
may happen when you're trying to rebuild the Desktop to make use of custom
icons; the rebuilding process may still be looking up the icons in the old version
of the program. One useful trick is to hide the older versions in the Trash under
System 7. The older versions will still be in the Trash when you restart-you can
then drag them out of the Trash to keep a backup-but the Finder won't look in
the Trash for icons, so it's forced to use your edited icons.
Next, ask yourself, "Did I change what I thought I changed?" Maybe you edited
another resource, or even another program. Maybe you forgot to save your
changes. Whatever the reason, your changes just may not be where you think
they are. Open the program again with ResEdit to make sure you changed what
you wanted to change.
Keep in mind that the most important part of every resource is its ID number. lf
you pasted in a resource, or created a new resource, in most cases it won't do
anything unless you changed the resource ID to something that the program
knows to look for-an existing resource ID. (The exceptions are usually lists of
resources-patterns, for instance.)
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The most difficult question to answer is "Do my changes make sense?" Assigning the right resource ID is essential, as I mentioned. Or perhaps the resource
you've created is too big for the program to handle (either in area, as in an icon,
or in bytes). Maybe the program needs very specific things from the resourcelike an icon of a particular shape, or a sound of a specific length.
Although programs don't usually pay attention to the details of the resources
they use, sometimes the details matter, for various reasons. (For example, never
edit CODE resources- which are actually small pieces of program code!) If the
program finds something it can't handle, it may just crash. You have no way to
know what the program can't handle, so you're left guessing. This can be the
toughest problem to troubleshoot, and it can be even tougher to fix. Often the
best you can do is experiment, working back toward what the resource was when
you started. Maybe the resource will work if it's only slightly different from the
original, instead of radically different.
Another problem can occur when the program doesn't use the resource as you
would expect it to use it. For example, suppose McWrite uses an animated watch
pointer to show that it's busy. You may edit that pointer, only to find that you
still see the watch while you're waiting. What's probably happening is that the
Finder is really doing the work- maybe saving a file- so you're seeing the
Finder's pointer, which you didn't change. The same can happen within a
program. The resource that you edit may be used only in a special case, so your
changes won't work the way you'd like them to work.
Let's face it, sometimes your changes just won't work. Maybe for some reason the
program needs exactly that icon in order to work. Maybe the program doesn't
even use the resource at all-maybe it really uses something stored elsewhere.

This often happens with basic System resomces, like the arrnw
pointer. Although you can find an arrow pointer resource.in .
the System file, the actual arrow pointer~omes from re.
sources in the Macintosh ROMs.

So, sometimes there's nothing you can do but go back to where you started. The
good news is, that's not too hard. Besides, at least you've learned a little more
about how your program works!
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System Solutions
Working with the System and related files (such as the Finder) is a special challenge. You're changing the very software that makes your computer run! Not
only do you face the standard problems just described, but you also face problems
inherent in manipulating the System. Help is on the way-read on.

The most important thing you need when you edit the System
software is a startup floppy disk. If things get really bad, you
may not be able to even start up the Macintosh. You'll need
another way to start up your computer just to restore the older version of
the System. So make sure that you have a floppy disk with the System
software for starting up the computer. The most common such floppy is the
Disk Tools disk that comes with your System disks; you can also use the
System installer to install a "minimum System" on a floppy disk.

This section covers three basic steps for fixing a problem with an edited System:
getting your computer running, making sure your computer knows where your
System is, and making sure your computer is using the right System.

Getting the Macintosh Operating
When you edit the System and something goes bad, spectacular things can
happen. You may get:
• A Sad Mac icon.
• A blinking Question Mark icon.
• A Happy Mac icon that doesn't go away.
• An error message before your computer finishes the startup process.
Of course, each of these errors occurs for different reasons, but the implication is
the same: the System (or the Finder, or the extension you edited) isn't working
right. You know what you changed, you even know how to restore the original
System-but you can't do anything because the computer won't start.
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That's where your startup floppy comes in. Turn off your Macintosh, and insert
the startup floppy disk. When you turn on the Macintosh again, it uses the
floppy disk as the startup disk. (Notice that the floppy disk is the first startup disk
the Macintosh looks for . Hmm, do you think Macintosh designers may have had
something like this in mind?)

One easily-solved problem-particularly if you get the blinking
Question Mark icon-is that the Macintosh just doesn't
know it has a good System folder on the hard disk. See the
next section for a discussion of this problem-you may not even need to
reinstall the System.

Once you've got your computer started, you can move files around on your hard
disk. As described in the "Discarding Your Changes" section, you need to restore
your original System file (or whatever file you changed) to its original name and
location. Again, this isn't hard once you've got the computer up and running.

ttelping the Macintosh Find the System
Probably the most common problem in editing System files is that the Macintosh
doesn't realize it has a System with which to work. In essence, it gives up without
even trying. Remember how, when you finished editing the copy of the System,
you moved the original out of the System folder? Maybe you noticed that when
you did so, the System folder icon changed to a normal folder. The tiny System
icon disappeared from the folder.
That folder with the tiny System icon is called the "blessed folder." The Macintosh knows that it's a folder it can use as the System folder- basically, it's got a
System and a Finder. When you took the System out of the System folder, the
Macintosh knew it could no longer use that folder as the System folder, so it
changed the icon back to a normal folder icon.
Then, as you continued the recipe, you renamed the System c opy file; you
changed the name to System. Now, the System folder again has a System file
and a Finder file, so it can be used as the actual System folder again. However,
although the Macintosh is very good about changing a folder when you take
away the System, it's not so good at recognizing when you've actually added
the System to a folder.
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You took out the original System from the folder, so the Macintosh changed the
folder to a regular folder. You changed the System copy file name to System, so
the folder had all it needs again. But the Macintosh doesn't actually know that; it
still thinks the folder is just another folder.
The solution for this is simple. Just open and close the System folder. (You may
have to do it a couple of times.) This will make the Macintosh take a look at the
folder; when it does, it sees that there's a System and a Finder in the folder, so it
makes it a "blessed" folder again. You'll see the little System icon on the folder
icon. In fact, this is a good thing to do even before you restart your computer.
If the System icon doesn't appear on the System folder before you restart, the
Macintosh won't know it's a System folder.
A related problem can happen if you have more than one System folder on
your hard disk, or on several hard disks. This is bad news in general; you really
shouldn't have more than one System folder. This can inadvertently happen
if you have a Disabled Items folder. Suppose you edit the Finder and put the
original in the Disabled Items folder; suppose you then edit the System and
put the original in the Disabled Items folder too. You now have a folder with a
System and a Finder ... so the Macintosh thinks it's a bona fide System folder. To
combat this, rename the files Good System or Untouched Finder. As long as it's
different from System or Finder, you'll be okay.
The idea is to make sure that the System and Finder that you want to use are in
the only folder with a System icon on it. If that folder does not bear the System
icon, make sure that it does; if other folders have the System icon on them,
change them so that they don't. That will solve a great many System troubles.

Problem Solving
The good thing about solving ResEdit problems is that, even if you can't make
your edits work the way you want them to, you can easily return to where you
started. In a few cases, you may not be able to make the change that you want,
but in most cases all you need to do is change a few things and you'll be back in
business.
Okay, you have been warned; now it's time to cook! The next chapter, "Steaming
Hot Cup of Icons," introduces you to ResEdit recipes. So tie the napkin around
your neck, turn the page, and dig in!
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A Hot Cup of
Icons
, Now, ask yer typical streetside Joe what makes a Macintosh a
~·Macintosh, and you know what he's gonna say: "The mouse,"
maybe, or "the menus." Hhmph! Shows what people know. I've
ot one word for ya. Icons.
Sure, you could come up with all kinds of reasons, but icons make the difference.
You think they don't? Imagine a Mac without icons. All words instead of those
pictures. How easy would it be to find what you were looking for? You'd spend
hours trying to find something and by the time you found it, you'd forget what
you wanted to do with it.
So you got yer icons. Icons tell you things fast. I see that icon, I know what it
means now, not ten seconds later when it's too late.

( :::: = :

But those icons, they all look the same after awhile. Why do you wanna stick
with the same old folderol? Walt, here, will show you the kinds of things you can
do. I've seen him take tired old black-and-white icons from the mid-eighties and
whip 'em up into the lip-smackin'est treats you can imagine.
And what's more, you think icons are just those things sitting on the Desktop?
Ha! There's icons all over the place. Dialog boxes, windows, menus-they're just
about everywhere. You start changing icons, you won't know where to stop!
Walt here says he'll show you the ropes. What're you waiting for?

A word of advice before you start: if you are modifying the
System or Finder files, make sure that you have a startup
floppy disk handy before you start. If yoUihave any problems
with the following recipes, check out Chapter 3l "Heimlich Maneuvers."

The Icon Editor
Okay, so you want to change icons. You'll need to know some
basics. All the different icons use the same set of tools-the
tools you'll find in the icon editor. The icon editor changes a
t_...:(O::t::?"'.'$-J bit, depending on the kind of icon you're editing, but a lot stays
the same.
Take a look at the Icon Editor window (see figure 4.1). The main
part is the big area in the middle; it shows you a closeup of the icon you're
working on. (This is where you make all your changes.) Depending on the
icon type, some kind of display on the right side shows you a normal-size
view of your icon. On the left side, a toolbar enables you to choose among a
slew of different editing tools. One or more boxes below the toolbar let you
choose the pattern you'll be drawing with (and the colors, if you're editing a
color icon).
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figure 4.1
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A basic icon
editor.
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ic14
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[I]~
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Mask

The tools (see figure 4.2) are really the same toots you'd find in your f]Pical
paint program, but I'd be happy to explain them to you. To choose from the
toolbar, just click on the tool you want to use.
lasso
eraser
eyedropper
solid rectangle
solid rounded rectangle
solid circle

selection rectangle
pencil
paint bucket
line
open rectangle
open rounded rectangle
open circle

figure 4.2
The icon editor's
toolbar.

The tools are:
• Lasso
Enables you to select an irregular group of icons; again, you can then
cut, copy, paste, or move those pixels.
• Selection Rectangle
Enables you to select a rectangular group of pixels. You can then cut,
copy, paste, or move those pixels.
• Eraser
"Erases" pixels (as you could've guessed). When you click on a pixel, it
changes the pixel to the background color.
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• Pencil
Used to change one pixel at a time. When you click on a pixel, the
Pencil tool changes the pixel to the foreground color; if the pixel's
already in the foreground color, it changes to the background color.
• Eyedropper
Lets you pick a color from an existing icon. If you want to use a color
again, you don't have to guess what it was; use the Eyedropper tool to
select it for you. (The Eyedropper tool doesn't appear on black-andwhite icons.)
• Paint bucket
Changes lots of pixels at once. When you click on a pixel with the
Paint Bucket tool, all the adjoining pixels of the same color change to
the foreground color.
• Line tool
Used to draw-surprise, surprise-a straight line.
• Solid and Open Rectangles
Draw rectangles when you click on a point and drag the mouse. The
Solid Rectangle tool draws a solid rectangle of the foreground color.
The Open Rectangle tool draws just the outline of the rectangle.
• Solid and Open Rounded Rectangles
Draw rounded rectangles when you click on a point and drag the
mouse; otherwise, they work the same as the regular rectangle tools.
• Solid and Open Circles
It may surprise you, but these tools draw circles when you use them.
If you want to learn how to use the tools, the best way is to practice. Pick an

icon and start drawing-just make sure not to save your changes if you don't
intend to keep your practice icon. You'll be whipping up icons in no time!
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Why a Calculator?
Okay, sure a calculator seems like an obvious tool for anyone in an
office. But do I use a calculator? No! When I need to add up figures, I
/J look for the cash register. A calculator doesn't help me any! But
,t _..(JIJV-".;h every time I open that Apple menu, I have to look at that Calculator
icon. This recipe tells you how to get rid of it and change it into a
cash register.

Ingredients
Calculator (comes with the System software)

1. Open the System folder, then open the Apple Menu Items folder (within the
System folder).

2. Click on the Calculator to select it.
3. Choose Duplicate from the file menu (or press J::t: -D).
The Finder creates a duplicate of the Calculator, called Calculator copy (see
figure 4.3).
Rpple Menu Items

§!Zl
17 items

61.6 MB in disk

~

0

.

Key Caps

A larm Clock

- li!i§
15 .2 MB a vailable

~

figure 4.3
The duplicated
Calculator.

Scrapbook

ga
Puzzle

4. Launch ResEdit (by double-clicking on the ResEdit icon) .
5. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press J::t: -0) .

6. Using the Open File dialog box, find Calculator copy, click on it to select it,
and click on the Open button (see figure 4.4).
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figure 4.4
Opening the
Calculator
copy.
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ResEdit displays the resources from Cal culato r copy (see figure 4.5).

figure 4.5
The Calculator
resources.
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7. Double-click the ic l B icon.
ia18

ResEdit displays a list of icons from the Calculator (see figure 4.6) .

figure 4.6
Icons from the
Calculator.
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The icl8 icons are used to create the Finder's Calculator icon.
Specifically, icl8 is used when the Macintosh is in 256-color
mode. The Macintosh uses dther kinds of icons for the
Finder in othet: situations, but ResEdit enables you to work on all different
kinds of icons at once.

8. Double-click on the Calculator icon (number

-16000).

ResEdit displays the icon editor (see figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7
The Calculator
icon, seen from
the Icon Editor
window.

Qi]~
1c14

1CS4

[I]~
Mask

You want to change this icon into something completely different, so you
have to erase the old image.

9. Choose Select All from the Edit menu (or press ):(-A).
10. Press the Delete key (or choose Clear from the Edit menu).
This completely removes the old icon. Next you'll draw the new icon.

11. Find two black boxes on the left side of the editor. The lower box displays
the foreground color- the color you'll draw with. Open the Foreground
Color box (as you would a menu) and drag the mouse pointer to select a tan
color (see figure 4.8).
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figure 4.8
Choosing a new
color.
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ID= -16000 from Calculator cop
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Mask

The Foreground Color box displays different colors depending
on the selection made in the Color menu. The colors shown
in figure 4.6 are from the Standard 256 Colors selection. The
other choices present different lists of colors; the Apple Color Picker choice
brings up the usual color wheel.

12. Click on the Filled Box tool, as shown in figure 4.9.
figure 4.9
Selecting the
Filled Box tool.
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ICN'*

ics•
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Mask
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13. Using the Filled Box tool, click and drag in the icon area to create two tan
"rectangles, as shown in figure 4.10.
Icon Family ID = - 16000 from Calculator copy

figure 4.10
Two tan boxes
for the cash
register base.

14. Click on the Filled Circle tool to select it, then draw a circle to complete the
cash register body (as shown in figure 4.11) .
Icon Family ID= -16000 from Calculator cop

figure 4.11
A filled circle to
round out the
cash register
body.

15. Use the Foreground Color box (as in step 11) to choose a dark gray color for
the cash register keys.

16. Click on the Pencil tool and draw the cash register keys (as shown in figure
4.12).

17. Using the Foreground Color box again (as in step 11), choose a brown color.
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figure 4.12
Adding cash
register keys.

Icon Famil

ID= -16000 from Calculator cop

18. Choose the Open Box tool and outline the lower part of the register (as in
figure 4.13) .

figure 4.13
Outlining the
lower part of
the register.

Icon Famil

ID = - 16000 from Calculator cop

19. Of course, the register needs paper. Use the Foreground Color box to choose
a lighter gray color.

20. Choose the Pencil tool and draw the paper (as in figure 4.14) .
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Icon F11mil

ID= -16000 from C11lcul11tor cop

figure 4.14
Embellishing
with register
paper.

That creates the basic 256-color icon. But now you need to create icons for
the other situations (16-color and black-and-white) . You also need to create
small icons-you want your register to appear in the Apple menu, right?
Fortunately, ResEdit can help you with these tasks.

21. Position the mouse pointer over the

iclB box on the right side of the
window; the pointer changes to a hand. Click and hold the mouse button,
and drag the iclB icon over the icl4 box (see figure 4.15). Release the
mouse button.
Icon F11mil

ID= -16000 from C11lcul11tor cop

Figure 4.15
Dragging the
iclB to the
icl4 box.

ResEdit draws you a cash register icon in the icl4 box.

22. Repeat step 21 for all the other icons: Drag iclB to

ICN#, icsB, ics4, ics#,

and the two Mask boxes.
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Again, ResEdit creates the other icons. But notice that the ICN# and ics#
icons-the black-and-white icons-don't look very good (see figure 4.16).
ResEdit made a bad guess when substituting for the colors, so you'll have to
fix those icons yourself.
figure 4.16
ResEdit creates
a defective icon.
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23. Click on the

ICN#

~~
ic14

i ~

box.

24. Using the various tools, repair the icon (see figure 4.17).
figure 4.17
The refurbished
black-and-white
icon.

Icon Family ID= -16000 from Calculator copy

25. As you did in step 21, drag the

ICN#

icon to the ics# box. This creates the

small black-and-white icon.
Having an edited big icon to work with, ResEdit creates a fine little icon.

26. Click on the various types of icons to view the results.
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Using the Icon menu, you can preview the icon against
different backgrounds. Choose among white, gray, or black
backgrounds, or cfioose the background of your Desktop (see
figure 4.18).

Icon Famil

=~ (.__ · .

figure 4.18
Viewing your
icons against
the Desktop.

ID= -16000 from

00

You've finished your icon, so it's time to try it out.

27. Choose Save from the File menu (or press J:e-S).

28. Choose Quit from the File menu (or press J:e -Q).
29. Once you're back in the Finder, open the Apple Menu Items folder again.
Wait-it's the old Calculator icon! You've been robbed!
Not really. The Finder doesn't want to look at the Calculator every time to
figure out what icon to use, so it creates a set of invisible files (the Desktop
files) to keep track of the icons. The Desktop file doesn't know about the
new icon, so it keeps using the old icon.
Never fear-we can make the Desktop learn about the new icon, but we'll
have to hide the old Calculator first.
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30. Place the Calculator file-the original-into the Trash, but don't empty the
trash!
The reason you're moving the original Calculator into the Trash is so that
the Finder knows which icon to use when it rebuilds the Desktop. It won't
look in the Trash for an icon, so you're safe. Just don't empty the Trash!

When you've finished rebuilding the Desktop, you can take
the old Calculator out of the Trash. The Finder will use the
cash register icon for both versions of the Calculator, but
there's no reason not to keeR the original Calculator around. :Yo11 might
want to go back to the original icon at some point.

31. Now that you've hidden the older icon, shorten the Calculator copy name
to just Calculator.
32. Now we're ready to "rebuild" the Desktop. Choose Restart from the Special
menu. While the computer restarts, hold down the Command and Option
keys.

Warning: Rebuilding the Desktop destroys all comments stored in the Get
Info boxes. Make sure you don't need any of that information'Pefore you
proceed!

33. After awhile, the Macintosh will ask if you want to rebuild the Desktop on
your hard disk. You do, so click on the Okay button.

34. When the Macintosh is finished, open your Apple Menu Items folder again.
There's your new icon! Open the Apple menu to see the new small icon
next to the Calculator.
There you go-your new cash register. Okay, so it's not the most artistic creation,
but the idea was to try your hand at changing the icon. How attractive can a cash
register get, anyway?
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Variations
The obvious variation is to create a different icon. To change the icon into
something new, replace steps 9 through 20 with your own icon. The tools for
drawing icons aren't that hard to learn, so go ahead and try your hand.
You can also use this procedure to change just about any program icon. Just
make sure to keep a pristine copy around so you can go back to the original if
desired.

Icons. Icons Evernvhere
Okay, so what are all those things you were messing with-ICN#, iclB, icl4,
and so on? They're different kinds of icons. A black-and-white monitor can't
display colordcons, now can it? So,tb.ere are (jifferent kinds of irnns for
different situations. Here they are:

FINDER ICON TYPES
Icon

D
~····

Name
icl8

Large 256-color (8-bit color) icon

icl4

Large 1.o-color (4-bi:t color) icon

ICN#

Large black-and~white icon
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FINDER ICON TYPES CONTINUED
Icon
""

Name

Kind of Icon

ics8

Small 256-color Wbit color) icon

ics4

Small 16-color (4-bit color) icon

ics#

Small black-and-white icon

The other icon you'll see in the Icon Editor window is the Mask. The Mask
tells the Finder what the icon should cover up. When you put an icon on
the :pesktop, for instance, the icon shows up where the Mask is black, and
the Desktop shows through where the Mask is white. The Mask is really part
of the ICN# resource (and the small Mask is part of the .ics# resource); that's
why the,re's always a ICN# for every icl8 or icl4.

Environmental Special

~

It seemed like such a cute idea at the time. A little trash can in which

to toss your unwanted files. But these are the nineties. Trash just isn't
cute anymore-we've got to be environmentally conscious.
Besides, that file isn't really trashed; you just reuse the disk
space! Sounds pretty earth-friendly to me.
This recipe will take your passe and politically incorrect Trash
icon and replace it with a friendly recycling bin-in green, to
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be exact. It uses the Recycle Icon file included on the disk, but feel free to design
your own replacement.

Ingredients
System
Recycle Icon file (on the disk that came with this book)

1. Open the System folder. Click on the System to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press J:l:-D).
This creates a copy of the System, called System copy.

Z. Launch ResEdit. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the
splash screen will come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove
it. Again, if you haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box
will appear automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or
press J:(:-0).
]. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Recycle Icon file (on the disk).
Select it and click on Open.

4. You'll see a set of icons: iclS, icl4, ICN#, icsa, ics4, and ics#. Choose Select
All from the edit menu (or press :l=l:-A) to select all the icons.

5. Select Copy from the Edit menu (or press J:l:-C).

6. Click on the Close box of the Recycle Icon window (or press J:l:-W).

7. Select Open from the File menu. Using the Open File dialog box, find the
System copy file. Click on it, then click on Open.

8. Select Paste from the Edit menu.
A dialog box appears (see figure 4.19).
Press the Unique ID button if you
want new resource IDs assigned to
the resources with conflicting IDs.
Replace resources with the same ID?

[unique ID]

[(

No

JJ

figure 4.19
The "Replace
resources with
the same ID?"
dialog box.

Yes
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9. Click on the Yes button.
ResEdit replaces the old Trash icons with the new ones. You don't see any
changes yet; maybe it's a good idea to check on the icons.

10. Double-click on the

icl8

icon.

ResEdit displays a series of icons. Icon 130 will be your empty recycling bin,
and icon 134 will be your stuffed recycling bin.

11. Select Save from the File menu (or press j::(-S).
12. Select Quit from the File menu (or press j::(-Q).
13. Open the System folder again. Select the System file and drag it out of the
System folder (to another folder on your hard disk, perhaps called "Disabled
Items").

14. Click on the System

copy

file. Rename it System.

15. Close the System folder. If the small System icon appears on the System
folder, go on to the next step. If the icon doesn't appear, that means that
the Macintosh doesn't know that the folder is a valid System folder. Try
opening and closing the folder again; that should make the System icon
appear on the System folder.

16. Select Restart from the Special menu.
When your Macintosh restarts, you will have a politically correct way to delete
files! Instead of throwing them in a landfill, you can now recycle and reuse that
precious natural resource, disk space.

Variations
If you want to create your own icons rather than use the ones provided on the

disk, replace steps 3 through 11 above. Instead, open the System copy file and use
the icon editor to edit both the empty Trash icon and the stuffed Trash icon.
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Animation After Dark
Did you ever notice those little icons along the bottom of the screen
when you start up your Macintosh? The icons from all the loading
extensions? Have you noticed the After Dark icon, the way the little
meteor streaks across the night sky?
Do you ever get sick of that meteor? Do you ever ask, "Can't this
computer do better than that?"
This recipe shows how to change that shooting star into a streaking plane, replete
with fiery exhaust. Maybe it won't increase your productivity .. .but every time
you start up your Macintosh, you'll be able to say, "That's my animation!"

Ingredients
After Dark

1. Open the Control Panels folder located in the System folder. (Or choose
Control Panels from the Apple menu.)

2. Select the After Dark icon, then choose Duplicate from the File menu (or
press ):e-D).
A new file is created, called After Dark copy.

3. Launch ResEdit. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the
splash screen will come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove
it. Again, if you haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box
will appear automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or
press ):e-0).

4. Use the Open File dialog box to locate After Dark copy, and open it.
5. Double-click on the cicn icon.
ResEdit displays the icons used for the After Dark animation (see figure

eden

4.20).
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figure 4.20
The After Dark
cicns.

130

Now you need to change the icons. After Dark always displays the icons in
the same sequence (128, 129, -4064, 130, and 128 again); make sure that your
new icons are animated in the same sequence.

6. Double-click on icon

129.

The Icon Editor window appears (see figure 4.21).
figure 4.21
The original
icon, complete
with meteor.

7. Using the Pencil tool, change the meteor into a plane as shown in
figure 4.22.

8. Close the icon editor; double-click on icon -4064 .
9. Again, change the meteor into a plane, as shown in figure 4.23 .
10. Close the icon editor; double-click on icon

130.

11. Once again, change the meteor into a plane (see figure 4.24) .
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figure 4.22
Changing the
meteor into a
plane.

figure 4.23
Changing the
meteor into a
plane, again.

figure 4.24
Once again,
changing the
meteor into a
plane.
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12. Choose Save from the File menu (or press :l=e-S).
13. Choose Quit from the File menu (or press :l=e-Q).
14. Open the Control Panels folder (inside the System folder).

15. Place After Dark (the original) into another folder (perhaps a "Disabled
Items" folder).
16. Change the name of After Dark copy to After Dark.

17. You're finished! Restart the Macintosh, and watch the icons to see your new
animation.

Variations
Changing the meteor to a plane is just one of many possibilities; figure 4.25
shows another choice. When choosing a subject for your animation, keep in
mind that the animation is quite rapid, so minute changes in details won't be
noticed. Remember, the first and last image is icon 128, so the animation has to
end up where it started. To use a different image, just draw your own animation
in steps 7, 9, and 11, instead of the plane. (You also may want to change the
starting and ending icon; just repeat steps 6 and 7 for icon 128.)
figure 4.25
Another
animation
possibility.

-4064

128

••
129

130

Other programs use this strategy for animated icons; if you see a small
animation for some extension when you start up your Macintosh, use
ResEdit to see if cicns comprise the animation. If so, you can do your
animation thing!

file Sharing Makeover
I always have trouble with the System 7 File Sharing icons.
They just aren't obvious in the way they should be (see
figure 4.26). Folders with belts and wires attached, folders
with black tabs, folders with heads on them, abstract
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geometrical shapes-these images don't tell me anything! They're hard to decipher, and I dislike anything that slows me down when I have work to do.
~Iii~ lcl8s from ~tern

tol!!l_- l i i _ J

~
-3994

-3980

-3979

-3978

-3977

Figore 4.26
The standard
File Sharing
icons-what do
they mean?

Of course, there is something you can do. You can change the icons to images
that mean something to you. For instance, why not change the black-tabbed
folder-the folder that you own-to a folder that has a pipe attached to it? That
way, if you look at the folder, it resembles the other File Sharing icons and you'll
know this is a shared folder. It makes sense!

Ingredients
System 7
A networked Macintosh
(You don't strictly need a networked Macintosh, but if you edit the icon for a
non-networked Mac, you won't ever see your changes. For suggestions about
non-networked Macs, see the Variations for this recipe.)

1. Open the System folder. Click on the System to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press j:t-D).
This creates a copy of the System, called System copy.

2. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press j:t-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, open the

•D
~ ····
1ol8

5. Double-click on the

icl8

System copy.

icon.

The System 7 Finder icons appear (see figure 4.27). We want to edit the
Shared Folder icon.
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figure 4.27
The System 7
Finder icons.
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6. Double-click on the Shared Folder icon-icon number

.

-3976

{7

llJ

- 3980.

The icon editor appears (see figure 4.28).

figure 4.28
The Shared
Folder icon,
seen from the
Icon Editor
window.

7. Open th e Foreground Color box (as you would a menu) and choose the
white color.

8. Click on the Pencil icon.
9. Using the Pencil tool, remove the black tab from the folder. Also remove
part of the folder to make room for the pipe (see figure 4.29) .

10. Open the Foreground Color box again and choose a gray color.

11. Again using the Pencil tool, add a pipe to the folder (see figure 4.30).
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6]9
r,;;:i a
ICN•

figure 4.29
Removing the
black tab from
the folder.
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icl4
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Mask

Icon FBmil
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s

stem cop

figure 4.30
Adding a pipe
to the folder.

12. To indicate that you own the folder-you control access to it-add a faucet
to the pipe on the folder (see figure 4.31) .
Icon FBmil

ID= -3980 from S stem cop

figure 4.31
Adding a faucet
to the folder.
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13. Position the mouse pointer over the iclB box on the right side of the
window; the pointer changes to a hand. Click and hold the mouse button,
and drag the iclB icon over the icl4 box. Release the mouse button.
ResEdit automatically draws you a folder icon in the icl4 box.

14. Repeat step 13 for all the other icons: Drag the
ics#, and the two Mask boxes.

iclB

icon to ICN#, icss, ics4,

Again, ResEdit creates the other icons. But notice that the Mask doesn't look
very good (see figure 4.32). ResEdit made a bad guess, so you'll have to fix it
yourself.
figure 4.32
ResEdit creates
a defective
Mask.

15. Click on the Mask box.
16. Using the various tools, fix the Mask (see figure 4.33).
figure 4.33
The hand-fixed
Mask.
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17. Click on the various types of icons to view the results.

You can preview an icon against different backgrounds, using
the Icon menu. Choose among white, gray, or black backgrounds, or choose the background of your Desktop.

18. Select Save from the File menu (or press J::e-S).
19. Select Quit from the File menu (or press J::e-Q).

20. Open the System folder again. Select the System file and drag it out of the
System folder (to the Desktop or to another folder on your hard disk).

21. Click on the System copy file. Rename it System.

22. Close the System folder. If the small System icon appears on the System
folder, go on to the next step. If the icon doesn't appear, that means that
the Macintosh doesn't know that the folder is a valid System folder. Try
opening and closing the folder again; that should make the System icon
appear on the System folder.

23. Select Restart from the Special menu.
Now when File Sharing starts up, your old black-tabbed icons make a little
more sense.
If you have no shared folders right now, here's how to create one so that
you can check out the new icon.

To share a folder, you need to turn on AppleTalk from the
Chooser, and you need to furn on File Sharing from the File
Sharing Setup control panel. This must all be done before
you proceed.

24. Choose New Folder from the File menu (or press J::e-N) . Rename the folder
Shared Volume.

25. Open the Shared Volume folder, and again choose New Folder from the File
menu. Rename this new folder Shared Folder.
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26. Close the Shared Volume window.

27. The Shared Volume folder should still be selected; choose Sharing ... from
the File menu.

28. Click on the "Share this item and its contents" check box, then close the
Sharing dialog box. When the Macintosh asks you if you want to save these
changes, click on the Save button.

29. Double-click on the Shared Volume folder.
Your new icon appears as the Shared Folder icon (see figure 4.34).
figure 4.34
The Shared
Folder icon in
use.
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Now you have a new Shared Folder icon. No longer will you wonder what the
black tab means (or worse, not notice it) .

Variations
Several variations to this recipe are obvious. You could change the rest of the
sharing icons to extend the "water" metaphor. For instance, you could use the
above steps to change the Shared Volume icon to a water tank; you could change
the Remote Volume icon to a spigot. Just change step 6 to open whichever icon
you want to edit. Steps 23 through 29 will change, too; to preview your new icon,
just create a new one-the process varies for the different File Sharing icons.
Actually you can use this recipe to change just about any System 7 icon. If you
want to change the default Folder icon, or the default File icon, or the Macintosh
icon, just follow the same steps; just change step 6 to open the icon you want to
change, and replace steps 23 through 29 with the procedure that creates a new
icon of the kind you edited- if you changed the Folder, just create a new folder.
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Colorized Icons
Hey, how about those icons in the alert boxes. You know, the
triangle/exclamation point, the octagon/hand, and the talking man.
They show up all the time-usually to tell you something's wrong.
And believe me, those suckers are dull, dull, dull. If they're going to
carry bad news, couldn't they at least be a little more exciting?
We've got a recipe here for adding color to those black-and-white icons.
Let's spice up octagon/hand icon. Maybe a colorful warning won't be so depressing!

Ingredients
System 7

1. Open the System folder. Click on the System to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press :l=e-D).
This creates a copy of the System; it is called System copy.

Z. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press :l=e-0).

4. Using the Find File dialog box, open the System

copy.

5. Double-click on the ICON icon.

ICON

The System 7 icons appear (see figure 4.35). We're going to copy the octagon/hand icon, so that we can use it when we create the color icon.

6. Double-click on the octagon/hand icon (note its ID number-0).
The Icon Editor window appears.

7. Choose Select All from the Edit menu (or press :l=e-A).

8. Choose Copy from the Edit menu (or press :J:e-C).
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figure 4.35
The System 7
ICONs.
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9. Close the ICON=O window, then close the ICON window.
10. Double-click on the cicn icon.

11. Select Create New Resource from the Resource menu (or press J::(-K).
aicn

12. Double-click on the new icon (icon number 128) .
13. Choose Paste from the Edit menu (or press J::(-V).
You now have the basic icon; it's time to colorize it.

14. Open the Foreground Color box (as you would a menu) and choose a red
color.

15. Click on the Paint Bucket tool, then

cl~ck

on the black part of the octagon.

ResEdit changes the black to red.

16. Open the Foreground Color box again and pick the skin tone of your
choice.

17. Again using the Paint Bucket tool, click on the hand.
ResEdit fills the hand with the skin tone.

18. Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu (or press J::( -1).
19. Type
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(zero) in the ID box.
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Whenever a color icon (a cicn) has the same ID number as a
black-and-white icon {an ICON), System 7 uses tbe color icon
instead. So any time you want to colorize a black-and-white
icon, just create a color icon with the same ID number.

20. Close the Resource Info window (by pressing :Fe-W).
21. Select Save from the File menu (or press :Fe-S).

22. Select Quit from the File menu (or press :Fe-Q).
23. Open the System folder again. Select the System file and drag it out of the
System folder (to another folder on your hard disk, perhaps named "Disabled Items").

24. Click on the

System copy

file. Rename it

System.

25. Close the System folder. If the small System icon appears on the System
folder, go on to the next step. If the icon doesn't appear, that means that
the Macintosh doesn't know that the folder is a valid System folder. Try
opening and closing the folder again; that should make the System icon
appear on the System folder.
26. Select Restart from the Special menu.
You've colorized your icon!

27. To test your changes, try dragging the icon for your startup hard disk to the
Trash, just as if you were ejecting a floppy disk. An alert appears, informing
you that you can't remove the startup disk from the Desktop-and the alert
has your colorized hand! (Click on the OK button to get back to where you
started.)
Now you've got a color icon. It's bold, it's colorful-it says "STOP!" where a
black-and-white icon says " ... stop?" Help stamp out drab icons-go for the color!
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Variations
This recipe works for colorizing any black-and-white icon under System 7. Just
create a color icon with the same ID number as the black-and-white icon you
want to colorize. Is that easy or what?

The flying W

~

I have a problem with that Microsoft Word icon, the little sheet of
paper with a 'W' on it. The problem wouldn't exist if Word were the
only word processor that began with a 'W.'

But there's WriteNow. And WordPerfect. And even MacWrite
has a 'W' in it. I get documents from clients all the time, and
I don't want to spend time trying to divine their choice in
word processors! There's no reason the Macintosh can't tell
me right off the bat.
Well, I'm not one to sit around whining about a problem. Either I get it fixed or I
shut up. So I asked the folks here at the diner if there was anything they could
do, and they concocted this tasty recipe for me. They transformed the Microsoft
Word icon into something a little more distinctive.
I bought my Macintosh to make life easier, and I don't like it to play guessing
games when I'm hard at work. With this recipe, I know precisely what program
I'm choosing.

Ingredients
System 7
Microsoft Word

1. Click on the Microsoft Word icon to select it, then select Duplicate from the
File menu (or press J:(-D).
This creates a copy of Word; it is called Microsoft Word copy.

2. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
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haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ~-0) .

4. Using the Open File dialog box, open the Microsoft

Word copy.

5. Double-click on the icl4 icon.

fo14

The Microsoft Word icons appear (see figure 4.36). We want to edit the basic
document icon.

.,

§liil:1 icl4s from Microsoft Word lllliil]
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figure 4.36
The Microsoft
Word Finder
icons.
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6. Double-click on the document icon-icon number 130.
The Icon Editor window appears (see figure 4.37).

•
icsB

figure 4.37
The Word
document icon,
seen from the
Icon Editor
window.

I!
[9]!]
Mask

1. Using the icon editor tools, change the icon to something a tad more
descriptive. We changed it to the icon shown in figure 4.38. To do so, we
just used the Pencil tool and a few colors.
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figure 4.38
The new Word
document icon.

8. Position the mouse pointer over the icl4 box on the right side of the
window; the pointer changes to a hand. Click and hold the mouse button,
and drag the icl4 icon over the ics4 box. Release the mouse button.
ResEdit automatically draws you a small folder icon in the ics4 box.

9. Repeat step 8 for all the other icons: drag the

icl4

icon to the ICN#, ics#,

and the two Mask boxes.
Again, ResEdit creates the other icons. But notice that the ICN# and ics#
icons-the black-and-white icons-don't look very good (see figure 4.39).
ResEdit made a bad guess, so you'll have to fix those icons yourself.
figure 4.39
ResEdit creates
a defective icon.
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10. Click on the
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box.
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11. Using the various tools, fix the icon (see figure 4.40) . (This abstract pattern
of dots actually looks like "Word" when shrunk down to the small icon
size.)
ID= 130 from Microsoft Word

•
[I
ic18

figure 4.40
The hand-fixed
black-and-white
icon .
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12. As you did in step 8, drag the

ICN#

icon to the ics# box. This creates the

small black-and-white icon.
From an edited big icon, ResEdit creates a fine little icon.

13. Click on the various types of icons to view the results.

14. Select Save from the File menu.
15. Select Quit from the File menu.
The icon has been changed, but the Finder doesn't know that yet. It will go
on happily using the old Microsoft Word icon until you tell it otherwise by
rebuilding the Desktop.
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16. Place the Microsoft Word file-the original-into the Trash, but don't empty
the trash!
The reason you're moving the original Word application into the Trash is so
that the Finder knows which icon to use when it rebuilds the Desktop. It
won't look in the Trash for an icon, so you're safe. Just don't empty the
Trash!

When y.o:ul've finished rebuilJ#n.g the Desktop, you can take
the old Word application out of the T.rash. You'll then have
a ba&up copy on hand.

17. Click on the Microsoft Word copy file. Rename it Microsoft Word.
18. Now we're ready to rebuild the Desktop. Choose Restart from the Special
menu. While the computer restarts, hold down the Command and Option
keys.

Warning: Rebuilding the Des)c:top destroys ail comments stored in the Get
Info boxes. Before you proceed, make sure you don't need any of ~at
information[

19. After awhile, the Macintosh will ask if you want to rebuild the Desktop on
your hard disk. You do, so click the OK button.

20. When the Macintosh is finished, look for a Microsoft Word document. It
will have the new icon!
You've remodeled the Finder icon for Microsoft Word documents. When you
look at a Word document, you won't wonder, "Does that 'W' stand for 'Word,'
. WriteNow,' or 'WordPerfect?'" It'll say "Word" right on it!

Variations
This procedure works for just about any document icon that you want to change.
What else could you change? How about the Excel document icon? Or the
TeachText PICT icon? Take your pick-any icon that you have trouble figuring
out can be changed.
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Savory Small Icons
Sure, the large icons have all the glamour. Glitzy, bold-they can be
~
striking. But there are lots of little icons that you probably never
·
notice. Though small, those icons have interesting uses.
Editing small icons adds a dash of flavor to your System. If you do it
right, you can fine-tune the look of your System and make it distinctively your own. This recipe tells you how to change the Trash icon
that you see whenever you open the Trash. See the small icon below the
title bar? Why not change it to a recycle icon?

Ingredients
System 7

1. Open the System folder. Click on the Finder to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press :>:e-D).
This creates a copy of the Finder, called Finder copy.

Z. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press :>:e-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, open the Finder copy.

Cl CJ

[g)Q
SICN

5. Double-dick on the SICN icon.
The Finder's small icons appear (see figure 4.41).

6. Double-click on the Trash icon (ID number

-11330).

The small icon editor appears (see figure 4.42).

7. Using the Pencil tool, change the small Trash icon to a small Recycle icon,
as shown in figure 4.43.
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figure 4.41
The System 7
small icons.
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The small Trash
icon.
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figure 4.43
The new
Recycle icon.
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8. Select Save from the File menu (or press ):t-S) .
9. Select Quit from the File menu (or press ):t-Q).
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10. Open the System folder again. Select the Finder file and drag it out of the
System folder (to the Desktop or to another folder on your hard disk).
11. Click on the Finder copy file. Rename it Finder.

12. Close the System folder. If the small System icon appears on the System
folder, go on to the next step. If the icon doesn't appear, that means that
the Macintosh doesn't know that the folder is a valid System folder. Try
opening and closing the folder again; that should make the System icon
appear on the System folder.

13. Select Restart from the Special menu.
14. After the Macintosh restarts, double-click on the Trash icon to open it. Look
on the left side of the window, below the title bar. You'll see your new small
icon (see figure 4.44)
Trosh
Oitems

c·-· ·

Name

Size Kind

Last Modified

figure 4.44
The Trash window
with the new small
icon.

You've added just a hint of spice to your System and given it your own touch.
The Recycle icon is more earth-friendly than the Trash icon, and your System
shows a little more personality.

Variations
Of course, you don't have to choose a Recycle icon. You can draw anything you
choose in that space. You also don't have to limit yourself to the Trash icon.
Small icons are used for many different tasks; peer into the SIGN resources, and
you'll find other SICNs to edit.
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The Macintosh Mainstay
What did I tell ya? You wanna change the look and feel of your
Macintosh, icons are the place to start. Change a few of 'em and
you've made that Macintosh your own.
There's all kinds of icons: Finder icons, dialog box icons, list
icons, window icons .. .if you look, you can find icons doing just about anything.
Now, you'll find hundreds of icons to change when you start looking around, but
there's really only a few different pointers to choose from. In the next chapter,
Walt's serving up some pointers that are gonna make your mouth water.
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Fresh Pointer
Pie
_

The first time I laid eyes on a Macintosh, it was maybe 1985. In those
days, nobody had hard drives-everything was done from floppies. If
~ you didn't have a startup floppy handy, the Macintosh just sat there,
\t.......:a'iii:7'l:b blinking its silly question mark at you.
G

'R!/1

I walked into the store and saw a cute little computer with a cute
little question mark. And a funny-looking box attached to the
computer with a cord, next to the keyboard. "The mouse," the salesman
said. "Go ahead, try it."
So I palmed the mouse and for the first time saw that little arrow flitting across
the screen. I had no idea what that pointer was for, but it was just me, the
question mark, and the arrow, and it was great! I sat there making the arrow
swoop all over the screen.

The salesman brought over a disk and booted up some software (MacPaint, I
think it was), and I ended up walking out of there with that cute little computer.
But from that day on, whenever I think about the Macintosh, I remember that
little arrow, all by itself, flitting across the screen.
Walt, I told myself, that pointer gives the Mac its special flavor.
When I came to the diner, I found out all about changing that pointer and
others. I found out I could give a Mac a special flavor of its own, just by tweaking
a watch here and there. (I also found out that the arrow is built into the
Macintosh ROM, so you can't change it. But that's okay-some things are
classics, so to speak.) So now, whenever I whip up a tasty treat, I try to talk the
customer into a little pointer on the side. Just for that added flavor.
Here are a few of my favorite pointer recipes. They're pretty simple, but I hope
they'll inspire you to try a few ideas of your own. Then you can personalize your
· Mac by creating your own pointers.

The Missing I-Beam
, Now, I don't know about you, but I never did like the text entry
~·pointer-that I-beam. Ever try to find it on a crowded screen? It
doesn't show up! I always thought, "There has to be a way to
ake that thing stick out when you're lookin' for it." I came to
the diner, and they'd already figured out how.
Here's their recipe. Just follow the directions, and they'll tell you how to change
that skinny I-beam into something that'll show up when you need it.
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Ingredients
System 7

1. Open the System folder. Click on the System to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press

~-D).

This creates a copy of the System, called System copy.

Z. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ~-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the System

copy.

Click on it to select it,

then click on the Open button.

5. Double-dick on the CURS icon.
ResEdit displays the System cursors (see figure 5.1).

CURS

figure 5.1
The System
cursors.

6. Double-dick on the I-beam cursor (resource number 1).
ResEdit warns that the resource is compressed. Click on the Yes button (you
do want to edit it).

1. ResEdit displays the I-beam in the Cursor Editor window (see figure 5.2).
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figure 5.2
The I-beam
cursor.

8. Click on the Pencil tool to select it.
9. Use the Pencil tool to edit the I-beam, as shown in figure 5.3.
figure 5.3
The new text
entry cursor.

10. You've completed your changes. To try out the pointer, select Try Cursor
from the CURS menu (or press ~ -T).
ResEdit temporarily replaces the arrow pointer with the pointer you're
editing-the I-beam, in this case. Move the pointer over different backgrounds to try it out.

11. Select Save from the File menu (or press ~ -S).
12. Select Quit from the File menu (or press

~-Q) .

13. Open the System folder again. Select the System file and drag it out of the
System folder (to the Desktop or to another folder on your hard disk).

14. Click on the System
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file. Rename it System.
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15. Close the System folder. If the small System icon appears on the System
folder, go on to the next step. If the icon doesn't appear, that means that
the Macintosh doesn't know that the folder is a valid System folder. Try
opening and closing the folder again; that should make the System icon
appear on the System folder.
16. Select Restart from the Special menu.

You've changed your I-beam cursor! Now you'll want to see it in action.

17. Click the mouse pointer on the name of an icon on your hard disk.
The Finder highlights the name of the icon, so that you can change the
name.

18. Move the mouse pointer over the highlighted name.
The Finder uses your new cursor when you edit the text of the icon name.
Well, you've changed a cursor. That I-beam never did show up when you wanted
it to. The new cursor will be more obvious-no more hunting for lost cursors!

Variations
This recipe works for changing just about any pointer except the basic arrow
cursor-that's stored in the Macintosh ROM.
Some programs use cursors from the System; others use their own cursors. Check
out various applications for cursors that you can edit.

Time to Eat
You know, I'm not much of a clock-watcher. I hate the feeling that I've
only got so many minutes to do something-I like to take my time. So
you can understand why I'm a bit put off by the watch cursor that shows
up whenever the Finder is busy. "Time's a-wastin"' it says; it makes
me nervous.
I asked Walt if there was anything he could do. "Sure," he said,
"but what would be better?" We thought about it awhile, and it occurred to us
that maybe some advertising wouldn't hurt. Hence the cursor we've cooked up
here.
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This recipe changes the animated watch cursor into a symbol that's a little more,
shall we say, user-friendly.

Ingredients
The Finder (System 7)
Time to Eat file (included on the disk that comes with this book)

1. Open the System folder. Click on the Finder to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press ):C-D).
This creates a copy of the Finder, called Finder copy.

2. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ):C-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Time to Eat file on the disk. Click
on the file to select it, then click on the Open button.

5. Click on the CURS icon to select it (see figure 5.4).
Flgare 5.4
Selecting the
CURS icon from
the Time to
Eat file.

6. Choose Copy from the Edit menu (or press ):C-C).
ResEdit copies the prefabricated cursors included on the disk.

1. Select Open from the File menu (or press ):C-0).
8. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Finder copy. Click on it to select it,
then click on the Open button.
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9. Choose Paste from the Edit menu (or press j:(-V).
ResEdit pastes in the new cursors that the Finder will use to create the
animated cursor. Now you need to tell the Finder to use the new cursors for
its animation.

10. Choose Time to Eat from the Window menu.

11. Click on the acur icon to select it (see figure 5.5).

CURS

<,,

figure 5.5
Selecting the
acur icon from
the Time to
Eat file.

12. Choose Copy from the Edit menu (or press j:(-C).
ResEdit copies the cursor animation included on the disk.

13. Choose Finder copy from the Window menu.
14. Choose Paste from the Edit menu (or press j:(-V).

15. A dialog box appears, asking if you want to assign a unique ID number to
this resource. Click on the Yes button.
ResEdit replaces the default animation sequence with the one from the disk.

16. Select Save from the File menu (or press j:(-S).

17. Select Quit from the File menu (or press j:(-Q).
18. Open the System folder again. Select the Finder file and drag it out of the
System folder (to the Desktop or to another folder on your hard disk).
19. Close the System folder. If the small System icon appears on the System
folder, go on to the next step. If the icon doesn't appear, that means that
the Macintosh doesn't know that the folder is a valid System folder. Try
opening and closing the folder again; that should make the System icon
appear on the System folder.
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ZO. Click on the Finder

copy file. Rename it Finder.

Zl. Select Restart from the Special menu.
You've changed the animated cursor. Now you'll want to try it out. Make
the Finder perform an action that takes awhile, such as launching a large
application or copying a folder full of files. (What constitutes a timeconsuming action varies from computer to computer.)
Now you have a friendly advertisement for the diner! Your new animated cursor
gives you something to think about while you wait on the Finder.

Variations
It's not hard to create your own animated pointer. Essentially, you create a set
of new pointers (using the Create New Resource command from the Resource
menu), edit the pointers to make your animation, and tell the Finder to use your
pointer instead of the default.
The acur resource (see figure 5.6) is just a list of the pointers you want to use for
your animation. The first field in the resource tells how many frames are in the
animation. This is the number of pointers you created for your animation.
The other crucial part of the acur resource tracks which pointers you want to
use when-in other words, the order of animation. If you created a new acur
resource, there won't yet be any fields for the sequence of pointers. Click on
"Frame number l" and choose Create New Field from the Resource menu (or
press ):C-K) once for each icon in your animation. Then, enter the ID number of
the appropriate pointer in each frame box. If your animation begins with pointer
number 12a, enter 128 in the "Frame number l" box.
This sounds complicated, but it's really not that hard. Just make sure that your ID
numbers match the actual IDs of the pointers, and you'll be okay.
When you create new pointers, make sure the animation "loops," or returns to
the first frame, by making the last pointer look almost exactly like the first
pointer. Otherwise, the animation will jump from the last frame to the first,
resulting in jerky animation.
Many applications have their own animated pointers. However, they sometimes
still use the Finder animation when they ask the Finder to perform some task
(such as copying a file). So you may see your new animated pointer pop up in
places other than the Finder.
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figure 5.6
The acur
template.
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Bumper Crop
I've learned in my business that it pays to be precise. That's why the
PageMaker cropping tool drives me crazy. I can never tell where the
"hot spot" is-the part of the pointer that does the pointing,
like the tip of the arrow. So I asked the diner people if there
was anything they could do, and they showed me a nice addition to the pointer that makes a world of difference. Try this
recipe, and you'll have a cropping tool that's easy to follow.

Ingredients
Aldus PageMaker

1. Find the PageMaker icon. Click on PageMaker to select it, then select
Duplicate from the File menu (or press

~-D).

This creates a copy of PageMaker, called PageMaker
version number).

cop y

(give or take a

2. Launch ResEdit.
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3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press J::e-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Pag eMaker

copy

file, select it, and

click on the Open button.

5. Double-click on the

CURS

CURS

icon.

ResEdit displays the PageMaker pointers (see figure 5.7) .

figure 5.7
The PageMaker
pointers.
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6. Double-click on the Cropping tool (resource number 273).
7. ResEdit displays the Cropping tool in the Pointer Editor window (see figure 5.8).
Figure 5.8
The Cropping
tool.

8. Click on the Pencil tool to select it.
9. Use the Pencil tool to edit the Cropping tool, as shown in figure 5.9. Essentially, you want to add a cross-hair for the pointer.
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figure 5.9
The new
Cropping tool.

10. Click on the Mask box. Edit the Mask as shown in figure 5.10.
figure 5.10
The new Mask.

11. Click on the hot spot tool-the x tool. Click at the center of the crosshairs,
as shown in figure 5.11, to move the hot spot.

Figure 5.11
Moving the Hot
. Spot.

new hot spot-+-1!!!~~hot spot tool-H-"l'-''H~---~•--~~~
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The hot spot is the P.art of the pointer that actually does the
·pointing-the tip of the arrow., fer mstance.·ft's how the
Macintosh knows exactly what you are pointing at when
y,o~ mov~the m()Jlse.

12. You'll probably want to try out your new pointer. Select Try Pointer from
the

CURS

menu (or press :l=l:-T).

Instead of the standard arrow cursor, you can now use the Cropping tool.
Move it over different backgrounds to see how it looks.

13. Select Save from the File menu (or press :l=l:-S).
14. Select Quit from the File menu (or press :J:::l:-Q).
You've changed the Cropping tool; now you'll want to see it in action.

15. Double-click on the PageMaker

copy

icon.

16. Create a new PageMaker document. Click on the Cropping tool; you can
now try out your new tool!
The new Cropping tool is much more precise. Now you can tell exactly where it's
pointing; the crosshairs make it obvious. No. more fumbling for the corners of a
graphic.

Variations
Many tools and pointers are not very precise. Usually, you can change them by
adding something like a crosshair at the hot spot. Also, if you leave a hole in the
Mask at the hot spot, the background shows through so you can see where you're
about to click.
You can use this same procedure for other pointers. One suggestion would be
the Paint Bucket. If you're not used to it, you may have trouble understanding
exactly where the hot spot is.
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So now you know a few tricks of the pointer trade. Really, pointers all
work the same; editing them is just a matter of being creative with
the pointer editor. Hands, swords, crosshairs, beachballs ... there are
scads of different pointers you can whip up.

Yes, pointers are flashy-they show up pretty obviously. But patterns are a bit more subtle. They show up only when you ask for
them and (usually) don't appear when you don't want them. The next
chapter explores patterns in some very subtle flavors.

Fresh Pointer Pie
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Golden fried
Patterns
Patterns are pretty easy, actually. They're one of my staples. Sure, there's
more satisfaction in redoing a whole set of icons, say, but people
notice if you don't do a good job with patterns.

••'=-_..._,

I guess that's because everyone has fiddled with patterns at one time
or another. Yup, even you. Ever hear of the Desktop pattern? You
know that control panel, the one that lets you change the pattern
beneath your icons? Change that, and you're changing patterns.

Now some will say that's all the pattern editing you'll ever want to do. And yes,
you can get by if you don't do more than play with the General Controls control
panel-it does let you do some interesting things. But if you start changing
patterns with ResEdit, you can really make things different. More colors. Bigger
patterns. A lot that you can't do with that Control Panel, you can do with ResEdit.

Okay, so patterns are not the most glamorous or complicated resources. "I already
know how to change them, you say. But patterns are one of the basics, and if
you try a few of these recipes, you'll learn a bit more about what goes on inside
that computer of yours. Trust me on this.
11

A Plethora

of Patterns

, How'd the Macintosh get a reputation for "personality"? The Desktop

~~1 .patterns. From the General Controls control panel, you can pick any
~ v.: pattern you like and use different shading combinations-even full

color, if you've got a color monitor.
But check out those stock patterns-tacky, tacky, tacky! I saw wallpaper
like that in an apartment once. I made the landlord take it out before I'd
move in.
Well, the good news is at least you can edit those patterns using the Control
Panel. But what if you like that kind of wallpaper and want to make something
even wilder?
The answer is, you add patterns rather than change the ones that are there. Using
ResEdit, of course.

Ingredients
System 7

1. Open the System folder. Click on the System to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press J::e-D).
This creates a copy of the System, called System

2. Launch ResEdit.
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copy.

3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press :l:e-0) .

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the System copy. Click on it to select it,
and then click on the Open button.

5. Double-dick on the

ppt#

icon.

ResEdit displays the color patterns used by the System (see figure 6.1).
~Iii§. ppt#.s from s11.stem cop11. ~

~

Figure 6.1
The System
patterns.

0

I•

'{}

w

6. Double-dick on the Desktop patterns (resource number 0) .
7. A dialog box appears, asking if these are patterns for your Desktop file (see
figure 6.2) .

Figure 6.2
Is this resource fl list of desktop
pfltterns for your System file?

The ppt#
dialog box.

NOTE: The.se pfltterns cflnnot be used
flS desktop pfltterns if you choose No
find sflue chflnges.

No

[

Yes

D

Click on Yes.
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8. ResEdit displays the Desktop patterns in the pattern editor (see figure 6.3).
figure 6.3
The Desktop
patterns.
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I

I
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9. Select Insert New Pattern from the Resource menu (or press j::C-K).
ResEdit creates a new, blank pattern.

10. There are two black boxes on the left side of the editor. The lower of the two
displays the foreground color-the color you will draw with. Open the
Foreground Color box (as you would a menu) and drag the mouse pointer
to select a dark green color (see figure 6.4).
figure 6.4
Selecting a
green color.

--.....

•• o
o
•o
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11. Click on the Paint Bucket tool to select it.
12. Position the Paint Bucket tool inside the pattern box, and click the mouse
button to fill the pattern with the green color (see figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5

• .........
D
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•o

EJD-

Using the Paint
Bucket tool to
fill the pattern
with green.

D
B& W

13. As you did in step 10, open the Foreground Color box and select a gold
color.

14. Click on the Pencil tool icon.

15. Using the Pencil tool, draw a fleur-de-lis to complete the pattern (see
figure 6.6) .

figure 6.6
The completed
pattern .

.........

•o
• D
•o
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16. To test your pattern, select Try Pattern from the Pattern menu.
ResEdit displays the pattern instead of the Desktop pattern.

17. (Optional) If you want to, you can create a black-and-white version of your
pattern. Position the mouse pointer over the box labeled Color. Click and
hold the mouse button, and drag the pattern to the box labeled B &W (see
figure 6.7) . Release the mouse button; ResEdit creates a black-and-white
pattern.

Figure 6.7
Creating a
black-and-white
version of a
pattern.
"-..

II

• D

•o
•o

You can edit this pattern if you want to improve upon ResEdit's guesses;
simply use the Pencil tool.

The System needs a black-and-white version. of this pattern
orily if you change your display to black and white; in that
case, the System substitutes the black-and-white pattern for
the color pattern. The default is a plain whitel>attern. If yq~ don't plant
set your display te black and white, you probably won't need~ black-andwhite pattern~
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18. You've created a new pattern. To create others, repeat steps 9 through 16
above. Each time, try drawing something different. You can replace steps 10
through 15 with your own pattern designs. Figure 6.8 illustrates a few ideas.
Closeup

Overview

•

Figure 6.8
Suggestions for
desktop patterns .

••
••

19. Select Save from the File menu (or press J::(-S).

20. Select Quit from the File menu (or press J::1:-Q).
21. Open the System folder again. Select the System file and drag it out of the
System folder (to the Desktop or to another folder on your hard disk).

22. Click on the System

copy

file. Rename it System.

23. Close the System folder. If the small System icon appears on the System
folder, go on to the next step. If the icon doesn't appear, that means that
the Macintosh doesn't know that the folder is a valid System folder. Try
opening and closing the folder again; that should make the System icon
appear on the System folder.
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24. Select Restart from the Special menu.
Now that you've got your new patterns, you'll want to try them out.

25. Select Control Panels from the Apple menu.
The Control Panels folder opens.

26. Double-click on the General Controls control panel.

27. Click on the arrows beneath the box that displays the Desktop pattern.
As you move through the patterns, you will eventually come to the new
patterns you created.

28. If you want to use one of your new patterns, click on your chosen pattern
when it appears in the box.
Now you have a whole new set of patterns to try out. You could have just
changed the stock patterns using the General Controls control panel, but why go
halfway? Using ResEdit you can add patterns and fancy them up with the whole
complement of drawing tools. Cool!

Variations
You can create all the patterns you want using this method, as long as you use
only eight colors-that's all the Control Panel can handle. ResEdit will stop you if
you try to use too many colors.
If you use a black-and-white monitor, you can edit the black-and-white patterns,

too. In step 5, click on the PAT# icon instead of the one mentioned. (The dialog
box mentioned in step 7 won't appear; don't worry about that.)

Editor. Edit Thyself

~
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Of course I think ResEdit is a great program-that's why I spend so
much time at the diner. But it's not perfect. Take the patterns it
supplies, for instance (see figure 6.9) . Certain patterns that I
like to use just don't show up in this menu.
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ID

=

-16455 from ResEdit cop

figure 6.9
ResEdit's default
patterns, as
used in the icon
editor.

..........
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Now, I can go in and create those patterns by hand, using the Pencil tool. But
who can spend that kind of time? If I plan to use a pattern more than a few
times, it makes more sense to add the pattern to ResEdit's supply. That way, I
have the pattern "right at hand," so to speak.
This recipe shows how to do just that- add patterns to the ones that ResEdit
already supplies.

Ingredients
ResEdit (included on the disk)

1. Click on the ResEdit icon to select it, then select Duplicate from the File
menu (or press :J::e-D).
This creates a copy of ResEdit, called ResEdit copy.

2. Launch ResEdit.
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Make sure that you launch ResEdit, not the copy. You can't
safely use ResEdit to modify itself; that would be like asking
a surgeon to operate on herselt-not a good idea. So, create a
copy of ResEdit, then edit the copy using the origihal.

3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press J::e -0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the ResEdit

copy

file. Click on it to

select it, then click on the Open button.
5. Double-click on the

PAT#

icon.

ResEdit displays the black-and-white patterns used by ResEdit (see figure 6.10) .

PAT•

Figure 6.10

:.:i;J§ PRT#s from ResEdit cop

The ResEdit
black-and-white
pattern lists.

1670

ResEdit uses both black-and-white and color patterns.
We'll edit both, but if you like you can change only
one or the other-you'll just see different pattern lists
in different editors.
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6. Double-click on resource ID 3100-the patterns used for the ResEdit editors.
ResEdit displays the list of patterns (see figure 6.11).

Figure 6.11
ResEdit patterns, seen in
the Pattern
Editor window.
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7. You need to insert your new patterns at the right side of the list, rather that
at the beginning. (You don't want to change the default black pattern, for
instance.) So, scroll through the list until you find the dark herringbone
pattern (just before the plain white pattern), and click on it (see figure 6.12).

Figure 6.12
Clicking on the
dark herringbone pattern.

• D

•e oo
I . I
8. Choose Insert New Pattern from the Resource menu (or press J::(;-K).
ResEdit creates a new, blank pattern.

9. Click on the Line tool to select it.
10. Using the Line tool, create a pattern of vertical stripes (see figure 6.13) .
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Figure 6.13
A pattern of
vertical stripes.
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11. Now we want to create the second pattern. Scroll to the end of the list of
patterns, and click on the white herringbone pattern-the last pattern in
the list.

12. Choose Insert New Pattern from the Resource menu (or press J::(-K).
ResEdit creates a new, blank pattern.

13. Click on the Line tool to select it.
14. Using the Line tool, create a pattern of horizontal stripes (see figure 6.14).
Figure 6.14
A pattern of
horizontal
stripes.
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15. Close the

I
PAT#

Editor window and then close the

PAT#s

window.

You have created the black-and-white patterns; the next step is to create the
color patterns. The steps are virtually the same, with a few twists.
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16. Double-click on the ppt# icon.
ResEdit displays the color patterns used by ResEdit (see figure 6.15).
§]fiEi§] ppt#s from R.esEdit cop

D
1750

figure 6.15
The ResEdit
color fill
patterns.

D
1751

17. Double-click on resource ID 3100-the patterns used for the ResEdit editors.
ResEdit displays the list of patterns (see figure 6.16).
figure 6.16
ResEdit patterns
seen in the
Pattern Editor
window.
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Yes, these are color patterns, even though they look black-andwhite. I'll explain in a minute.
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18. Again, you want to insert your new patterns at the right side of the list,
rather than at the beginning. Scroll through the list until you find the dark
herringbone pattern (just before the plain white pattern), and click on it
(see figure 6.17).
figure 6.17
Clicking on the
dark herringbone pattern.
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So far, this has been the same as editing the black-and-white patterns, but
now things get a little bit different.

19. While holding down the Option key, open the Resource menu.
Notice that the Insert New Pattern menu item changes to Insert Relative
Pattern (see figure 6.18).

figure 6.18
Bringing up the
Insert Relative
Pattern menu
item (open the
Resource menu
while holding
down the
Option key) .

Open Resource Editor
Open Using Template ...
Open Using HeH Editor
Reuert This Resource
Get Resource Info

38 I

Select Insert Relative Pattern. ResEdit creates a new, blank pattern.
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This explains why the patterns look black and white even
though they're reallY, color patterns. (I told you I'd explain
that!) With relative patterns, the black parts are replaced
with the foreground color, and the white parts are replacecl with the background color. This way, you can create a whole new range of patterns just
by changing the foreground and background colors in the pattern editor.

20. Click on the Line tool to select it.
21. Using the Line tool, create a pattern of vertical stripes, just as in step 10.

22. Position the mouse pointer over the Color box. Click and hold the mouse
button, and drag the mouse pointer down to the B & W box (see figure 6.19) . Release the mouse button.

Figure 6.19
Creating a
black-and-white
version of the
color pattern.
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ResEdit creates a black-and-white version of the color pattern.

23. Now we want to create the second pattern. Scroll to the end of the list of
patterns, and click on the white herringbone pattern- the last pattern in
the list- just as you did before.

24. While holding down the Option key, open the Resource menu. Select Insert
Relative Pattern.
ResEdit creates a new pattern.
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25. Click on the Line tool to select it.
26. Using the Line tool, create a pattern of horizontal stripes, just as you did in
step 14.

27. As you did in step 22, position the mouse pointer over the Color box. Click
and hold the mouse button, and drag the mouse pointer down to the
B & W box. Release the mouse button.
ResEdit creates the black-and-white version of the color pattern.

28. Choose Save from the File menu (or press J::C-S).
29. Choose Quit from the File menu (or press J::C-Q).

30. To try out your changes, all you need to do is open some resource that uses
a pixel editor-an icon, for example. Double-click on the ResEdit copy icon.
The Finder launches the copy of ResEdit that you modified.

31. Open a file to test your new patterns.

(I used a System copy file .)

32. Double-click on a resource that uses a pattern editor-the

icla

icon, for

example. Open up one of the icons within that resource.
ResEdit displays the familiar icon editor.

33. Open the Fill Pattern pop-up menu, as shown in figure 6.20. Your new
patterns take their place on the right side of the pattern lists.

34. Once you're happy with your changes, put away your old copy of ResEdit.
Figure 6.20
New patterns
seen in the Fill
Pattern pop-up
menu.
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Rename the original ResEdit file as Original ResEdit (or something similar).
Change the name of the ResEdit copy file to ResEdit.
So, you've added a couple of patterns to ResEdit itself. If you find yourself creating the same patterns repeatedly in ResEdit, you can avoid the hassle by adding
those patterns, just as you did these.

Variations
Of course, you can add more patterns to ResEdit, or add different patterns than
those described here. Just repeat the process, changing the new patterns as you
desire.
Most paint programs use fill patterns, too; you can use the same basic process to
change their fill patterns. Just keep a pristine copy of your paint program on
hand in case you want to return to the original.

Calculated Patterns
If you're moving through these recipes in order, you've already heard

Walt complain about the Macintosh Calculator. He says it should really
be a cash register. Earlier, he showed you a recipe that changed its icon
to actually look like a cash register.
The only problem is, the Calculator doesn't look like a cash

L2~~~1register inside-once you launch it, it still looks the same. Pretty
bland, if you ask me. Blue-gray surface, with white buttons. (Sigh.) Not too
exciting at all.
Say, why not spice it up a bit?
This recipe changes the boring front of the Calculator to a jazzier pattern. Doesn't
look any more like a cash register ... but it's a lot more fun!

Ingredients
Calculator (which comes with the System software)

1. Open the System folder; open the Apple Menu Items folder (enclosed within
the System folder).

Z. Click on the Calculator to select it.
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3. Choose Duplicate from the file menu (or press

~ -D) .

The Finder creates a duplicate of the Calculator, called Calculator copy.

4. Launch ResEdit (by double-clicking on the ResEdit icon) .
5. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ~- 0).

6. Using the Find File dialog box, find Calculator copy, click on it to select it,
and click on the Open button.
ResEdit displays the resources from Calculator copy (see figure 6.21).

7. Double-click on the ppat icon.
Figure 6.21
The Calculator
resources.
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ResEdit displays the Calculator's single pattern-the pattern it uses for the
front of the calculator (see figure 6.22).
ppat
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§IO§ ppats from Colcull §1!1
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Figure 6.22
The Calculator's
pattern.

-15999

The ppat resource is similar to the ppt# resource used in the
previous two recipes. The difference is that the ppat resource
is just one pattern, whereas the ppt# resource is a list of
patterns.

8. Double-click on the Calculator's ppat icon, number

-15999 .

ResEdit displays the pattern editor (see figure 6.23).

Figure 6.23
The Calculator's
pattern, in the
pattern editor .
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We're going to create a pretty radical pattern-a series of lightning bolts.
First we get rid of the old pattern.

9. Double-click on the Eraser tool.
ResEdit erases the entire pattern.

10. There are two black boxes on the left side of the editor. The lower of the two
displays the foreground color-the color you will draw with. Open the
Foreground Color box (as you would a menu) and drag the mouse pointer
to select a blue color (see figure 6.24).
Figure 6.24
Selecting a blue
color.
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11. Click on the Paint Bucket tool to select it.
12. Position the Paint Bucket tool inside the pattern box, and click the mouse
button to fill the pattern with the blue color.
13. As you did in step 10, open the Foreground Color box; this time select a
yellow color.

14. Click on the Pencil tool icon.
15. Using the Pencil tool, draw a lightning bolt to complete the pattern (see
figure 6.25).
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figure 6.25
The finished
lightning bolt .
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16. Position the mouse pointer over the Color box. Click and hold the mouse
button, and drag the mouse pointer down to the B & W box (see figure
6.26). Release the mouse button.
figure 6.26
Creating a
black-and-white
version of the
color pattern.
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ResEdit creates a black-and-white version of the color pattern.

17. Choose Save from the File menu (or press

~-S).

18. Choose Quit from the File menu (or press

~-Q).

You've created the new pattern; now try it out.
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19. Open the Apple menu; choose the Calculator copy.
The new Calculator appears, with the new pattern (see figure 6.27).

figure 6.27
The new
Calculator.
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20. You're now essentially done; there's no reason that you can't use both
calculators. However, you might want to change the name of the Calculator
you created. Open the Apple Menu Items folder. Change the name of
Calculator copy to Colorful Calculator, or something similar.
You have created a new, more vibrant Calculator! True, the new look doesn't add
functionality-or even look more like a cash register-but it's far more electrifying than plain blue dots.

Variations
Naturally, you don't have to use lightning bolts. Just modify steps 10 through 15,
creating your own pattern instead.
This recipe works for changing just about any pattern. The catch is, different
programs use patterns in different ways. Look for the ppat resources in different
programs; you may find something interesting.

Desktop Diversity
So you think the Desktop patterns are pretty special, huh?. I bet you
even think the patterns you created in the first recipe of this chapter
-t are pretty neat.
I've got news for you.
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Those patterns are kindergarten stuff! Think about it. You're limited to eight
colors in an eight-by-eight box. Whoopee. That's not a lot to work with.
Now, what if I said you could make yer patterns bigger? With more colors? In
non-square shapes? Now that would make for an interesting Desktop!
And that's what we're here to show you-how to liven up your Desktop. A few
Desktop patterns are included on the disk. We'll show you how to use 'em.

lngrczdicznts
System 7
Desktop Patterns file (included on disk)

1. Open the System folder. Click on the System to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press j::(-D).
This creates a copy of the System, called System copy.

Z. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press j::(-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Desktop Patterns file. Click on it to
select it, and then click on the Open button.

5. Click on the ppat icon to select it.

6. Select Copy from the Edit menu (or press j::(-C).
ppat

7. Select Close from the File menu (or press j::(-W).

8. Choose Open from the File menu (or press j::(-0).

9. Using the Open File dialog box, find the System copy. Click on it to select it,
then click on the Open button.

10. Double-click on the ppat icon.
ResEdit displays the Desktop pattern used by the System (see figure 6.28).
ppat
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figure 6.28
The Desktop
pattern.
16

11. Select Paste from the Edit menu (or press :l=C-V).
ResEdit adds the resources you copied from the Desktop Patterns file to the
System copy (see figure 6.29).

figure 6.29
A few more
patterns.

12. Click on the standard Desktop pattern (ID number

16)

to select it.

13. Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu (or press :J:C-1).
ResEdit displays the Resource Info window (see figure 6.30).

14. In the ID: box, change the number to 140 (or any number that isn't taken
already).

15. Select Close from the File menu (or press :l=C-W).
16. Click on the pattern that you want to use as your Desktop pattern to
select it.
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Figure 6.30
The Resource
Info window.

~~ Info for ppat 16 from system copy

Size:

ppot

Type:

ID:
Nome:

182

I

1116

I
owner type
DRUR
WDEF
MDEF

Owner ID:
Sub ID:

I&-

!

Rttributes:

D System Heap
D Purgeoble

D
D

Locked
Protected

D Preload
D Compressed

17. Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu (or press J::1; -I) .
18. In the ID: box, change the number back to 16.

The System uses resource 16 as tn.e Desktop pattern. Every
time you want to use a new Desktop pattern, you can repeat
this procedure, and give the pattern you "!:ant to use ah: ID
of 11!!.

19. Select Save from the File menu (or press J::1;-S).

20. Select Quit from the File menu (or press J::1;-Q).
21. Open the System folder again. Select the System file and drag it out of the
System folder (to the Desktop or to another folder on your hard disk).

22. Click on the Sy stem

Copy

file. Rename it Sy st em.

23. Close the System folder. If the small System icon appears on the System
folder, go on to the next step. If the icon doesn't appear, that means that
the Macintosh doesn't know that the folder is a valid System folder. Try
opening and closing the folder again; that should make the System icon
appear on the System folder.

24. Select Restart from the Special menu.

Golden fried Patterns
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When your Macintosh restarts, you'll have a whole new Desktop pattern! None of
those wimpy patterns for you-you want a full-blown, large-scale pattern.

Variations
You don't have to use the patterns created here; you can create your own. Open
the ppat resource in the system copy, and select Create New Resource from the
Resource menu. You will have a new resource to edit; however, you may want to
try selecting Pattern Size from the ppat menu. You can then click on the new size
of pattern you want to create-up to 64 pixels by 64 pixels.
Then, all you have to do is create your pattern and continue from step 12 above.
Voila! You've created a new Desktop pattern, unlimited by the constraints of the
General Controls panel.

When you create a Desktop pattern that goes beyond the
normal constraints (eight by eight, with no more than eight
colors), the General Controls control panel can no longer
create color Desktop patterns. To return the System to its state of pristine
innocence, assign ID number 16 to the original Desktop pattern. With the
Desktop pattern back under its usual llinits, the Control Panel Will work
normally once again.

Fried ·Patterns Redux
See, I told you patterns weren't so hard. When you consider how much
you can change your Mac's appearance when you change the
patterns, seems like pattern editing is pretty worthwhile after all!
•'-~""""~

Now, most of the patterns you'll find are Desktop patterns; the rest
are mainly fill patterns. But if you keep looking, you'll find programs-like the Calculator-that use patterns for more than that. The
thing is, programs use patterns to cover large areas. They just keep repeating
the pattern. So, if you change a pattern, you can really affect the look of a program.
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fresh-Picked
PICTs
"
'
~

~·

Most people wouldn't know a file type if it walked up and hit 'em
over the head with a shovel. But they know what PICT means. They
even know enough that they write "PICT," and not "pict" or
"Pict."

Yep, lots of people recognize PICT files when they show up. But did you know
there are PICT resources, too? D'you think that programs draw every graphic that
they use from scratch? 'Course not- that could take forever . Besides, a program
that says "put that picture over there" is a heckuva lot easier to write than a
program that tries to describe every picture it uses.
Lots of programs use PICTs. All those fancy "splash screens" that appear when
you start up a program? Those are PICTs. If you wanted to, you could probably
dive in there and add all new splash screens.

Whoopee. That's not a lot of fun, unless you're into graffiti.
But from time to time, you'll come across PICTs that are a little more interesting-worth the time it takes to edit them. And it does take time. ResEdit can't
edit PICTs; it only lets you look at them. So you need another program to change
the PICTs.
And you can't just go in and change every PICT in sight. Sometimes software gets
ornery if it doesn't find the PICT it's looking for. Take the System, for instance.
There are some neat PICTs in there-but change them to something that seems
perfectly reasonable, and the whole thing can go to pot.
So changing PICTs isn't a cakewalk. Why bother? Well, if you can find the right
PICTs, and can change them without too much trouble, you can do a lot more
than you could just using ResEdit on its own.
To make things easier, Walt has whipped up a few PICT resources that he put on
the disk. He said he wanted people to get the chance to change a few things even
if they didn't have a paint program to edit PICTs with ..
Here's a few recipes to get you started with PICTs. No hassle, no fuss. That's what
the diner's all about.

Sound Slider
You know, the Macintosh uses quite a few metaphors, and not all of
them are really that intuitive.
Take the slider, for example.
When's the last time you used a slider? Well, if you have a
graphic equalizer on your stereo, you've seen that slider recently.
(When's the last time you fiddled with your graphic equalizer?)
But if you're like me (and prefer not to add all that potential noise into your
stereo system), you don't often see sliders.
So why does the slider have to look like it does?
Sure, there's no practical reason to change what you've got. But who needs a
practical reason? There's not a lot you can do with that limited space, but sometimes, it's nice to change something just to change it.
And no, that does not apply to graphic equalizers and stereos.
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Ingredients
Sound control panel (which comes with System 7)
NewSlider file (included on disk)

1. Open the Control Panels folder. Click on the Sound control panel to select
it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press

~-D) .

This creates a copy of the Sound control panel; it is called Sound

copy.

2. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ~-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the

NewSlider file. Click on it to select

it, and then click on the Open button.

~Ji
PICT

5. Click on the

PICT

icon to select it.

6. Select Copy from the Edit menu (or press

~-C).

7. Select Close from the File menu (or press

~-W) .

8. Choose Open from the File menu (or press

~ - 0).

9. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Sound

copy.

Click on it to select it,

then click on the Open button.
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10. Double-click on the

PICT

icon.

ResEdit displays the PICTs used by the Sound control panel (see figure 7.1).

PICT

figure 7.1
The Sound
control panel's
PICTs.
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11. Select Paste from the Edit menu (or press j:t-V).
A dialog box appears, asking if you want to replace the PICTs with the same
ID (see figure 7.2) .

figure 7.2
The "Replace
resources ... ?"
dialog box.

Press the Unique ID button if you
wont new resource IDs assigned to
the resources with conflicting IDs.
Replace resources with the some ID?

[Unique ID J

l[

No

JI

Yes

12. Click on the Yes button.
ResEdit replaces the slider PICTs with the PICTs you copied from the
NewSlider file .

13. Select Save from the File menu (or press j::C-S).
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14. Select Quit from the File menu (or press :f:e-Q).

15. To test your changes, double-click on the sound

copy

file. Your new slider

will be in the same location.

16. Under System 7, you can use either control panel-Sound or Sound copy.
However, if you find it confusing to have duplicate control panels around,
you can move the original out of the way.
To do so, select the Sound file and drag it out of the Control Panels folder (to
the Desktop or to another folder on your hard disk).

17. Click on the Sound

copy

file . Rename it Sound.

Now, you're using a Sound control panel with a whole new look.

Variations
If you have a program that can edit PICT bitmaps, such as Adobe Photoshop or

Claris MacPaint, you can create your own slider. (We'll tell you how to edit PICT
resources in a moment.) Just be sure you don't make the new PICTs any bigger
than the old PICTs.
Many programs use sliders like the one in the Sound control panel. If you find
another program that uses a slider, you may be able to replace it, too, with the
NewSlider PICTs. Just change the Resource ID numbers so that the NewSlider
PICTs have the same ID number as the slider resources in the program that you're
changing. (To change resource ID numbers, select the resource, choose Get
Resource Info from the Resource menu-or press :ft-I-and change the number in
the Resource ID text box.) Remember, the slider PICTs in the program must
exactly match the size of the slider PICTs in the NewSlider file.

Editing PICT Resources
:·

Editing PICTs requires a program that has that capability-usually a
color paint program. Almost every paint program can handle
PICTs, so you're limited only by what you want the program to
t:.-..<ozi~-'.:t'J do.

~ ~

The first step in editing a PICT resource is to get the resource into
your paint program. To do so, follow these steps:
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1. Launch ResEdit.
1. Open the program that has the PICT you want to change.

~Ji

3. Double-dick on the

PICT

icon.

4. Double-dick on the PICT you want to edit.

PICT

5. Select Copy from the Edit menu (or press ;}:C-C).
6. Quit ResEdit.
7. Launch your paint program.

a.

Create a new document that's at least as big as the resource you're
going to edit.

9. Select Paste from the Edit menu (or press :l=C-V).
You now have the PICT in your paint program; you can edit as you
would a normal picture. When you've made the changes you want,
follow the steps below to complete the process.

10. Using the rectangular selection tool from your paint program, select
the picture you edited. Your selection should be exactly the same
dimensions as the original image.

11. Select Copy from the Edit menu (or press ;}:C-C).
11. Quit your paint program.
13. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen
will come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it.
Again, if you haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog
box will appear automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File
menu (or press ;}:C-0).
14. Open the program or file that has the PICT you want to change.

~Ji
PICT

15. Double-dick on the

PICT

icon.

16. Double-dick on the PICT you want to edit.
17. Select Paste from the Edit menu (or press ;}:C-V).
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ResEdtt replaces the old PICT with the one that you copied from the paint
program. It's really not that hard, as long as you have a paint program that
c;an:.handle PICTs.
Not all programs can handle changes to their PICTs this easily; that's why
you keep a backup copy of the program. But if you look around, you'll find
quite a few programs with PICTs that work well when edited.

If you save your edited picture as a normal paint document,
you can easily reopen the picture when you want to make
more changes.

Alarm Alterations
~);]

rfw.
\(

~

I really get depressed if I can't shake things up once in awhile. I
hated wearing this uniform until I started changing my hairstyle
1 and wearing different shoes- just to avoid the same old boring
thing every day.

Ii

Hey, that's the way I feel about a lot of things, the Macintosh included.
One day I'm setting the Alarm Clock on my computer, and I notice I'm
getting pretty tired of those funky little controls (see figure 7.3) . So I say to
myself, how about doing something different?
figure 7.3
The normal
Alarm Clock

controls.
Well, Walt showed me how, and I came up with my own set of controls. They
work just like the old ones, but they're my very own creation. Know what's even
better? I can change them again whenever I want.
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This recipe shows you how to change the Alarm Clock controls by adding the
controls I made up. They don't work any different but, hey, why not make a
change for a change?

Ingredients
Alarm Clock desk accessory (which comes with System 7)
NewAlarm

file (included on disk)

1. Open the Apple Menu Items folder. Click on the Alarm Clock to select it,
then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press

~-D).

This creates a copy of the Alarm Clock, called Alarm Clock copy.

Z. Launch ResEdit.
]. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will

come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ~-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the NewAlarm file. Click on it to select it,
then click on the Open button.

~i
PICT

5. Click on the

PICT

icon to select it.

6. Select Copy from the Edit menu (or press

~-C).

7. Select Close from the File menu (or press

~-W).

a.

Choose Open from the File menu (or press

~-0).

9. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Alarm

Clock copy.

Click on it to

select it, then click on the Open button.

10. Double-dick on the

PICT

icon.

ResEdit displays the PICT used by the Alarm Clock desk accessory (see
figure 7.4).

PICT
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The Alarm
Clock's PICT.
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ResEdit displays PICTs in squares; if the PICT is bigger than the
square, ResEdit reduces the PICT to make it fit. (It may even
reduce the PICT disproportionally, cteating a rather
squashed PICT.) To see a PICT at full size, double-click on it.

11. Select Paste from the Edit menu (or press

~-V).

A dialog box appears, asking if you want to replace the PICTs with the same
ID (see figure 7.5).
Press the Unique ID button If you
wimt new resource I Os 11sslgned to
the resources with conflicting IDs.
Aepl11ce resources with the s11me ID?

(Unique ID J

([

No

]J

figure 7.5
The "Replace
resources ... ?"
dialog box.

Yes

12. Click on the Yes button.
ResEdit replaces the PICT with the PICT you copied from the NewAlarm file.

13. Select Save from the File menu.

14. Select Quit from the File menu.

15. To test your changes, double-click on the Alarm

Clock copy file . Your new
controls will appear. Click on the button on the right side of the window to
see the expanded set of controls (see figure 7.6).
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figure 7.6
The new Alarm
Clock controls.
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16. There's no reason not to keep both alarm clocks around; you can use either
one depending on the occasion. However, you might not want to keep two
alarm clocks in your Apple menu-that menu gets crowded pretty quick.
If you want to remove the older alarm clock, select the Alarm Clock file and

drag it out of the Apple Menu Items folder (perhaps to the Desktop, or to
another folder on your hard disk).

17. Click on the Alarm Clock copy file. Rename it Special Alarm Clock, or
something similar.
Now, when you set the Alarm Clock, you'll see a brand new set of controls. Don't
just run with the herd-be the leader of the pack!.

Variations
As with the Sound control panel recipe, if you have a program that can edit PICT
bitmaps, you can create your own slider for the Alarm Clock (see the sidebar on
editing PICT resources, above). You have to be careful, though. When you edit
the PICT, don't move any of the elements, and don't make any of the elements
too big. Try out your changes; if they don't work, you can always go back to the
original Alarm Clock and start over.
Other programs out there also use one PICT to contain a set of controls. If you
can edit PICTs, you can change them, but again, be careful. As with the Alarm
Clock, the program will be looking for controls of a specific size at a specific spot
within the PICT. With care, though, you can do quite a bit to change the
program's interface.

Clock of Ages
L..-:a't;i::J~>,t)
1 w.._...._~.....,

When I first came to work here, the owner loved to collect antiques.
He had this mantle clock that he put over the counter.
I hated that darn clock.
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It was hideous; it looked like something out of an alien spaceship. It just wasn't
right for a diner, not with all the chrome and Formica we have. Maybe you've
seen that clock. It's the Antique Clock that Berkeley Systems put it in their After
·
Dark Clock module (see figure 7.7).

Figare 7.7
The original
Antique Clock.

As I was saying, it wasn't my favorite piece of diner decor. Nothing I could do
about it, of course; he loved that old clock. But then he was bought out by a
corporation. I worried that they'd change everything, but they let me manage the
diner pretty much as I saw fit.
The first thing I saw fit to do was get rid of that clock.
I didn't want anything too modern-I did like having a bit of wood around-so I
found an antique schoolhouse clock. Okay, it's not really chrome and Formica
either. But at least it's better than that other thing.
So, in honor of the real antique clock, I came up with a recipe to change the clock
in After Dark, too. This is it.

Ingredients
Clock After Dark module (which comes with the original After Dark package)
NewClock

file (included on disk)

1. Open the After Dark Files folder. Click on the Clock module to select it,
then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press J:1:-D).
This creates a copy of the Clock module, called Clock

copy.

2. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press J:1:-0).
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4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the

NewClock

file . Click on it to select it,

then click on the Open button.

5. Click on the

PICT

icon to select it.

6. Select Copy from the Edit menu (or press J:e-C).
PICT

7. Select Close from the File menu (or press J:e-W).
8. Choose Open from the File menu (or press J:e-0) .
9. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Clock

copy .

Click on it to select it,

then click on the Open button.

10. Double-click on the

PICT

icon.

ResEdit displays the PICTs used by the Clock module (see figure 7.8).

PICT
figure 7.8
The Clock
module's PICTs.
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ResEdit displays the PICTs in squares; if the PICT :is bigger than
the square, ResEdit reduces the PICT to make it fit. (It may
even reduce the PICT disproportionally, creating a rather
squashed PICT.) To see a PICT at full size, double-click on it.

11. Select Paste from the Edit menu (or press J:::e-V).
A dialog box appears, asking if you want to replace the PICTs with the same
ID (see figure 7.9) .

Press the Unique ID button if you
want new resource IDs assigned to
the resources with conflicting IDs.

figure 7.9
The "Replace
resource ...?"
dialog box.

Replace resources with the same ID?

[unique ID)

n

No

D

Yes

12. Click on the Yes button.
ResEdit replaces the Clock PICTs with the PICTs you copied from the
NewClock file.

13. Select Save from the File menu.
14. Select Quit from the File menu.

15. To test your changes, open the After Dark control panel.
16. Scroll through the list of modules until you find the Clock copy module.
(You'll see both the original Clock and the Clock copy.) Click on the Clock
copy to select it.

17. Select Antique from the Type pop-up menu.
18. Click on the Demo button.
After Dark displays your new clock (see figure 7.10).
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figure 7.10
The new clock.

You don't have to get rid of the old Clock module; After Dark can keep track
of both old and new modules. However, if you want to, you can remove the
Clock file from the After Dark Files folder and rename Clock copy as simply
Clock.

You've now got a clock that I can live with (you never know when I might come
over for a visit) .

Variations
As with the other two recipes in this chapter, if you have a program that can edit
PICT bitmaps (such as Adobe Photoshop), you can create your own clock (see the
sidebar on editing PICT resources, above). Take a look at a few other clock items
in the Clock module-you might think about editing the digital numbers (although that would be quite a few resources to edit.. .).

PICTs. One More Time
Like I said, there's lots you can do with PICTs. They're kind of a
,
' ,. catch-all for any graphic element the programmer wants to put in, so
~
all kinds of strange things can be found in PICTs.
'Course, since there are so many strange things in PICTs, you can
get strange results when you change PICT resources. But you also get some results
that are pretty interesting, so it's worthwhile experimenting on your own.
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Menu Melts
Probably the most utilitarian aspect of the Macintosh is the menus.
Pointers, icons, and patterns all change from program to program, but
the menus almost always look the same. Black on white, in 12point Chicago. Very simple, very useful.
Now perhaps you've seen a splash of color in an occasional
menu, or seen an icon beside a menu item or two. You don't
usually see such unusual features on an everyday workhorse
like a word processor or spreadsheet. I wonder why? Sparse and spartan has its
place, but I don't mind a pinch of spice to make my workday more enjoyable.
Making your menus more entertaining isn't the only outcome. You can do things
to make them more functional, too.
Here are three recipes that do a little of both: they'll make your menus more
attractive and more functional. Go ahead-you work hard, you deserve it!

A word of advice before you start: If you are modifying the
System or Finder files, make sure that you have a startup
problems
floppy disk handy before you start. If you bave
with the following recipes, check out Chapter 3, "Heimlich Maneuvers."

any

fi Balloon for Balloon Help
, (Sigh.) Some days it seems like every menu in my life is the same.

7r.~~Xi? Ever get that feeling? Nothing new, no excitement, just the same

l< ~

black words, over and over and over again. Boring!

Now what if I could, say, add pictures to the menus? Now that would
~.J%-,,...-<. perk me up! When you've got pictures to work with, you can add real
As usual, Walt has read my mind, and this recipe is the result. It shows how to
add an icon to a menu item. Read on, and learn how to add the Speaking Man
(famous from System alerts) to the Show (or Hide) Balloons item in the Balloon
Help menu.

Ingredients
System 7

1. Open the System folder. Click on the System to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press :FC-D) ,
This creates a copy of the System; the copy is named (surprisingly) syst em
copy .

2. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ;}::C-0).
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4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the System

copy.

Click on it to select it,

then click on the Open button.

5. Only icons with certain ID numbers can be used with menus, so we'll need
to create the correct icon.
ICON

Double-dick on the ICON icon.
ResEdit displays the System's icons (see figure 8.1).

figare 8.1
Icons from the
System.
-16522

-16492

-16491

<]»
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-16488
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-6079
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~
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6. Click on the Speaking Man icon (icon 1) to select it.
7. Select Duplicate from the Edit menu (or press :Fe-D).
A dialog box appears, warning you that the resource is compressed, and that
the copy will not be compressed (see figure 8.2).

One or more of the resource being
cut, copied, or duplicated Is
compressed. The copy will not be
compressed. Do you wont to proceed
onywoy?

No

K

Yes

figare 8.Z
A warning.

)
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8. Click on Yes.
ResEdit creates a copy of the Speaking Man icon, identifying it as icon 128.
Menus can use icons only with ID numbers between 257 and 511, so we'll
have to give the icon a new number.

9. Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu (or press J::C-I).
10. The Resource Info dialog box appears (see figure 8.3).

Figurer 8.3
The resource ID
dialog box.

Type:

Size:

ICON

128

ID:
Name:
Owner type
Owner ID:
1--------1

Sub ID:
Rttribute.s:
System Heap
IZI Purgeable

D

D
D

DRUR
WDEF
MOH

Locked
Protected

fl\

D Preload
D Compressed

11. Type 257 in the text box labelled ID.

12. Close the Resource ID dialog box; close the ICON window. ·

You c'}i1 use a c.olorized icon, if you want to. Chapter 3, "A Hot
Cup of Icons,'nhas a redpe thatshows ye4 bow to c~rize
the System icons. The idea is quite simplei all you do ii

create a cicn icon---a color ieon-with the same ID number as the blackand-white:Jcon yo~ant to eolorize. In this case,.yau'dUfit have to create
a colorized icon (oicn) with an ID number of 2:81.
13. Double-click on the

MENU

icon.

ResEdit displays the System's menus-menus that are generic to every
application (see figure 8.4) .

MENU
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Figure 8.4
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The System's
menus.
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14. Double-click on the Balloon Help menu (number
"rANdy").

- 16490,

'IJll

.
ililll

i!l1'I
!1i11

''II

11!'1

•

with the title

ResEdit displays the Balloon Help menu in the menu editor.

15. Click on the Show/Hide Balloons menu item to select it.
16. Select Choose Icon from the MENU menu.
(Now, how many books can claim a sentence quite like that?)
ResEdit displays the icons available for use with the menu (see figure 8.5).

17. Click on the Speaking Man icon (icon

257)

to select it.

18. Click on the OK button.
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figure 8.5
The Choose
Icon dialog box.
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19. To test your new menu icon, open the rANdy menu.
When you're editing a menu, ResEdit displays that menu in the menu bar
so that you can see the fruits of your labor. You can't actually use any of the
menu items, of course, but you can open the menu to see what it will look
like.

20. Select Save from the File menu (or press ):C-S) .

21. Select Quit from the File menu.
22. Open the System folder again. Select the System file and drag it out of the
System folder; place it in a folder named "Disabled" on your hard disk.

23. Click on the System

copy

file. Rename it System.

24. Close the System folder. If the small System icon appears on the System
folder, go on to the next step. If the icon doesn't appear, that means that
the Macintosh doesn't know that the folder is a valid System folder. Try
opening and closing the folder again; that should make the System icon
appear on the System folder.

25. Select Restart from the Special menu.
When your Macintosh restarts, you'll have a new icon in your Balloon Help
menu-just open that menu to try it out (see figure 8.6).
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About Bolloon Help ...

11~1 Show Bolloons

Figure 8.6
The new
Balloon Help
menu.

Finder Shortcuts

Variations
Use this recipe to add as many icons as you like to menus. (Some menu items
don't let you add icons because the menu items change from application to
application. The Finder Shortcuts item in the Balloon Help menu is an example.)
Just follow the basic procedures above. If you want to add a different icon, you
can either duplicate a different icon, or create your own icon. Just make sure you
give the icon an ID number between 25 7 and 511.
Another variation you can try is to use smaller icons. In the Choose Icon dialog
box (shown in figure 8.5), notice that there are radio buttons for Normal Icons,
Reduced Icons, and Small Icons. The first radio button-the default-indicates
that a normal icon (of the ICON resource type) will be used. The second buttonReduced Icons-takes the normal icons and reduces them to half normal sizeusually 16 by 16 pixels. The third button-Small Icons-enables you to choose
icons from the SIGN type (small black-and-white icons).

As mentioned earlier, if you create a cdlor icon with the same
ID number as a black-and-white icon, the color icon will be
,
used instead. See Cb.apter 3, "A Hot Cup of Icons," for
details. And for even more\rariations, notice that colof icons-c:i:cns-don't
have to be 32 by 32 pixels ....

You can, of course, use different menu items, different menus, or even menus
from different programs. The results won't always be what you expect-a menu
may be used only part of the time, for instance-but opportunities abound out
there!
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Radical ResEdit Menus
Sometimes, functional isn't really functional. What I mean is, you can
make your environment so streamlined and flawless that it stifles
creativity. You take away so many distractions that your imagination
can't find a spark of inspiration.
How do you avoid this trap? Well, add some distractions to your
~~~~'f environment. Some knicknacks. A photo. Some music. A splash
of color.
Your Macintosh is the perfect place to do it. Even if you're in the most tyrannical,
antiseptic environment, you can liven up your software, and nobody will say
anything.
Okay. Honestly, I'm not going to claim that making your ResEdit menus more
colorful is going to create a burst of creativity for you. But follow this recipe, and
you'll have a program that's a little more fun, and maybe- just maybe-you'll get
a flash of inspiration that would have otherwise fizzled out.

Ingredients
ResEdit (included on the disk)

1. Click on the ResEdit icon to select it, then select Duplicate from the File
menu (or press J::C-D).
This creates a copy of ResEdit, called ResEdit copy.

2. Launch ResEdit.

Make sure that you launch ResEdit and not the copy. You can't
safely use ResEdit to modify itself; that would be like asking a
surgeon to operate on herself-not a good idea. So create a
copy of ResEdit, then edit it using the original.

3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEd,it. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
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haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ~-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Res Edit

copy

file. Click on it to

select it, then click on the Open button.

5. Double-click on the

MENU

icon.

ResEdit displays the menus used by, well, ResEdit (see figure 8.7).
MENU
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6. If you scroll through the list, you'll notice that ResEdit uses quite a few
menus, most of them only in specific situations. For that reason, we'll edit
only the basic ResEdit menus: the File, Edit, Resource, Window, and View
menus.
To begin, double-click on the File menu (resource 2).
ResEdit displays the ResEdit File menu (see figure 8.8).

7. First we want to change the defaults for the menu. Three color swatches
appear on the right side of the Menu Editor window. Position the mouse
pointer over the third swatch-the one called Menu Background-and click
and hold the mouse button.
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figure a.a
The File menu
in the menu
editor.
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ResEdit displays a list of colors; drag the mouse to select a dark green color,
as shown in figure 8.9.
figure a.9
Selecting a dark
green Menu
Background
color.
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Okay, suppose you have a black-and-white machine. Is there
anything you can do? Sure! You have the option to make
your menu background black and the Item Text Default
white. This will create reversed menus-not as luxurious as color, but pretty
stylish nonetheless.
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8. When you select the dark green color, ResEdit warns that it is. creating an
mctb resource-the resource that keeps track of the menu colors. Click the
OK button.
ResEdit changes the menu background to dark green. If you want to see the
effects of your changes, open the File menu that appears toward the right
side of the menu bar (the name is surrounded by a box) . This menu doesn't
do anything, but it gives you the chance to see what your menu is going to
look like.

9. Open the Item Text Default color swatch (as you did with the Menu Background in step 7), and select a gray-green color (see figure 8.10). Make sure
that the color you choose contrasts well with the dark green background.
MENU "File" ID

= 2 from ResEdit cop
Entire Menu:
Title: @

0

181 Enabled

lliiiiiiiiilll

figure 8.10
Choosing a
gray-green Item
Text Default
color.

s (Apple menu)
Color
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•1 1 1 !•: .; •
ra·!.,
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Item TeHt Default: •
•

i::r:J
~'s

•••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••1.n1
•••••••••••m
••••••••m
•••••a
•••m
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Again, you can see the results by opening the (rightmost) File menu. If you
want, you can change the Title color-the color of the menu title in the
menu bar- but for now let's leave it black. (We'll keep the menu bar pretty
much normal, and let the changes be a surprise .... )

10. Now that you've changed the defaults, you need to change some individual
menu items. In the menu editor window, click on the New item.
ResEdit changes the menu editor slightly (see figure 8.11) .

11. Now we want to change all the Command-key equivalents to gold. Open
the Cmd-Key color swatch and choose a gold color (see figure 8.12) .
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figurcz 8.11
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figurcz 8.12

MENU "File" ID

Choosing a gold
Command-key
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~----------
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12. Repeat steps 10 and 11 for each menu item that has a Command-key
equivalent: Open, Close, Save, Print, and Quit. Also, click on the Open
Special menu item and change the triangle color to gold.

13. Now, click on one of the separator lines to select it.
14. Using the Text color swatch, change the color to a darker green than the

background.

15. Repeat step 14 for each of the separator lines.
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16. We want to emphasize certain menu items-the ones used most often, for
instance. Click on the Open item to select it.

17. Choose a brighter green color for the Text color (see figure 8.13).
Figure 8.13
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18. Repeat step 17 for the other important menu items: Save, Get Info For This
File, and Quit.
As always, you can open the (rightmost) File menu to observe your changes
in action.

19. Click on the Open Special menu item again. Notice that because it has a
submenu, it also has a box for the ID of that submenu-132. We want the
submenu to match the main menu, so close the MENU ID = 2 window (the
File menu window) by pressing J::e-W, or by clicking on the window's close
box.

20. To edit the submenu, double-click on the Open Special menu (ID number
132). Repeat steps 7, 8, and 9 for the Open Special menu.

Now the submenu will match the main menu.

21. Close the Open Special menu.

22. We want all of the menus to match, and we've just changed the File menu.
So repeat steps 6 through 15 for each of the other menus we wanted to
change: Edit (3), Resource (128), Window (131) , and View (130) . You'll have
to pick out menu items to emphasize in steps 16 and 17, but I have faith
that you'll do a good job.
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In the Edit, Resource, and Window menus, all the items are
grayed out. Don't let that stop you; you can change the
colors just as before.

23. Once you've edited the main menus, you're almost done-but there's one
step left. Double-click on the Apple menu from ResEdit copy (menu ID 1).
Change the Item Default Text and the Menu Background to match the
other menus, then close the Apple menu.

You can't edit the appearance of most of the Apple menu's
contents,--those items are determined by the System, flot by
ResEdit. So fancy formatting is out, except for the About
ResEdit menu item.

24. Okay, now you're finished. Choose Save from the File menu (or press J::C-S).

There's nothing to stop you from colorizing all the menusjust continue with the process you've started here. That can
take awhile, because there's no easy way to colorize all of a
program's menus at once. You're welcome to try, though.

25. Choose Quit from the File menu (or press J::C-Q).
26. You'll want to try out your changes. To do so, launch your edited copy of
ResEdit by double-clicking on the ResEdit copy icon.
The Finder launches the copy of ResEdit that you modified.

27. Now, try out the menus. You'll have all-new, wonderful green menus.

28. Once you're happy with your changes, put away your old copy of ResEdit.
Rename the original ResEdit file as Original Res Edit (or something similar).
Change the name of the ResEdi t copy file to ResEdi t.
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So, you've added some great-looking menus to ResEdit. You haven't made ResEdit
easier to use or more powerful, but you've sure made ResEdit more pleasing to the
eye.

Variations
Pick any color scheme you like. In fact, you can create some pretty hideous
menus without even trying. It's more of a challenge to create an attractive color
scheme, and it takes quite an effort to apply your scheme to every menu in a
program. But if you do a good job, it's worth it. Make your plan consistent and
use a text color that contrasts well with the menu background. (Actually, making
the item text the same color as the menu background might be an interesting
effect, if you really know a program well ... but that's only if you really, really like
the daredevil life.)
You can also change the appearance of menu text by using the familiar text
styles- bold, italic, outline, and so forth. Simply select a menu item in the editor
and choose your desired style from the Style menu. (This works only for individual items, though; you can't create a "default style" for a menu.)
Just about every program uses menu resources. As with the Apple menu, not
every menu item can be formatted through the ResEdit menu editor. However,
you can create quite an effect even if you change only the menu background and
the default text color.

A Keystroke

~

Away

Yes, so far the recipes in this chapter have been fairly frivolous, and I
promised you they would be useful. Well, here's a recipe that oozes
utility.

I don't have the time or patience to reach for my mouse every
time I want to choose a menu item. Nobody does; that's why
the Macintosh has Command-key equivalents. If you had to
select Save from the File menu every time you wanted to save
your work, you'd go crazy- and lose data fairly often. Instead, you press :l=1:-S.
Simple.
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Why doesn't every menu item have a Command-key equivalent? There are
several good reasons-but none to keep you from adding your own Commandkey equivalents if you see fit!
That's what this recipe does. In System 7, one of the most-used menus is the
Application menu. It gives you the power to switch easily between applicationsand to hide the application windows when, for instance, you need to see your
desktop.
So why not add some Command-keys to the Application menu? There is one
problem. Because the Application menu is available from every application, what
if another application uses a Command-key sequence, the same one that you
assigned to the Application window, for its own purposes?
Well, that can be a problem; if you look hard enough, you'll find a program that
uses any Command-key combination you can imagine. But as a result, the
Application menu's Command keys are ignored-the active application's Command keys take precedence.
This recipe shows how to add Command-key equivalents to your Application
menu. If that isn't useful, I don't know what is.

Ingredients
System 7

1. Open the System folder. Click on the System to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press J::C-D).
This creates a copy of the System, named System

copy.

Z. Launch ResEdit.
3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press J::C-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the System

copy.

Click on it to select it,

then click on the Open button.

5. Double-click on the MENU icon.
ResEdit displays the System's menus-menus that are generic to every
application (see figure 8.14).

MENU
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Figorcz 8.14
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6. Double-click on the Application menu (number

-16489

with the title

"Maura").
ResEdit displays the Application menu in the menu editor (see figure 8.15).
~ENU
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7. Click on Hide AO (which really means "hide the current application") to
select it.
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8. Click in the Cmd-Key text box.

9. Type a left bracket-[-in the Cmd-Key text box.
ResEdit adds the Command key to the menu (see figure 8.16).
figure 8.16
Anew Command key in
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10. Click on the Hide Others menu item, and repeat steps 8 and 9, only this
time type a right bracket-]-in the Cmd-Key text box.
Again, ResEdit adds the Command key to the menu.

11. Click on the Show All menu item, and repeat steps 8 and 9. This time, type
a backslash-\-in the Cmd-Key text box.
Once more, ResEdit adds the Command key to the menu.

12. Select Save from the File menu (or press :l=C-S).
13. Select Quit from the File menu (or press :l=C-Q).
14. Open the System folder again. Select the System file and drag it out of the
System folder; place it in a folder named "Disabled" on your hard disk.

15. Click on the System

copy

file. Rename it System.

16. Close the System folder. If the small System icon appears on the System
folder, go on to the next step. If the icon doesn't appear, that means that
the Macintosh doesn't know that the folder is a valid System folder. Try
opening and closing the folder again; that should make the System icon
appear on the System folder.

17. Select Restart from the Special menu.
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When your Macintosh restarts, you'll have Command-key equivalents for the
Application menu. Open that menu to try it out (see figure 8.17).

Hide Finder
Hide Others
Show Rll

88[
88]
88\

Flgare 8.17
The new
Application
menu.
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.;IJ Finder
•
\

Microsoft Word
ResEdlt

Variations
Use this procedure to add Command-key equivalents to any menu item-with a
few caveats:
• Menu items that don't appear in the menu resource (such as the individual
applications in the Application menu) and the items in the Apple menu
can't receive Command-key equivalents.
• Remember, if you add Command keys to the Balloon Help or Application
menus, other applications may use the same Command keys for different
menu items. Also, avoid duplicating Command-key equivalents already
used for other menu items.
• Applications such as Microsoft Word let you modify menus and Command
keys within the program itself, so there's no reason to change the Command keys with ResEdit. (Probably for this very reason, Microsoft Word
doesn't even use MENU resources.)
If you avoid these pitfalls, you can add some wonderfully useful Command keys

to programs. Most large-scale commercial applications already have a wellthought-out system of Command keys, but many shareware and freeware programs have left some leeway for Command keys of your own.
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More on Menus
As you can see, there's much you can do to modify your menus.
Admittedly, some of it is window dressing (so to speak), but with
ResEdit you can actually add functionality.
You can do more than these recipes have described, too. For
instance, you can rename all the menu items. However, that
won't change what the menus do; even if you named the first
......-"""--""= ---...._..
item in the File menu "Save" instead of "New, your program
would still open a new document when you selected that first item.
11

Despite the limitations, you don't see this combination of aesthetics and functionality every day.
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Dialog Box.
Alert. and
Window
Casserole
fj(~ l;

What do you look at most of the time when you work with your
Macintosh? No, not the menu bar, not the pointers- I mean, what do
you actually look at most of the time? Windows. And dialog boxes. And
t--~,, 0 alerts. That's where most of your Macintosh work gets done.
Everything's contained in a window or frame of some sort. Great thing

l( ~

is, these are very functional. Take your typical alert box. Lots of empty white
space ... words are easy to read and make sense ... buttons are well labelled and
(usually) easy to figure out. Very functional.
But not very interesting.
So why not change them once in awhile? You don't have to look at the same
dialogs and alerts all the time. Don't you get fed up when your computer tells
you something's wrong with such a bland face? Or feel a bit bored when you see
the same dialog box or window that you've seen thousands of times before? Sure
you do.
Besides, not all dialog boxes are completely functional. Did you ever accidentally
click on the wrong button, or spend several seconds figuring out the meaning of
a button? You can fix these nuisances, rather than worry about them.
All it takes is a few recipes.

A word of advice before you start: if you are modifying the
System ox Finder files,. make sure that you ha-ve.a st,artup
floppy disk fiandy before you start. lf you ha;ye any:Problems
with the following recipes, check out Chapter 3, "HeimlicI:i Maneuvers."

From One. Many
We've got a bunch of terms floating around here. Alerts, dialog boxes,
windows, and so fofth~what's the difference? W\li<:h resources do they
involve? H ow does thiawtiole mess fit together? What's going on!?!
Okay, you can stop hyperventilating-it's not too complicated. We'll look at
the qualitative differences first, then check out the quantitative differences.
AlertS' tell the user about something that happened or is about to happen.
The ultimate alert is the Bomb notice: "Hey you-your Macintosh just went
belly-up!" Alerts include warnings ("This will cause the Macintosh to
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restart."), cautions ("Do you wantto erase thisfilei"J, and information
("You cannot erase lhis file, because it is locked."). '!'hey usually have only a
few buttohs-llke Cancel, OK, and Continue.
Alerts are "modal"-you can'tign,m:e them; you must deal with them before
moving on. That''s why they usually appear in wUidows without,title bars or
Close boxes: yo~an't.do anytbihgelse until yourespong tp the problem.

Dialog boxes are a little more user-friendly. They get you to input information that the Macintosh needs. Dialog boxes range from alert-like sparseness
("Please name the disk ... ") to full-blown complexity as in Page Setup dialog
boxes. Dialog boxes have all kinds of controls-buttons, checkboxes, .text
!m,,try boxes, ati,dso.forth.
Dialog boxes can be either modal ("Please Name the disk. .. ") or modeless (as
in a spelling checker dialog box) Modeless dialog boxes have title bars-you
can move them or switch back to other windows as you see fit.
The term WfudoW, is used to describe quite a few different formats, but in
general, a ~indowls where the user"Works. Wintlo~s are fairly generi<; and
special elements are usually added as part of a program rather than as
resources.

So how do resources fit into this? The following table lists different w;indowlike resources a:nd,.Pesctibes whatthey control.

WINDOW·LIKE RESOURCE TYPES
Icon

Code

Name

ControlsJ>ps.jtion and
characteristics of alerts

ALRT

actb

Description

Alert color
table

Contains custom colors for
alerts

continues

Dialog Box. Alert. and Window Casserole
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WINDOW-LIKE RESOURCE TYPEs"
Jeon

Code

Name

Description

[i1]

DLOG

Dialog box

Controls position anq
characteristics of dialog boxes

dctb

Dialog box
color table

Contains custom colors for
dialog boxes

WIND

Window

wctb

Window
color table

DITL

Dialog item

DLOG

CJ
IN .

Cl
'

Contains custom colors for
windows

"'lcib

a:1m·u.=
1-·- · - I
c~ ; -

~=

QJJL

The DITL is a crucial resource type. It controls the actual buttons, text, icons,
and so forth that go into alerts and dialog boxes. The ALRT andDLOG resources control the overall characteristics-such as color an~osition-of
the alert er dialog box.
It's really notthat complicated. Just remember that WINDS, At::RTs, and DLOGs
control position, color, and appearance; -ctbs contain color information if
custom colors are used; and DITLs determine the buttons and such for the
ALRTS and DLOGS. Simple!
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Renovated ResEdit Alerts
While trying recipes in this book, perhaps you've encountered the
ResEdit alert that asks whether you want to replace the resource with
the same ID. Did that alert confuse you?
Of course not-you were following the recipe, so you knew
just what to click. But what if you were making up your own
recipe? You might need some time to figure out what the alert
was asking.
So why not rephrase the alert? Why puzzle out the meaning when you can
reword it to make sense to you. Do that, and you'll never have to fumble for the
correct answer- nor click the wrong button by mistake.
The debate, of course, is whether changing the alert involves more work than
puzzling out its meaning once and for all. I don't have an answer for you, except
to ask: do you just accept what's there, or do you take an active role in solving
the problem?
This recipe shows how to alter that alert message to make it easier to understand.
At the very least, you'll know exactly who made that alert read as it does - and
how to change it should the mood strike you.

Ingredients
ResEdit (included on the disk)

1. Click on the ResEdit icon to select it, then select Duplicate from the File
menu (or press J::e -D).
This creates a copy of ResEdit, called Res Edit

copy.

2. Launch ResEdit.

Make sure that you launch ResEdit, and not the copy. You
can't safely use ResEdit to modify itself; that would be like
asking a surgeon to operate on herself-not a good idea. So
create a copy of ResEdit, then edit it using the original.

Dialog Box. Alert. and Window Casserole
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3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press :J:(;-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Res Edit

copy file. Click on it to

select it, then click on the Open button.

5. Double-click on the DITL icon.
I··-·- I

D·- •-

==

ResEdit displays the ResEdit alerts (see figure 9.1) .

DITL

figure 9.1
ResEdit alerts.

Dills from ResEdit cop
.!Q.

-16655
-16654
128
130
140
141
145
160
151
162
163
164
165
167
168
300
660
1000
1001
1002
1003

Size

174
172
654
280
196
134
68
398
32
290
376
268
72
84
92
62
36
96
480
144
100

Name

" dcmp Alert "
" dcmp Alert"
" Preferences"
" Overwrite protected "
" Open Special"
"Set CMD key"
"Special about"
" Res Chec k Diagnostics"

ifi

I

%1!
i"T
ilthJ

i hi!

Hri!i

l!Ji11

:Iii!

"I"
iili!i

hi I!

h!lli
ii!ii
iil!il

lijj!i
j!i1ji

Jilli!

1!11

" ResCheck Progress"
"01nk On"
"Oin k Off"
" Splash screen "

" Resource Info"

6. Double-click on DITL number 129 ("Overwrite").
ResEdit displays the "Same ID" alert (see figure 9.2).
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DIll "Ouerwrite" ID - 129 from ResEdit cop_y_ ~
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Press the Unique ID button if you
want new resource IDs ossigned to
the resources with conflicting IDs.
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Replace resources with the same ID?

figure 9.2
The alert in
question.
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If you open ResEdit's ALRT resources, you'll notice an ALRT with

the same number, 129. Open it, and you see a version of the
same dialog box (see figure 9.3); double-click on that, and
you see the same DITL as in figure 9.2.
The ALRT controls the details of the alert's appearance-position on the
screen, colors of tbe window, and so forth. The DITL controls exactly what
the window contains. In short, the DITL tells tb.e Macintosh what to say; the
ALRT tells the Macintosh how to say it.

figure 9.3
Color:

@ Defoult

An ALRT.

O Custom

DITL ID:

Top:
Left:

I

~11_2_9_~

I Height: ~

~

Width:

~
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7. After you double-click on DITL number 129, you see the alert displayed,
ready to edit. Double-click on the block of text.
ResEdit displays the text (see figure 9.4).
Figore 9.4
The text, ready
to edit.

Iii
Te Ht:
Stotic TeHt

.,..

I

D Enobled

Top:
Left:

Bottom:

~19_0_~

Right:

1~1_2_0_~
j 340
~--

8. To enter your new explanation of the dialog box, type the following text:
A resource you want to add has the same ID number as a resource that
already exists. Press Replace to use the new resource instead of the
old one.

9. Close the Edit DITL Item window (or press J::e-W).
10. Click on the text you just added. Drag the box in the lower right corner of
the text to make the text box smaller (see figure 9.5).
figore 9.5
Resizing the
text box.

-

Dill "Ouerwrite" ID = 1Z9 from Re.sEdlt liOl!!l

!n·r-esii ur.:e·iiiiu··u;tiii1·iii. tiiiii. ilti-s ·ff1i ···:

!some ID number ns H resource that !
!olready eHists. Press Reploce to use !
!the new resource instead of the old
:one.
:

!

S

But1on

181 Check Box
® ...................................
Redio Button.
____
[;] Control

:-·---·--~-·-·"·---·---·---·--·-·---·----·--·-·----~

·-·T:--·······
··---·--·
Stetic Text

:............................................................ ..

.!IL:~.:.~~~--···

[unique 10)

No

Yes

&

Icon

·--~--

1..

Picture

---·- ···--·-·---j

• l!llfil
11. Click on the Static Text area of the palette to the right of the

U3er Item

DITL window
and hold the mouse button down. Drag the Static Text box to the position
shown in figure 9.6.
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H resource you want to add has the
same ID number as a resource that
already eHlsts. Press Replace to use
the new resource Instead of the old
one.

®

Button

~ Check Box

®

figure 9.6
Adding a text
box.

Radio Button

mControl

Iii Edft Text
(Unique ID)

(

No

Yes

&

Icon

L
Ill

Picture
User Item

This adds another text box.

12. Double-click on the text box you just added, and type:
Press Unique ID to change the ID of the new resource.
ResEdit adds the new text to the text box.

13. Close the Edit DITL Item window (or press

~-W).

14. As before, drag the box in the lower right comer of the text box to resize it
as shown in figure 9. 7.

,tffl'G~ri.liBta•irrn =*rt2JJfiimIJtiSElllt co

?'

E)

R resource you want to add has the
same ID number as a resource that
already eHists. Press Replace to use
the new resource Instead of the old
one.

Button

~ CheckBoX

figure 9.7
Resizing the
new text box.

® Radio Button
l;J Control
T: Static Text

Iii Edft Text
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.....--N-o---..)

Yes

)

ft

& Icon

L
Ill

Picture
User Item

15. Drag the Unique ID button next to the new text box, as shown in figure 9.8.

16. Double-click on the Yes button. Type Replace. Close the window (press
~-W).

17. Double-click on the No button. Type Cancel. Close the window (press
~-W).
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Figare 9.8
Repositioning
the Unique ID
button.
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Figare 9.9
Centering the
Replace and
Cancel buttons.
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18. Drag the Replace and Cancel buttons to center them in the window, as
shown in figure 9.9.

19. Okay, now you're done. Choose Save from the File menu (or press :FC-S).

20. Choose Quit from the File menu (or press

):C-Q).

21. You'll want to try out your changes. Launch your edited copy of ResEdit by
double-clicking on the ResEdit copy icon.
The Finder launches the copy of ResEdit that you modified.

ll. To try out the new dialog box, open a file (I used a System

copy file).
Double-click on any of the resource types, and click on a resource to select
it. Choose Copy from the Edit menu, then choose Paste from the Edit
menu.

ResEdit displays your new alert (see figure 9.10).
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H resource you wont to odd hos the
some ID number os o resource that
already eHlsts. Press Heploce to use
the new resource instead of the old
one.

figure 9.10
The new alert.

[ Unique ID) Press Unique ID to chonge the ID of
.
. the new resource.
[

Cancel ]

( Heploce )

23. Click the Cancel button and choose Quit from the File menu to get out of
your test.
24. Once you're satisfied with your changes, you can put away your old copy of
ResEdit. Rename the original ResEdit file something like Original ResEdit.
Change the name of the ResEdit copy file to ResEdit.
You've changed a pesky ResEdit alert. The new one is bound to be less confusing-with less chance of doing something you'll regret.

Variations
If you have a better idea for how to make this alert easier to understand, try it

out. You'll be surprised how tough it is to be both concise and clear, but it can be
done.
Many dialog boxes and alerts are confusing, but not all of them can be edited in
this way. Some programs insert strings of text into generic alerts or dialog boxes
rather than designing specialized ones. If ever you're mystified by a message, look
for it in ALRT, DITL, or DLOG resources.
What to do when you find it is another story. The idea is to change the message
and buttons to something that makes sense to you. That takes careful thinking,
but even deciding what makes sense will help you better understand what the
message means. Just"remember that no matter what names you give the buttons,
they still have the same effect-if you change a button name from Quit to Save ....
(Don't even think it. That would be a really, really mean practical joke. I could
never condone such tomfoolery.)
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Your ttame in Lights
My computer belongs to me.
~·

Of course it does. That doesn't surprise you any. "Tell me something
I care about," you groan. Well, listen up, because I'm not done
talkin' yet.

The point is, I can do any dern thing to my Macintosh that I want, and I want to
make it personal! If I get hit by a bus and some stranger has to turn on my
computer, I want him to say, "Yep, th~t's Mr. Grigsby's Macintosh."
Sure, I can make fancy desktops and all, but that's not me. I want something with
my name on it. Old buddy Walt came up with a way to put my name somewhere
out of the way, so that if someone's lookin', they'll find it.
That's what we'll show you next. If you want to get yer name in lights, so to
speak, follow this recipe.

Ingredients
The Finder (System 7)

1. Open the System folder. Click on the Finder to select it, then select Duplicate from the File menu (or press :FC-D).
This creates a copy of the Finder, called Finder copy.

z.

Launch ResEdit.

3. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press j:C-0).

4. Using the Open File dialog box, locate the Finder copy file. Click on it to
select it, then click on the Open button.

5. Double-click on the DLOG icon.
ResEdit displays a list of the Finder's dialog boxes (see figure 9.11).

DLOG
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figurcz 9.11
Name

o

24
12250

The Finder's
dialog boxes.

24

6. Double-click on resource ID number 5066.
ResEdit displays the About the Finder dialog box in the DLOG editor (see
figure 9.12).

figurcz 9.12
The About the
Finder DLOG.
@Def11ult
O Custom

Din ID: 15066

181 lniti11lly
D Close
Top:

I

uisible

boH

I Height: ~

left:~

Width:

~

7. Drag and center the image of the dialog box on the preview screen, so that
you can see the changes you make.
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At any time during the following process, you can see the
effects of your changes by selecting Preview at Full Size from
the DLOG menu. ResEdit displays the dialog box as it will
appear when in use; click anywhere to return to the DLOG editor.

8. First we want to change the appearance of the dialog box. Click on the
Window with Title Bar icon above the preview screen, as shown in figure
9.13.

Figure 9.13

click on this window type

Changing the
window type.

[][]
Color:

om
IZI

ID:

@ DefHult
O Custom

lso66

I nitiHlly uisible

D Close boH
Top:

I

I Height: ~

Left:~

Wiclth :

~

ResEdit changes the window type from a box with shadow to a modal
window.

9. Next we want to change the window colors. Click on the Custom radio
button.
ResEdit displays a series of color swatches for different elements of the
window.
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10. Open the Content swatch (as you would a pop-up menu) and select a light
gray color (see figure 9.14).
figure 9.14
Selecting a
Content color.
Color:

O Defoult
@Custom

l•I
Highlight: l•I
Frnme:

D
Top:
Left:

j

Height:

EJ

~

Width:

~

j

Close boH

11. ResEdit displays a warning that you are creating a dctb resource by adding
color to the dialog box. Click on the OK button.

12. As you did in step 10, open the Frame color swatch; choose a dark blue
color.

13. Next, we want to add your name to the dialog box. Double-click on the
image of the dialog box.
ResEdit displays the dialog box in the

DIT L

editor (see figure 9.15).

14. Click on the Static Text area of the palette next to the DITL window and
hold the mouse button down. Drag the Static Text box to the position
shown in figure 9.16.
This adds a text box to the dialog box.

15. Double-click on the text box you just added, and type:
James Grig s by's Macintosh

(Feel free to use your own name.)
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figure 9.15
Editing the
dialog box.

figure 9.16
Adding a text
box.

16. Close the Edit DITL Item window (press J::C-W) .

17. The text item you added has a small size box in the lower right comer; drag
it to the size shown in figure 9 .17.

18. Choose Center Horizontally in Window from the Alignment menu.
19. Close the

DITL

window (press J::C-W).

20. We want to move the window back where we found it. Enter 0 in the Top
text box (located at the bottom left comer of the

DLOG

window) .

21. Enter 0 in the Left text box.

22. You've finished your changes. Select Save from the File menu (or press J::C -S).

23. Select Quit from the File menu (or press J::C-Q) .
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Figure 9.17
Resizing the
text box.

24. Open the System folder again. Select the Finder file and drag it out of the
System folder; place it in another folder called "Disabled" or something
similar.

Make sure that your "Disabled" folder doesn't hav.e a System
file in it; if it does, the Macintosh may think that the
Disabled folder is really the System folder!

25. Click on the Finder copy file. Rename it Finder.
26. Select Restart from the Special menu.
27. To try out your changes, hold down the Option key, open the Apple menu,
and select About the Finder.
The Finder displays your edited dialog box (see figure 9.18).
So you've personalized your Macintosh a bit. Now, when you feel an identity
crisis coming on, you can open your About the Finder dialog box and avert the
crisis.

Variations
You can change elements of the dialog box as you see fit, reflecting your personalized style. Change the colors, add more or different text, add an icon, or change
the size and position of the dialog box. These attributes are controlled in different
ways.
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figure 9.18
The altered
About the
Finder dialog

You already changed the colors to an extent; there's not much more to tell you.
Not all color swatches have an effect on the dialog box, and different window
types use the colors in different ways. Try out your ideas and preview them by
selecting Preview at Full Size from the DLOG menu.
You also know how to add text; just follow the same procedure.
Adding an icon is more complicated. Add an icon to the DITL just as you added
the text box-by dragging it from the palette next to the window. Double-click
on the icon placeholder, and enter the ID number of the icon you want to use.
(You could even add your own icon to the ICON resources-your face, perhaps?and use that in the dialog box.)
To change the window's position, select Auto Position from the DLOG menu. The
window is currently set to appear in the automatic alert position; use the pop-up
menus to change to either Centered or None. If you choose None, drag the
window in the preview screen to where you want it to appear; that will be its
location.
A host of other dialog boxes await your changes; feel free to seek out and alter
them. Your search may be complicated by the use of generic dialog boxes, and by
multiple dialog boxes for similar situations, but that's no reason not to try.
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WlttDing Op with the
Calculator
-

You may have heard us complain before about the Calculator. Actually,
we've gone a little too far. The Calculator is pretty cool. When the
Macintosh first came out, it was amazing-you could instantly get a
\,t:,.~"lfi:.i'-~ calculator on the screen when you needed one, and it actually looked
like a calculator! So, I suppose we've been criticizing it unfairly.
ii -

~

But why stop now?
And we've changed just about everything else about it, so why not change it one
last time? Only one thing is left unchanged-the Calculator window itself. So
let's take a look and see what we can do.

Ing red icznts
Calculator (which comes with the System software)

1. Open the System folder; open the Apple Menu Items folder (enclosed within
the System folder).

2. Click on the Calculator to select it.
3. Choose Duplicate from the file menu (or press

~-D).

The Finder creates a duplicate of the Calculator, called Calculator copy.

4. Launch ResEdit (by double-clicking on the ResEdit icon).
5. If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ~-0).
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6. Using the Open File dialog box, find Calculator copy; click on it to select it,
then click on the Open button.

CJ

7. Double-dick on the WIND icon.
ResEdit displays the resource for the single window that it uses to display
the Calculator itself.

'w'IND

8. Double-dick on the calculator's WIND (icon number -16000).
ResEdit displays the window in the WIND editor (see figure 9.19).

Figure 9.19
The Calculator
window.
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9. The first step is to center the Calculator on the monitor. Choose Auto
Position from the WIND menu.
ResEdit displays the Auto Position dialog box (see figure 9.20).

10. Choose Center from the first pop-up menu.

11. Click on the OK button to close the Auto Position dialog box.

You won't see the centered alignment in the WIND editor; you'll
have to wait until you open the Calculator.
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Figure 9.20
The Auto Position
dialog box.

Automatically Position the Window
(Works only with System 7.0 or later.)

Cancel
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D

12. Now we'll add some color to the Calculator. Notice that there are a series of
color swatches next to the Calculator in the WIND editor (see figure 9.21).
- EJ

figure 9.21
Color swatches
for the Calculator.
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At any time during the following process, you can see the
effects of your changes by selecting Preview at Full Size from
the WIND menu. ResEdit displays the dialog box as it will
appear when in use; click anywhere to return to the WIND editor.
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13. Open the Content swatch (as you would a pop-up menu) and select a bright
gold color (see figure 9.22) . (This is the color that you will see in the buttons
and display area of the Calculator.)
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l•I
Highlight: 1•1
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uisible

181 Close boH
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Height:
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14. As you did in step 13, open the Frame color swatch; choose a dark red color.

15. Now open the Title text color swatch and choose a darker gold color.
As you change colors, ResEdit displays your changes.
16. Now, let's change the window type. Click on the icon that represents a

window with a title bar and close box, as shown in figure 9.23 .

17. We want to make one last change. The word "Calculator" doesn't fit in the
title bar of the new window. Drag the size box at the lower-right corner of
the Calculator window to make the window bigger. It should look like
figure 9.24) .

18. Choose Save from the File menu (or press J:C-S).
19. Choose Quit from the File menu (or press J:C-Q).
You've created the new Calculator window; you'll want to try it out.
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figure 9.23
Changing the
window type.
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figure 9.24
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window size.
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20. Open the Apple menu; choose the Calculator copy.
The made-over Calculator appears, sporting its new colors (see figure 9.25).

Figure 9.25
The new
Calculator.

21. There's no reason not to keep both calculators around; you can use either
one depending on the occasion. However, you might not want to keep two
calculators in your Apple menu-that menu gets crowded pretty quick.
If you want to remove the older claculator, select the Calculator file and

drag it out of the Apple Menu Items folder (perhaps to the Desktop, or to
another folder on your hard disk).

22. Click on the Calculator copy file. Rename it Special Calculator, or something similar.
Your Calculator now has a brighter, fresher appearance! You can revel in the
satisfaction of having controlled the appearance of your Calculator. (Or, you can
just sit back and enjoy it.)

Variations
Choose different colors, positions, or sizes for the Calculator. Experiment-find
something that's uniquely you. Some of the color swatches don't have an effect,
but try them for yourself.
You can also change the window's appearance by clicking on different window
types at the top of the WIND editor. You'll probably want to stick with windows
that have title bars and close boxes, but there's no law saying you can't do
something else-you'll just have to close the Calculator from the File menu, and
you won't be able to move it.
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We've merely scratched the surface of possible window, alert, and
dialog box modifications. Other things you can do are:

-~·¥

• Change the default text in a text entry box (such as the Player Names from a
game.
• Add spurious buttons and check boxes to a dialog box.
• Add icons to an alert or dialog box.
• Add PICTs to a dialog box.
Don't be limited by the current size and shape of an alert, dialog box, or window;
for instance, you can make the alert bigger and add a PICT below the existing
elements.
Feel free to experiment. You'll easily come up with your own innovative ideas.
For inspiration, look around in different programs just to see how they handle
dialog boxes and alerts. You'll discover interesting possibilities.
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Blue-Plate
Special:
Chili con Calculator
\L-'.?l"l!P''";t) You're probably wondering why I create so many recipes for the

Calculator. Well, there are a few reasons. Everybody has it, so I'm not
leaving anyone out. It's a small program, so you can easily figure out
what's happening. And it has many interesting resources to edit.
It's not the most complex program around, but in a way that adds to its classic
charm. Apple did a fine job, there's nothing really wrong with it- it's just not
particularly interesting. Sometimes that's the cook's biggest challenge: to take an
old standby, add some flavorings, and make it something new.

So that's what we'll do here. You've probably seen some of our other recipes for
the Calculator; we'll do many of the same things, but with a different flavor.
We'll also add some new ideas.

Ingredients
Calculator (which comes with the System software)
Figure 10.1 shows the original Calculator.

Figure 10.1
The original
Calculator.

1. Open the System folder; open the Apple Menu items folder (enclosed within
the System folder).

2. Click on the Calculator to select it.

3. Choose Duplicate from the file menu (or press

~ -D) .

The Finder creates a duplicate of the Calculator, called Calculator copy.

4. Change the name of the copy to Spicy Calculator. (There's no reason not
to have two Calculators; if you get tired of one or the other, you can always
move it to a Disabled Items folder.)

5. Launch ResEdit.
If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen comes

up when you launch ResEdit. Click on the splash screen to remove it. Again,
if you haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box appears
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ~ -0).

6. Using the Open File dialog box, find Spicy Calculator, click on it to select
it, then click on the Open button.
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Window
The first thing we'll do is change the details of the window that contains the
Calculator. Since that's really all there is to the Calculator-that one windowthe shape it takes really affects the appearance of the Calculator.

7. Double-click on the WIND icon.
'W' IND

ResEdit displays the resource for Calculator's single window-the window it
uses to display the calculator itself.

8. Double-click on the calculator's WIND (icon number -16000).
ResEdit displays the window in the WIND editor (see figure 10.2).
figure 10.2
The Spicy
Calculator
window.
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9. The first step is to make the Calculator center itself on the monitor. Choose
Auto Position from the WIND menu.
ResEdit displays the Auto Position dialog box (see figure 10.3).

Rutomotlcolly Position the Window
(Works only with System 7.0 or loter.)

Rlert Positi on "
Stogger

b

([

DK

figure 10.3
The Auto
Position dialog
box.
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10. Choose Center from the first pop-up menu.

11. Close the Auto Position dialog box.

You won't see the centered alignment in the WIND editor;
you'll nave to wait until yoq open the q;;aIC'tdator.

12. Now we'll add some color to the Calculator. Open the Content swatch (as
you would a pop-up menu) and select an orange color (see figure 10.4).
(This is the color that you will see in the buttons and display area of the
Calculator.)
figure 10.4
Selecting a
Content color.
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At any time dmtng the folloWihg process, you can see the
effects of your changes by selecting Preview at F:ull Size from
the WIND menu. ResEdit displays the dialog oox as it Will
ai;>pear wheain use; click anywfJ~e to return to 'the WIND editor.
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13. As you did in step 12, open the Title Text color swatch; choose a reddishpurple color.

14. Once more, open the Frame color swatch and choose a dark red color.
As you change the colors, ResEdit displays your changes.

15. There's one last window change to make: the window title. (Pretty obvious
that it's a calculator, don' cha think?)
Choose Set 'WIND' Characteristics from the WIND menu.
ResEdit displays the 'WIND' Characteristics dialog box (see figure 10.5).
'WINO' Chorocterlstlcs

I

Window title: Spicy!
~----------'

refCon:

___~

~Io

figure 10.5
The'WIND'
Characteristics
dialog box.

I

ProclD: ....1_6_ ___,
[ Concel

([

OK
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16. Type Spicy! in the Window title text area, and click on the OK button.

17. You'll want to check your changes, so select Preview at Full Size from the
WIND

menu.

ResEdit shows you what you've done; click once to remove the preview.

18. Close the WIND ID= -16000 window (either by clicking in the window's close
box, by selecting Close from the File menu, or by pressing :J::e-W); then, close
the WIND window in the same manner.

19. Choose Save from the File menu (or press :J::e-S).

Pattern
The next thing we'll do is change the pattern that makes up the body of the
Calculator. In Chapter 6, we changed the pattern to a lightning bolt motif; here,
we'll do something a little more, well, spicy.
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20. Double-click on the ppat icon.
ResEdit displays the Calculator's single pattern-the pattern it uses for the
front of the calculator.

ppat

21. Double-click on the Calculator's ppat (icon number -15999).
ResEdit displays the pattern editor (see figure 10.6).

figurer 10.6
The Calculator's
pattern.
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We're talking about a spicy calculator (whatever that is), so let's make the
pattern a bunch of chili peppers.

22. To make the pattern recognizable, we'll need to make the pattern bigger
than the default 8 x 8. Choose Pattern Size from the Pattern menu.
ResEdit displays the Pattern Size dialog box (see figure 10.7).

figure 10.7
The Pattern Size
dialog box.
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23. The Pattern Size dialog box displays the current pattern in various tiles
representing different sizes. Click on the 16 x 16 tile-that should be big
enough.
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24. Click on the Resize button. ResEdit changes the pattern editor to represent
the larger size.

25. Now, let's get rid of the old pattern. Double-click on the Eraser tool.
ResEdit erases the entire pattern.

26. Look for two black boxes on the left side of the editor. The lower of the two
displays the foreground color-the color you will use to draw.
When you click on the Foreground Color swatch, ResEdit displays a pop-up
menu of colors. Since we'll be changing colors often, however, we'll use the
tear-off palette feature.
Move the mouse pointer over the Foreground Color swatch, and click and
hold the mouse button (just as you would to open any pop-up menu). Now
(while holding down the mouse button) move the mouse pointer outside
the area of the menu.
A dotted line is created to represent the position of the palette (see figure
10.8).
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figure 10.8
Creating a
palette .
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27. Release the mouse button.
ResEdit creates a palette of colors for the foreground (see figure 10.9).
figure 10.9
The color
palette, indicating the colors
we'll use.
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28. Click on the Pencil tool icon.
29. Click on the red color (as indicated in figure 10.9) to select it.

30. Using the Pencil tool, draw the body of the pepper (see figure 10.10).
Figure 10.10
The body of the
chili pepper.
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31. Click on the green color (again, as indicated in figure 10.9) to select it.

32. Using the Pencil tool, draw the stem of the pepper (see figure 10.11).
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figure 10.11
The pepper,
with stem.

33. Click on the darker red color to select it.
34. Using the Pencil tool, draw details in the body of the pepper-the wrinkles
(see figure 10.12).

Figure 10.12
The pepper,
with wrinkles.
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35. Click on the darker green color to select it.

36. Using the Pencil tool, draw details in the stem of the pepper (see figure
10.13).

37. Now we want to change the background color from white to orange. Click
on the orange color (as indicated in figure 10.10) to select it.

38. Click on the Paint Bucket tool to select it.
39. Position the Paint Bucket tool inside the white part of the pattern, and click
the mouse button to fill the pattern with the orange color.
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figure 10.13

The pepper,
with stem
detailing.

40. You've drawn the color pepper; now, let's create the black-and-white

version.
Click on the black-and-white version. ResEdit brings up the black-and-white
pattern editor.

Black-and-white patterns can only be 8 pixels by S piXels, so
you can't just copy the color pattern to the blad:..anc;l-white
pattern. You have to create the blac\-and-white ~per
manually.

41. Using the Pencil tool, draw a (smaller) pepper, as shown in figure 10.14.
figure 10.14

Creating the
black-and-white
pepper.
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Color

42. Close the ppat ID= -15999 window (either by clicking in the window's close
box, by selecting Close from the File menu, or by pressing :):(-W); then, close
the ppat window in the same manner.

43. Choose Save from the File menu (or press :):(-S).

Strings
We've changed the basic appearance of the Calculator, so let's tweak some of the
details. One detail that's interesting to tweak is the text the Calculator uses in
certain situations. Rather than report an error when you divide by zero, the
Calculator displays infinity (for a positive number divided by zero), -infinity
(for a negative number divided by zero), or not a number (for zero divided by
zero, and other undefined results). That wording is contained in the STR# resource-so we can change it.

44. Double-click on the
STR•

STR#

icon.

ResEdit displays a list of strings from the Spicy Calculator. There's only one,
with an ID number of -16000.
45. Double-click on ID number -16000.

ResEdit displays the Calculator resources in the
10.15).
=lfil

STA#

template (see figure

Figure 10.15
The Calculator's
STR# resource.
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46. To change the strings, all we do is type the new string in the box that
contains the old string.
Type Too

hot!

in text box 2 (the "infinity" box).
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47. Type Too mild! in text box 3 (the "-infinity" box).

48. Type Flavorless! in text box 4 (the "not a number" box).

There's also text box 1, which contains 0. You can change that
one, too; it's the text the Calculator uses whenever it gets
zero as an answer. (When you clear the Calculator, however,
it displays 0 no matter what this string is.) Zero is pretty common, so we
thought it'd be too confusing to change this string. If you want to, though,
there's no reason you can't change it-maybe to Just right I

49. Close the

STR# ID= -15999 window (either by clicking in the window's close
box, by selecting Close from the File menu, or by pressing J:e-W); then close
the STR# window in the same manner.

50. Choose Save from the File menu (or press J:(-S).

Icon
Of course, the ultimate detail that we have to fix is the icon, so let's get to it!

• D

51. Double-click on the

<;ii .;...

iclB

icon.

ResEdit displays the Calculator icon.

iol8

The icl8 icons are used to create the Finder icon of the Calculator. Specifically, the icla icon is used when the Macintosh
is in 256-color mode. The Macintosh uses other kinds of
icons for the Finder in other situations, but ResEdit allows you to work on
all the different kinds of icons at once.

52. Double-click on the Calculator icon (icon number
ResEdit displays the icon editor (see figure 10.16).
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figure 10.16
The Calculator
icon, seen from
the icon editor.
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We want to change this icon into something completely different, so you
have to erase the old image.

53. Choose Select All from the Edit menu (or press ;):(;-A).
54. Press the Delete key (or select Clear from the Edit menu).

This completely removes the old icon. Now you need to start drawing the
new icon.

Again, we will use the "Standard 256 Colors" palatte. Choose
Standard 256 Colors from the Color menu if your list of
colors looks different from what you see here.

55. As you did in step 26 with the pattern editor, open the Foreground Color
pop-up menu and create a color palette (see figure 10.17).

The Foreground Color box may display different colors depending on the selection made in the Color menu. The
colors shown in figure 10.17 are from the Standard 256
Colors selection. The other choices will present different lists of colors; the
Apple Color Picker choice brings up the usual color whl.!lel.
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figure 10.17
Opening the
color palette.
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56. Draw the icon for the Spicy Calculator.
Rather than describe each step in drawing the icon, we'll show you the
result in figure 10.18.
The icon uses the colors indicated in figure 10.17 as follows:
• Red for the pepper body.
• Green for the stem.
• Light gray for the upper and left edges of the buttons and display.
• Dark gray for the bottom and right edges of the buttons and display.
• Yellow for the center of the display.
If you want, add detail to the pepper's body and stem, using dark red and

dark green.
That creates the basic 256-color icon. However, you now need to create
icons for the other situations (16-color and black-and-white); you also need
to create small icons, so the pepper will appear in the Apple menu.
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figure 10.18
The finished
icon.
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57. Position the mouse pointer over the iclB box on the right side of the
window; the pointer changes to a hand. Click and hold the mouse button,
and drag the iclB icon over the icl4 box (see figure 10.19). Release the
mouse button.

Figure 10.19
Drag the iclB
icon to the icl4
box.
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ResEdit draws you a chili pepper icon in the icl4 box.
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58. Repeat step 57 for the other icons: drag the

icla

icon to the ICN#, icsa, and

Mask boxes.
The ICN# (black-and-white) and icsa (small 256-color) icons could use some
tweaking-they didn't come out quite like you might hope (see figure
10.20).

Figure 10.20
The bad ICN#
and icsa icons.

59. Click on the

ICN#

box.

60. Using the various tools, fix the icon (see figure 10.21).
Figure 10.21
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Colculotor

61. As you did in step 57, drag the ICN# icon to the ics# box. This creates the
small black-and-white icon.

62. Now click on the icsa box.
63. Again, hand-fix the icon, as shown in figure 10.22.
figure 10.22
The hand-fixed
small icon.
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64. Now, drag the icsa icon to the ics4 and small Mask boxes. This creates the
small 16-color icon, and the small icon Mask.

65. Click on the various types of icons to view the results.

You can preview the icon against different backgrounds using
the Icon menu. Choose among white, gray, or black backgrounds, or choose the backgrotmd of ~our Desktop.

66. Choose Save from the File menu (or press :l=C-S).

Finishing Op
Okay-you've changed just about everything you can in the Calculator. Now it's
time to check out your changes! All the changes will work when you launch the
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Spicy Calculator-except the new icon. As in Chapter 4, you'll have to rebuild
your Desktop before that will show up. Let's continue.

67. Choose Quit from the File menu (or press :l=e-Q).

68. Once you're back in the Finder, open the Apple Menu Items folder again (if
it's not still open).
As we expected, the Spicy Calculator still has the same icon. We'll have to
fix that!

69. Place the Calculator file-the original- into the Trash, but don't empty the
trash!
The reason you're moving the original Calculator into the Trash is so that
the Finder knows which icon to use when it rebuilds the Desktop. It won't
look in the Trash for an icon, so you're safe. Just don't empty the Trash!

When you've finished rebuilding the Desktop, you can take
the old Calculator out of the Trash. The Finder will use the
Spicy icon for both versions of the Calculator, but there's no
reason not to move the original Calculator back to the Apple Menu Items
folder-you could choose different calculators for different occasions!

70. Now we're ready to rebuild the desktop file. Choose Restart from the Special
menu. While the computer restarts, hold down the Command and Option
keys.

Warning: Rebuilding the desktop file destroys all comments stored in the
Get Info boxes. Make sure you don't need any of that information before
you proceed!

71. After awhile, the Macintosh asks if you want to rebuild the desktop file on
your hard disk. You do, so click on the OK button.

72. When the Macintosh is finished, open your Apple Menu Items folder again.
You'll see your new icon! Open the Apple menu to see the new small icon
next to the Spicy Calculator.
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73 . .Double-click on the Spicy Calculator (or select it from the Apple menu) to
launch it.
When it appears, you'll see the-dare I say it?-spicier version of the
Calculator (see figure 10.23).
figure 10.23
The finished
product.
7

8
+

74. There's one more thing to check. Enter the problem 1
You'll get the answer Too

/ 0

hot!

75. Check the other strings: try 0
strings you changed. (Try

0

- 1 I 0 =, and 0 I 0 = . You'll see the other
=if you changed the string for zero.)

Spice is ttice
You've created a spicier Calculator that may make your checkbook-balancing a
bit less painful!
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Breakfast
Special:
Coffee and Muffins
, Weekday mornings for the past 23 years, I've come to the diner for
' ~·a cup of coffee and a muffin. That's every morning, except for
~

vacations or Christmas. (Once, the diner was closed when they
were renovating the kitchen, but I figure that doesn't count.)

Now that I'm retired, I can spend some time with my breakfast rather than
rushing off to work. There's nothing more enjoyable than a nice leisurely cup of
coffee.

I think that's why Walt created this recipe-it's like a little poke at me. That Walt
can't leave well enough alone, he's always got to make his little jokes. So this
time, the joke's on me. Guess I can handle it. After all, he does make a fine cup of
coffee.
What Walt did is take the Flying Toasters module, from After Dark, and change it
into a Flying Mugs & Muffins module. Cups of coffee hurtling through space,
chased by flying muffins. The whole thing's pretty hectic, but I suppose that's
Walt's way of telling me how good things are for me now.
Or maybe not, but for once I think I'll give him the benefit of the doubt.

Ingredients
Flying Toasters module, which comes with After Dark

Either the Flying Mugs files, included on the disk
Or a color paint program and (optional) a means to digitize sounds

Figure 11.1 shows the original Flying Toasters (with the toast).

Figure 11.1
The original
Flying Toaster,
with toast.

1. Open the System folder; open the After Dark Files folder (enclosed within
the System folder).
Z. Click on the Flying Toasters file to select it.

3. Choose Duplicate from the file menu (or press

~-D) .

The Finder creates a duplicate of the Flying Toasters, called Flying Toasters
copy.
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4. Change the name of the copy to Flying

Mugs. (There's no reason not to
have both modules; you'll be able to select either one from the After Dark
control panel.)

5. Launch ResEdit (by double-clicking on the ResEdit icon).
If you haven't changed ResEdit's basic preferences, the splash screen will
come up when you launch ResEdit. Click on it to remove it. Again, if you
haven't changed the preferences, the Open File dialog box will appear
automatically. If it doesn't, choose Open from the File menu (or press ):C-0).

6. Using the Open File dialog box, find Flying

Mugs, click on it to select it, and

click on the Open button.

Sounds
First we'll change the module's sounds. After all, if no wings are involved, why
use the sound of flapping wings?
To use the files included on the disk:

7. Select Open from the File menu (or press ):C-0).

8. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Mug

Resources file. Click on it to

select it, and click on the Open button.

9. Double-dick on the snd icon.
ResEdit displays the snd resources from the Mug Resources file (see figure 11.2).

figure 11.2
Skt

12e
129
130

7442

17194
47914

The snd resources from

Name
"clank 1"
"clank2"

the Mug Resources file.

"pour"

•
10. Choose Select All from the Edit menu (or press ):(-A).
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ResEdit selects all the

snd

resources.

11. Choose Copy from the Edit menu (or press

~-C).

12. Select Flying Mugs from the Window menu (or click on the Flying Mugs
window).
ResEdit switches to editing the After Dark module (which you opened
previously) .

13. Choose Paste from the Edit menu (or press

~-V).

ResEdit asks if you want to replace the resources with the same ID number
(see figure 11.3).
figure 11.3
Replacing the
resources with
the same ID
number.

Press the Unique ID button if you
wont new resource IDs ossigned to
the resources with conflicting IDs.
Replace resources with the some ID?

(unique 10)

K

No

J

Yes

14. Click on the Yes button.
15. Choose Save from the File menu (or press

~-S).

You've added the new sounds to the After Dark module.

rtecordlng Your OWn Sounds
If you have a means to digitize sounds, you can record your own. Newer
Mac models come with a microphone; you can also 11se third-party products
such as the MacRecorder.

The easiest way to record sounds is through the Sound control panel (see
figure 11.4).
Click on the Add button; you'll see the audio recording palette (see figure 11.5).
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Figure 11.4
;:[he Sound
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The audio recording palette.
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When you're ready to record your sound, click on the Record button.
Reco d your sound, then click on the Stop button. Click on the Play button
to heru; what you've got; when you're happy with it, click on the Save
button.
The Macintosh presents a dialog box that asks you to name your sound;
give it a name you'll remember. To modify all the sound in the Flying Mugs
module, you'll need three different sounds; repeat the steps above to record
each one.
When you're finished, close the Sound control panel and open the System
folder. Double-click on the System file; you'll get a window that displays,
among other things, the sounds for your System. Drag the three sounds that
you recorded to your Desktop (or someplace where you'll find them). Close
the System file (and the System folder).
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(At this point, if you're really ambitious, you can edit the sounds using a
program such as SoundEdit. That's beyond the scope of this book, but if you
already know how to do so, great!)
Launch ResEdit. Open one of the sounds that you created, and double-dick
on the snd icon. You'll see just one sound resource; select it (actually, it
should already be selected), and change its ID number to 128. Choose Copy
from the Edit menu, and close the sound file.
Open the Flying Mugs module. Choose Paste from the Edit menu. ResEdit
will ask if you want to replace the resources with the same ID number; click
on the Yes button.
Now, open the other sounds that you created, and change their ID numbers
to 129 and 130. Repeat the rest of the process: copy them and paste them
into the Flying Mugs module.
You've added your own sounds to the module. Wasn't too hard, was it?

Pictures
The next step is to add pictures of mugs and muffins. After all, that's the heart of
the module! (If you want to create your own animated figure, we provide a brief
description of how to do that as well.)

16. If you still have the Mug Resources file open (and you should, if you haven't
deviated from the recipe), move to that window (using the Window menu,
or by clicking on the window). Then skip to step 18.
If not, select Open from the File menu (or press ;J:C-0).

17. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Mug

Resources

file. Click on it to

select it, then click on the Open button.

18. Double-click on the

PICT

icon.

ResEdit displays the PICT resources from the

PICT

Mug Resources

19. Choose Select All from the Edit menu (or press ;J:C-A).

20. Select Copy from the Edit menu (or press ;J:C-C).
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file.

21. Select Close from the File menu (or press J:::C -W) to close the PICT window;
then select Close again (or press J:::C-W again) to close the Mug Resources
window.

22. If you still have the Flying Mugs module open (and again, you probably do),
you should be back at the Flying Mugs window. Skip to step 24.
If not, choose Open from the File menu (or press J:::C -0).

23. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Flying Mugs module. Click on it to
select it, and then click on the Open button.

24. Double-click on the PICT icon.
ResEdit displays the PICTs used by the Flying Mugs module (see figure 11.6).
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The Flying
Toasters' PICTs.
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25. Select Paste from the Edit menu (or press J:::C -V).
The "Replace?" dialog box appears again (see figure 11. 7), asking whether to
replace the resources with the same ID.
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Figure 11.7
Press the Unique ID button if you
wont new resource IDs assigned to
the resources with conflicting IDs.

The "Do you
want to replace .. . dialog
box.
11

Replace resources with the some ID?

[unique 10)

((

No

l

Yes

26. Click on the Yes button.
ResEdit replaces the Toaster PICTs with the PICTs you copied from the

Mug

Resources file.

27. Select Save from the File menu (or press J:C-S).
You've added the new PICTs to the Flying Mugs module. Now, you'll actually get
flying mugs!

Creating Yoar Own PICTs
Editing PICTs requires a program with the necessary editing capability,
usually a color paint program such as Adobe Photoshop. Almost every paint
program can handle PICTs, so you're limited only by what you want the
program to do.
You can even use the ResEdit ppat editor to create PICTs up to 64 pixels by
64 pixels. First, choose Create New Resource from the Resource menu; in the
dialog box, type ppat and click on the Okay button. Next, choose Pattern
Size from the ppat menu; click on the 64 by 64 pixel box (at the lower right
comer of the grid). Create your PICT, using ResEdit's tools. Then, choose
Select All from the Edit menu (or press ):(-A), and choose Copy from the
Edit menu (or press ):(-C). You can then paste your PICT into the resource,
as described below.
The Flying Toasters module uses ten PICT resources. There are four PICT
resources for the color toaster-one for each position of the wings in the
animation sequence-and there's one PICT resource for the color toast.
There are five corresponding resources for the black-and-white versions df
the toaster and toast.
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The four frames of the animation constantly cycle in the sequence 1-2-3-43-2- and so on. You don't have to make the fourth frame match the first
frame for a smooth flow, since the fourth frame moves back to the third.
The PICTs are 64 pixels by 64 pixels square, on a black background. You'll
probably want to keep within those limitations.
So, the first step is to open your favorite paint program and create the first
frame of the animation. Make sure you create exactly 64 x 64 pixels on a
black background. Within those limitations, everything else is up to you.

You can save your edited picture as a normal paint document to simplify reopening the picture when you want
to make changes later. You can also easily create the four
animation frames by saving the file under four different names.

Use the rectangular selection tool, and select the 64 x 64 area. Choose Copy
from the Edit menu.
Now launch ResEdit, and open the Flying Mugs module. Double-click on
the PICT icon. Double-click on the PICT that you want to replace-probably
the first color frame of the animatiop.. ResEdit displays the PICT in a window; select Paste from the Edit menu, and ResEdit replaces the PICT with
the PICT that you created.
Now, all you have to do is repeat the process for the other PICTs in the
module. It's not difficult at all; it's just tedious. Don't forget the black-andwhite PICTs, unless you never use black-and-white mode on your
Macintosh.
That's all there is to it-not too bad, huh? The only tough part is coming up
with the actual illustration, and that's only as tough as you make it. No
sweat!

Text
To finish up the module, we should clean up a few details of text. In the module's
control panel, a slider controls the toast color. Since we don't have toast anymore, we'll want to change that. There's also a description of the module, and
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without taking credit away from the original creators, we probably want to add a
note of our own.

28. If you still have the Flying Mugs module open (you should, if you're following the recipe), skip to step 30.
If not, select Open from the File menu (or press

~-0).

29. Using the Open File dialog box, find the Flying Mugs module. Click on it to
select it, and then click on the Open button.
The

quick
brown
TE><T

30. Double-click on the TEXT icon.
ResEdit displays information on the one TEXT resource in the module.

31. Double-click on the TEXT resource (ID number 1000).
ResEdit displays the TEXT resource itself (see figure 11.8).

figure 11.8
The original
TEXT resource.

•

TEHT/st

FL VI NG TOASTERS'"'

"I reelly just welked into the kitchen end seid to myself, 'Fl
to the office end coded it." - Jeck Eestmen
A co-production of: Jeck Eestmen, Bruce Burkhalter, end Pet
Tomoye lkedej

32. You may want to expand the window so that you can see all the text. At
any rate, click at the end of the text (to add more to the resource).

33. Type two returns, then add the following text:
This Flying Mugs variation is a product of the All-Night Diner, and is
inspired by Mr. Albert Grigsby. Never again shall he have to drink his
coffee, eat his muffin, and run -- now, he'll have to run just to
catch his food!
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Your result will look like figure 11.9.

~·
FLVING TOASTERS'M

TEHT/s!Y) ID = 1000 from f_!yil!!l MIJgS

~

" ! reelly just welked into the kitchen end seid to myself, 'Flying Toestersl' end went beck
to the office end coded it." - Jeck Eestmen
A co-production of: Jeck Eestmen, Bruce Burkhelter, end Petrick Beerd, with ertwork by
Tomoye lkede.

figure 11.9
The TEXT
resource, with
additions.
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34. Close the TEXT ID = 1000 window (by selecting Close from the File menu, or
by clicking in the close box), then close the TEXT resources window in the
same manner.
OJ OJ J IOJ
OO JO J OOJ
OJ J O JOJO
OO OJ J J Jll
0 J 00 0 00 0

sVal

35. Double-click on the sVal icon.
ResEdit displays the sVal resources from the Flying Mugs module (see figure
11.10).

1001

2

"Toast:"

figure 11.10
The sVal
resources from
the Flying Mugs
module.

A few resource types have the same icon. M~e sure you get the
sVal resources. We'll check out another resour-ce with the
same icon in just a bi~. Ob, by the way, "sVal" just might

stana for "slider values ...•"
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36. Click on the Toast resource (ID number 1001).
37. Choose Get Resource Info from the Resource menu (or press J:::e-I).
ResEdit displays the info for the Toast sVal resource (see figure 11.11).

Figure 11.11
The Toast sVal
resource info.

Type:

Size:

sUal

2

ID:
Name:
Owner type
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DRUR
WDEF
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Owner ID:
Sub ID:
Attributes:

O System Heap

O Locked

0

0

Purgeable

Protected

38. Change the resource name to Muff in

0
0

'

Preload
Compressed

Type .

39. Close the resource info window, and close the sVal window.
01 0 1 I I O I
00 10 l lliO I
0 11 0 10 10
000 1111 0
QI QO OQQO

40. Double-click on the sUnt icon.
ResEdit displays the sUnt resources from the Flying Mugs module.

'M

sUnt

See, I told you we'd check out another resource type with the
same icon! And do you think that "sUnt" may stand for
"slider units?"

41. Double-click on the "Doneness Units" resource (resource ID 1001).
ResEdit displays the "Doneness Units" resource (see figure 11.12).
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§ sunt. "Dimeness Units" ID = 10Dl
000000
000008
000010
000018
000020
000028
000030
000038
000040
000048
000050
000058
000060
000068

0003 0000 054C 6967 DDDDDLi9
6874 0021 0640 6564 htD! DMed
6975 6000 4304 4461 iumDCDOa
7268
rk

figare 11.lZ
The Doneness
units.

Note that this is the dreaded hex editor. Never fear, we'll talk you through
it!
What do the three columns of information mean? The first column indicates-in hexadecimal numbers-the length of the info to that point. The
second column shows the actual data of the resource-the hexadecimal
numbers that make up the resource. The third column displays the text
translation of the hex numbers in the second column. Sometimes the text
makes sense, and sometimes it doesn't; ResEdit just figures that the text
might have some usefulness to you.
When you edit a resource using the Hex editor, you can make your changes
in two ways. You can change the hex numbers that actually make up the
resource, or you can change the text. If you change the text, ResEdit will
decode the text into hex numbers. The important thing to remember is that
the hex numbers are what matter-that's what the program is going to work
with. If the text makes sense, fine; if it doesn't, the program doesn't care.
In this case, you can see that some of the text is useful-you can see
"Light," "Medium," and "Dark"-but there are also some digits that don't
make sense. The odd boxes and the exclamation point are ResEdit's attempt
to make sense of the hex numbers as ASCII, but those characters don't help
you very much. For that reason, we're going to change the hex numbers
directly, rather than changing the text.

42. Choose Select All from the Edit menu (or press

~-A).

ResEdit selects all the hex numbers.
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43. Type the following numbers, exactly as indicated here:
0950
S5S4
S5S2
084F

0000
73S5
SC75
0043
72S1

0003
7079
0942
7279
2042

SF70
0021
S572
S174

SE

Your resource should now look like figure 11.13. Notice the new terms that
show up in the text column.
figure 11.13
New Doneness
units.
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When you type numbers, you'll notice some slightly unusual behavior. For
instance, suppose you type SF. When you press the "6" key, ResEdit displays
0s. Then, when you press the "F" key, ResEdit displays SF. This is because
the hex numbers come in groups of two. An odd number of digits just
wouldn't make sense, so the Macintosh assumes that "6" means "06" until
you tell it otherwise. This sounds more complicated than it is-as soon as
you try it for yourself, you'll see what we mean.

44. Choose Save from the File menu (or press ;}::(-S).

Finishing Op
Now we're finished-we've changed the important details to make a true Flying
Mugs module. Now, let's try it out!

45. Choose Quit from the File menu (or press ;}::(-Q).
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46. Open the Control Panels folder (from the Apple menu).
47. Open the After Dark control panel.

48. Scroll down the list of modules until you get to the Flying Mugs module. (If
you've got a lot of modules, press the 'f' key on your keyboard to hasten the
journey.)

49. Click on the Flying Mugs name in the list of modules.
You'll see the control panel for your flying mugs (see figure 11.14).
figure 11.14
New controls
for the Flying
Mugs module.
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50. Try moving the Muffin Type slider to see the effects of those changes.
51. Click on the credits at the bottom of the window.
The window scrolls up to reveal the extended credits-with your additions.
Click to dismiss the extended credits.

52. Now, click on the Demo button to see your new module! It should look
something like figure 11.15.
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figure 11.15
Mugs and
muffins
airborne.

Continental Breakfast
You now have a true breakfast module-steaming hot cups of coffee and flavorful
muffins, all streaming across your screen. Boy, the caffeine just perks you up from
here, doesn't it?
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Opening Your
Own Diner
Well, by now you've probably spent some time in the diner, trying our
recipes and getting an idea of what we do here. I hope you've had
fun-I know we do! But I've got a confession to make:
a""=o.,.;~""

You don't really need us.

Oh, we're happy to help, and we really get a kick out of teaching you
a few tricks. But the truth is, you can invent your own ResEdit recipes
without too much trouble. ResEdit can be rough to get used to at first, but it
really becomes easy after awhile.
ResEdit provides a window into other programs; in that respect, it's different from
just about any other Macintosh program. Sometimes it's hard to understand just

how cool ResEdit is, especially if you haven't used it yet, because it just doesn't
seem to make sense that you could do so much without working very hard. It's
easy to think, "I don't know how to program, so even if I use ResEdit, I won't
know what to do." That's not the way it works, though; you've already seen how
resource editing is very simple and intuitive. True, sometimes things don't work
the way you might expect them to, but you'll soon develop a feel for what works
and what doesn't.
After trying a few of the recipes, you probably found yourself saying, "Okay,
okay! I know I'm supposed to do that-you told me half a dozen times already!"
And you're right! The steps are very similar. Once you learn a few recipes, you
know ninety percent of what you need to edit just about everything.
That's not an accident. It's due to the interface. Because Apple kept everything so
consistent, things are pretty much the same from program to program. So there's
not a lot to learn when you edit a new program-things work pretty much the
same as they did before.
To get you started on your own, we'll give you a few tips. But really, if you've
tried a few recipes, you've learned these already-we're just pointing them out to
you. We'll also tell you where to find more information.
So get out there and edit resources! Come up with your own recipes. And hey, if
you come up with any that you especially like, let us know. The diner is always
seeking more treats for its customers!
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How to Edit
Really, if you've used any recipes in this book, you've learned most of what you
need to edit resources. Maybe you just don't realize it! This section reminds you
to keep a few important things in mind as you strike out on your own.

Make a Copy
Always, always work on a copy of the file you're editing. You can't perfectly
predict the effects of your edits, even if the edits seem straightforward. That's
because not everyone uses resources in the standard manner (and yes, that
includes Apple programmers). If something goes wrong, you need a way to get
back to where you started. Or maybe everything will go right, but you'll decide
you just like things better the way they were. The point is, you always need an
unmolested copy of the software you edit, because you never know what will go
wrong.

Try One Thing at a Time
Don't try to edit everything at once, especially when you're trying out your own
edits. The reason is simple-if something doesn't work, you need to know what
caused the problem. If you've changed two dozen things, there's no way to know
what caused the problem, so fixing it will be tough. If you edit just one thing at a
time, then if something goes wrong, you'll know exactly where the problem came
from.

This is more a matter of taste than anything, but it does have its practical aspects.
If you change everything in sight, you'll have a hard time figuring out what's
going on-and others who want to use your Macintosh will have ten times as
many problems. Also, the more things you change, the more likely something
will go wrong. Keep things simple-at least at first-and you'll have fewer problems than if you change everything including the kitchen sink.
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Editors
Many of the resource types are tough to edit; some are downright impossible.
Programmers create new resource types all the time, and ResEdit doesn't know
how to deal with most of them.
However, there is some relief. Many new editors are available for ResEdit; they
enable you to edit resource types that were formerly difficult (if not impossible)
to edit. Improved resource editors are available for sounds (snd resources) and
animated pointers (acur resources). ResEdit editors are available from many
sources, including online services and user groups.
ResEdit editors are actually RSSC resources (possibly with other resources as well).
You install editors into the ResEdit Preferences file, using ResEdit. (Isn't this
circularity great?) Simply copy all the resources in the editor document, open the
ResEdit Preferences file, and paste them in. (Technically, it's safer to make a copy
of the ResEdit Preferences file, paste the editor's resources into the copy, and then
do the usual name- and place-swapping routine. However, pasting editors into
the active Preferences file is usually safe-you won't be using the resources that
you're pasting, after all.)

You could actually paste the editors into ResEdit itself, rather
than into the Preferences file. However, that's a little more
tricky-you have to swap the copies around-and you'll lose
the editors if you move to a new version of ResEdit. If the editors are in the
Preferences file, you'll still have them with the new version of ResEdit.

Really, that's about all you need to know before you start to edit resources. You'll
learn more as you go along, of course, but if you follow these suggestions, you'll
have little trouble.

What to Edit
When you first start editing resources, it seems like there's not much you can do.
Very soon, though, you start seeing little tidbits pop up as you use your
Macintosh, and you think, "Ah, I'll bet that's a resource! I wonder what would
happen if I...?"
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Another way to find interesting things to edit is to launch ResEdit, then open up
programs and look around. (If you don't make a copy of the program, be sure not
to save any changes-you don't want to change something unless you have a
backup in case things go wrong!) If you browse through programs for awhile,
you'll soon find resources that just beg to be edited.
To get you started, we'll point out a few areas where you might check for interesting resources. But if you just look around and are the least bit curious, you'll soon
be telling us what to edit!

System
Editing System files can yield the biggest rewards, because the edits you make will
probably appear in many different situations. That's because you're editing a
"program" that's in operation no matter what you're doing with your computer.
The System files include the Finder, which you probably use more than any
application, and a host of extensions, control panels, and auxiliary programs.
Of course, working with such powerful software carries a price: the editing is
much more difficult. Especially when things go wrong, difficult problems can
arise. For instance, if your System edit doesn't work, you may not even be able to
start your Macintosh.
That can be scary. But these problems often aren't as bad as they seem, and you
can do some really neat things when you edit the System files. In short, it's worth
the risk.
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The System itself is chock full of interesting resources to edit. Be aware, though,
that not all of them take well to editing. Most do, however, and editing System
resources can be fun just because you're dealing with the heart of the Macintosh.
The Finder provides many opportunities for entertaining editing. Several resources that you observe in the Finder-icons and such-are actually contained
in the System, so don't be discouraged if at first you don't find the resource
you're looking for.
Control panels often have interesting resources, although few in number, as
control panel programs are pretty small. Desk accessories-with System 7, these
are really small applications-have quite a few resources to play with. Extensions
are easily overlooked, because you hardly ever have to bother with them, but
they can have fun resources, too.
Poke around in your System folder and you'll find many resources that you
recognize just from using your Macintosh.

General Applications
Looking for resources to edit in applications, you get either feast or famine. Many
large applications don't have a lot of resources, because their publishers tend to
build resource-like items into the programs themselves. (Microsoft is particularly
prone to do this.) Developers use the program itself to do the work of the resources for any number of reasons-maybe it gives them more flexibility; maybe
they are used to DOS .... The point is, some applications just don't allow you to
do much with ResEdit.
On the other hand, many applications have scads of resources to edit. Different
types of programs have different types of resources. For instance, drawing and
painting programs usually have a wide variety of pointers, because they have so
many tools; they also often have patterns to edit.
Sometimes programs don't use resources in quite the standard way, so your edits
won't work the way you expect them to work. But there's no harm in trying.
Games deserve special mention, because they offer interesting possibilities. Many
include sounds-and you can paste in new sounds using ResEdit. Spaceships can
make more than one sound when they explode ....
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Watch out for software that's copy-protected. Some programs
have special code that prevents you from copying the
program. When you try to copy it (as a good ResEditor
should, before editing software), the copy just won't work. In this case,
better safe than sorry-don't try to work on the original file. You're better
off leaving the whole thing alone.

When editing applications, don't overlook ResEdit itself. ResEdit uses lots and lots
of resources, and you know you've got it already! Just make doubly sure that you
work on a copy of the program.
When you use applications, keep an eye out for editable items. Sounds are good
candidates, because they're almost always stored as resources. Icons are other
good candidates, as are pointers. If you see something that interests you, take a
look at the program with ResEdit. You never know what you'll find.

Shareware and freeware
With proprietary applications, your resource options may be limited. But with
freeware and shareware applications, you can often find a gold mine of editing
possibilities. Such applications are often created by a single programmer or small
team that may not have the time or funding to do things the hard way. They're
prone to use resources as much as possible, because Macintosh programmers have
done most of the work already.
Shareware programmers develop some creative uses for resources. They may use a
series of icons to create an animated figure, or use PICT resources to draw parts of
the user interface. These folks aren't dominated by management teams telling
them what won't work or won't sell; they can take chances and do things differently. So check out freeware and shareware for rewarding resource editing possibilities. (And don't forget to send in your shareware fees!)

Keep Your Eyes Open
As you use your Macintosh, open your eyes to what it's showing you. Much of
what you see is contained as resources. If something interests you, surprises you,
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or just bugs you, check out the program's resources. You may find an interesting
resource to change; at worst, you'll learn a little bit more about that program.

Resources
Lest the title of this section mislead you, I'm talking about resources for you,
not for your computer. You can turn to quite a few sources for help in your
ResEditing. These sources can provide editing tips, suggest things to edit, and
furnish resources (icons, sounds, and the like) to use in your editing. Here are
some places to check.

Print
Magazines regularly print tips involving ResEdit. Usually they're solutions to
problems posed by readers, but sometimes they're just fun things to try out. The
three most popular Macintosh magazines are Macworld, MacUser, and Mac WEEK;
check them out for cool ResEdit tips.
Books are also available for the resource editor (as you might have noticed). One
that may prove useful is ResEdit Complete, by Peter Alley and Carol Strange,
published by Addison Wesley. It provides an in-depth look at ResEdit and quite a
few details about how resources and ResEdit work. It's not for the beginner-but
you're not a beginner anymore! If you want a more introductory book, you might
check out Zen and the Art of Resource Editing, by Derrick Schneider, Hans Hansen,
and Noah Potkin, and published by BMUG through Peachpit Press.

Online Services
Online services, such as America Online and CompuServe, make available many
files of resources to edit, plus additional editors for ResEdit. AppleLink provides
valuable ResEdit information, but its coverage is directed more towards developers than recreational ResEditors.
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Oser Groups
User groups can be your most valuable source. They often provide disks with
ResEdit, resource editors, and resources; but even more important, they provide
ResEdit advice and information that you won't find elsewhere.
The two largest user groups are BMUG (the Berkeley Macintosh User Group) and
BCS•Mac (the Boston Computer Society's Macintosh arm). Memberships aren't
limited to the immediate geographic area, and these groups have incredible
expertise that you can tap.
There's probably a local user group, too. Call the Apple Customer Service line at
(800) 538-9696 for a list of user groups in your area. At your local user group
meeting, you will most assuredly find someone happy to advise you on resource
editing.

Be Your Own Boss
There's much more to learn about ResEdit and resource editing, and the
best way is to try it for yourself. Resource editing isn't something you
.. .
can toss off without thinking, but it's not that hard if you're careful
and give it some thought. The rewards can be great. It's really satisfying to say, "I don't like the way that program works," and be able to
change it yourself. It's also rewarding to build a little of your own
personality into your Macintosh-and be able to say, "I made the
computer do that!"

,~

So go on, go out and edit some resources. But don't be a stranger-we're always
happy to see you back here at the diner, and our doors are always open!
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Resource
Types
There are quite a few different types of resources - especially when you
consider that programmers can add their own resources as they
choose, for whatever purpose they choose. There are, however, a few
L~tz::i.~"tl resource types that are fairly common. These resources will crop up
often when you look for resources to edit, so we created this appendix to give you a little more information to help you find other
resources.

Icons
There are many different icon resource types, but they are really very similar.
Essentially they give you a space to edit the icon, a few tools to use in editing the

icon, and a normal-size view of the edited icon. There's some variation beyond
that, but once you're comfortable editing one icon type, you'll be comfortable
with all of them.

L:J[j
~ ....
ICN•
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The most basic icon type is the ICN# type. It's used to contain basic black-andwhite Finder icons. The icons are all 32 pixels by 32 pixels-the normal Finder
icon size. The ICN# is the basic icon type; it contains the mask, which is essential
to all the basic Finder icon types. The mask tells the Finder what parts of the icon
block out the background-for instance, where to stop drawing the Desktop
pattern and start drawing the icon. The mask also helps the Finder figure out how
to change the appearance of the icon when it's selected or opened.
The iclS resource is used for 8-bit color icons-the icons your Mac uses when
you've got a 256-color monitor. The iclS editor is pretty much the same as the
ICN# editor, except that it has a foreground color swatch and a background color
swatch. The icl4 resource is the same as the icla resource, except that it has 4-bit
color icons, used for 16-color monitors.
The ics resources are used for the small Finder icons-the icons you see when
you have the view set to "by Small Icon" in the Finder. They're also the icons you
generally see in menus, such as the Application and Apple menus. These icons
measure 16 pixels by 16 pixels. The ics# resource is used for small black-and
white icons. It also contains the mask for the small icons, just like the ICN#
resource contains the mask for the larger icons.
The icsa resource is used for small 8-bit color icons, and the
for small 4-bit color icons.

ios8

ics4

resource is used

ResEdit provides a standard editor for all the Finder icon types. When you open
one of the icon types listed above, the editor actually has spaces for all of the icon
types above; ResEdit displays all the icons of the various types that have the same
ID number-for instance, the ICN# with ID = 4, the icla with ID = 4, the icl4
with ID = 4, and so on. This enables you to edit the different faces of the same
icon without switching between editors. You can also create different representations of the same icon by dragging an icon of one type (say, iclS) to another type
of icon (ICN#, for instance). ResEdit guesses at the best way to represent the icon
in the different resource type-how to convert, for instance, the color icon to a
black-and-white icon, or to a small icon.
ResEdit provides different color palettes for the color icon editors. For instance, in
the iclS editor you can choose between the standard Apple icon colors (recommended by Apple for use in icons) or a palette of 256 colors.
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The ICON resource is used for all the non-Finder icons used by the Macintosh.
These icons are used for such things as alerts, dialog boxes, menus, small animated sequences ... just about anywhere the programmer wants a small graphical
image. The ICON resource is used for black-and-white icons; it has a size of 32 by
32 pixels.
The cicn resource contains color icons comparable to the black-and-white ICON
resources; in fact, a color Macintosh will replace an ICON with the cicn of the
same ID, if one is available. The other difference between ICONs and cicns is that
cicns can be resized; they can be any size from 8 pixels by 8 pixels up to 64 pixels
by 64 pixels, and they don't have to be square.
The sicn resource is used to contain small (8 x 8) black-and-white icons. The
resources, though often single icons, can actually contain lists of icons; thus, one
resource can contain several different small icons. The sicn editor is about the
same as any other black-and-white icon editor, except that it has a scrolling list
that displays the different icons in the resource.

Pointers
CURS

~I

'

There are three basic pointer resource types. The CURS resource is easily the most
common. This resource contains mouse pointers (sometimes called cursors),
which are what you move onscreen when you move the mouse on your desk.
These are much like small (8 x 8) black-and-white icons; they also have masks,
like the Finder icons. The most common pointer-the arrow-is stored in the
Macintosh ROMs, so you can't edit it directly, but just about every other mouse
pointer you see is stored in a CURS resource somewhere.
The crsr resource is used for color pointers. Color pointers aren't too common;
not many programs use them. They're basically the same as black-and-white
pointers, with color added.

arsr

aour

The acur resource represents animated pointers, commonly used while waiting
for the Macintosh to complete a task. Two common acurs are the watch with
moving hands and the spinning beachball. The acu r resource doesn't actually
contain pointers; instead, it contains a list of CURS pointers that are used to make
the animation. The acur actually changes the pointer from one CURS to the next,
giving the impression of motion. (The acur also controls the time delay between
changes of CURSs; this affects the speed of the motion.)

~esource Types
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Patterns
ppat

ppt #

Patterns are very similar to icons, in that they are small bitmapped images.
Patterns, however, are generally used repetitively (like tiles in a bathroom) to
cover an area. The PAT resource is a black-and-white pattern; it has a size of 8
pixels by 8 pixels. The ppat resource is the color version of the PAT resource. The
ppat resource also differs from the PAT resource in that it can have different sizes.
A ppat can have a height and width of 8, 16, 32, or 64 pixels; furthermore, the
height and width don't have to be equal, so the ppat can be rectangular.
The PAT# resource is similar to the PAT resource, except that it consists of lists of
patterns. The ppt# resource is the color version; it consists of lists of color patterns. (The ppt# patterns can be resized, like the ppat resources.) These are often
used in programs that need to present a selection of patterns, such as paint
programs. The editors are similar to the PAT and ppat editors, respectively, with
the addition of a scrolling list of the patterns on the right side of the editor.

As we've said before, all resource names are four characters in
length. PAT isn't an exception; the actual name is 'PAT', with
a space following the T. The snd resource is another resource
with a trailing space. This is important to know if you type in a resource
name-for instance, if you are creating a new resource in a program that
had no such resources before. (Don't forget to pay attention to capitalization, too.)

Windows. Alerts. and
Dialog Boxes
There are many different resource types in this broad category. The differences
between windows, dialog boxes, and alerts are explained in Chapter 9; here, we'll
just give a quick explanation of the different resource types.
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The WIND resource describes the properties of windows. It controls the position
and size of windows. It also controls the window type, which controls such
elements as whether the window has a close box and what the window's title bar
looks like.
The wctb resource describes windows' custom colors. Such elements as the
window content, the frame, and the title bar can be assigned colors; each set of
those colors are stored in a wctb resource.

wotb
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The DITL resource is the key to both alerts and dialog boxes. It controls the actual
contents of the alert or dialog box-the text, icons, buttons, check boxes, and so
forth.

DITL

ALRT

The ALRT resource describes alerts. The ALRT resource describes the position and
size of the alert, while the DITL resource (of the same ID number) describes the
actual contents. The ALRT resource also controls the alert behavior of a given
resource, which is controlled by the alert stage-essentially, how many times the
alert has occurred in a row. So, the alert can be set to beep the first time the user
commits that mistake; the second time, the alert appears.
The actb resource controls custom colors for the
same manner as the wctb resource.

ALRT

resources, in much the

aotb

DLOG

The DLOG resource is analogous to the ALRT resource-it controls the position and
size of dialog boxes. The contents of the dialog box are determined by the DITL
resource of the same ID number, just as with the alerts.
The

resource controls custom colors for the DLOG resources, just as with the
and wctb resources. (The _ctb in these resource types stands for "color table,"
as in "window color table" and "dialog color table.")
dctb

actb

dotb

Text Resource Types
The
qug;k

brown

The TEXT resource type contains just that-text. It's used for any large blocks of
text, and there are no limits to its length.

-·TEl<T
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.STR.

The STR resource is just one text string. In both the TEXT template and the STR
template, you can choose the font used to display the text. This doesn't affect the
font actually used by the program to display the font; the option is provided for
your own convenience when editing the strings .
The STR# resource is a list of text strings.
lists of error messages.

STR#

resources are often used to contain

STR•

Menu Resources
MENU

There are two main menu resources. The MENU resource, as you might expect,
controls the actual menus. It determines the command names that appear in the
menus, the menu title, command-key equivalents, any icons that appear in the
menu, and other characteristics.
The mctb resource, again as you might expect, controls the menu colors when
custom colors are used. (Custom colors can be used for such elements as the
menu background, the item text, and the command-key text.)

motb

font Resources
For:rrerly, font resources were a lot of fun to play with-you could use the font
editor in ResEdit to create your own fonts. Such advances as Postscript fonts and
TrueType fonts, however, have limited the number of useful changes you can
make to fonts with ResEdit.

AB
C.. .
FONT

For your information, here are the common font resource types. The FONT resource actually contains the bitmapped font description. Using the FONT editor,
you can edit bitmapped fonts, and even create your own bitmapped fonts (with a
lot of work). Each font size has its own resource.
The FOND resource contains general information for the font, such as the leading
and the maximum character width.

FOND
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ResEdit Resources
TMPL

\

PICKER

PICK

There are two resource types used primarily by ResEdit that you might encounter.
The TMPL resource contains information that helps ResEdit create a template for
different resource types. When a new resource template is needed, a new TMPL
resource is created.
The PICK resource is used to create new resource pickers for ResEdit. It describes
the details of the resource picker. The PICK and TMPL resources are interesting not
because you're likely to edit them, but because you'll see them if you obtain new
resource pickers, templates, or editors from other sources.

Miscellaneous Resources
Many of the common resources you'll see don't fall into any specific category,
although they can prove very interesting.
GIGI I IOI
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HEXA

Two of the most common resource icons you'll see are the HEXA icon and the CODE
icon. The HEXA resource is used for hexadecimal numbers, and the HEXA icon is
used for any resource ResEdit doesn't know how to handle. That's because
hexadecimal numbers are the lowest common denominator-any of the data on
the computer can be described in terms of hexadecimal (or simply hex, as it's
sometimes called).
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CODE

The CODE resource is used for segments of program code. Often programs will have
program code contained in other resource types, too, so you'll see this icon with
other resource types. Don't try to edit CODE resources (or any other resources that
use the CODE icon)-they are too closely related to the program itself, so the
program probably won't take well to having these resources change. In short, the
program will probably crash.

m¥~

CNTL resources are used to describe dialog box and window controls, such as scroll
bars and sliders. ResEdit doesn't provide a template for the CNTL resources-just a
template-so there's not much you can do to edit them.

olut

The clut resource is used to tell the Macintosh what colors to use in the displayexactly which 256 colors to use when in 256-color mode, and so forth. ("clut"
stands for "color look-up table.") Different cluts are used for 256-color mode,
16-color mode, and so forth.

CNTL
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PICT

You've encountered PICT resources; they contain (oddly enough) PICT images.
(PICT is a graphical format that supports both bitmapped elements and objectoriented elements, such as text, lines, and circles.)

snd

Sounds are contained in snd resources. These can be fun to replace, because you
can create quite a few interesting sound effects, and sounds can be more fun than
many graphical changes.

~

The BNDL resource is used by the Finder to determine, among other things, what
icons to associate with what documents, such as an application's different file
types.

BNDL
2.0bl

S,0.S

1.0_

The vers resource contains a program's version information-primarily the
version number.

The ROv# resource is used to replace ROM resources. The Macintosh ROMs actually contain many resources; the ROv# resource tells the computer to ignore a
specific resource in the ROM and to use another resource instead.

Wrapping Up
~

~
·
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There are many other resource types; some common, some obscure.
However, these are some of the resources that you'll commonly
come across as you explore your programs. Some are easy to edit,
some are difficult, and some are better left alone, but they all can be
interesting to examine!
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Index
Symbols
16-color icons, 39-40
256-color icons, 39-40
creating, 32-35

fl
About the Finder dialog box, adding
owner's name, 150-156
actb (alert color table) resources,
141-142, 215

acur (animated cursor) resources, 72, 213
Time to Eat, 71-72
Adobe Photoshop, 109
After Dark control panel
Clock, replacing, 114-118
Flying Toasters, replacing with Flying
Mugs & Muffins, 186-200
icon, replacing streaking meteor with
airplane, 43-46
Alarm Clock desk accessory, replacing
controls, 111-114
Aldus PageMaker, adding crosshairs to
cropping tool, 73-76

alerts, 140-141
adding colors to black-and-white
icons, 53-56
editing messages, 143-149
resource types, 141-142, 215
Alignment menu commands, Center
Horizontally in Window, 154
ALRT (alert) resources, 141-142, 215
versus DITL resources, 145
animated cursors, creating, 69-72
animation within icons, changing,
43-46
Apple menu commands, Control
Panels, 43, 86
Apple Menu Items folder
Alarm Clock desk accessory, 112-114
Calculator desk accessory, see
Calculator desk accessory
Application menu commands, adding
keyboard shortcuts to, 134-137
Auto Position command
DLOG menu, 156
WIND menu, 158
Auto Position dialog box, 158

8
background
colors in menus, 127-129
previewing icons against, 3 7
Balloon Help menu commands, Show/
Hide Balloons, adding Speaking Man
icon to, 120-125
BCS•Mac (the Boston Computer
Society's Macintosh arm), 209
bitrnapped font resources, 216
black-and-white
icons, 39-40
adding colors, 53-56
creating, 35-36
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monitors, colorizing menu items, 128
patterns, 84
ResEdit, creating, 89-90
blinking Question Mark icon, 22-23
BMUG (the Berkeley Macintosh User
Group), 209
BNDL resources, 218
books, 208

c
Calculator desk accessory
patterns, 95-100, 169-181
preparing for changes, 166
replacing icon with cash register
icon, 29-39
text strings, 175-176
viewing changes, 181-183
window, 157-162, 167-169
cash register icon, replacing calculator
icon with, 29-39
Center Horizontally in Window
(Alignment menu) command, 154
centering windows on-screen, 158
chili peppers pattern, 169-181
Choose Icon (MENU menu)
command, 123
Choose Icon dialog box, 125
cicn (non-Finder color icon)
resources, 213
After Dark, 43-46
Claris MacPaint, 109
clocks
After Dark, replacing, 114-118
Alarm Clock DA, replacing controls,
112-114
close boxes, 169
closing windows, 169
clut (color look-up table) resources, 217
CNTL (dialog box/window controls)
resources, 217

CODE (program code) resources, 217
coffee mugs, replacing After Dark
Flying Toasters with Flying Muffins &,
186-200
color look-up table resource type, 217
Color menu commands, Standard 256
Colors, 177
color palettes
for color icon editors, 212
tear-off, 171-172
colors
black-and-white icons, adding to,
53-56
Calculator, adding to, 159-160
foreground, 31-32
Res Edit
menus, adding to, 126-133
patterns, creating, 90-94
windows, changing, 152-153,
155-156
Command-key equivalents, see
keyboard shortcuts
commands
addingiconsto, 120-125
adding keyboard shortcuts to,
133-137
applying styles to, 133
Auto Position
DLOG menu, 156
WIND menu, 158
Center Horizontally in Window
(Alignment menu), 154
Choose Icon (MENU menu), 123
Control Panels (Apple menu), 43, 86
Create New Resource (Resource
menu), 54
Finder copy (Window menu), 71
Get Resource Info (Resource menu),
54, 102-103
Icon menu, 37
Insert New Pattern (Resource
menu), 82

Insert Relative Pattern (Resource
menu), 92
Pattern Size (Pattern menu), 170-171
Preview at Full Size
DLOG menu, 152
WIND menu, 159
Set 'WIND' Characteristics (WIND
menu), 169
Standard 256 Colors (Color
menu), 177
Time to Eat (Window menu), 71
Try Cursor (CURS menu), 68
Try Pattern (Pattern menu), 84
control panels, resources for
editing, 206
Control Panels (Apple menu)
command, 43, 86
Control Panels folder
After Dark
Clock, 117-118
Flying Mugs, 199-200
icon, replacing streaking meteor
with airplane, 43-46
General Controls, 86
Sound, 107-109
Create New Resource (Resource menu)
command, 54
crosshairs cursor, adding to PageMaker
cropping tool, 73-76
crsr (color cursor) resources, 213
CURS (cursor) resources, 213
PageMaker, 74
System, 67-69
Time to Eat file, 70-72
CURS menu commands, Try Cursor, 68
cursor editor
editing Cropping tool, 74-76
editing I-beam, 67-68
cursors
crosshairs, adding to PageMaker
cropping tool, 73-76

Inda
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hot spots, 74-76
I-beam, editing, 66-69
resource types, 213
watch, changing, 69-72

D
dctb (dialog box color table) resources,

142,215
Delete key, 31
desk accessories
Alarm Clock, replacing controls,
112-114
Calculator, 29-39
patterns, 95-100, 169-181
preparing for changes, 166
text strings, 175-176
viewing changes, 181-183
window, 157-162, 167-169
resources for editing, 206
Desktop
patterns
advanced, 100-104
for Control Panels, 80-86
rebuilding, 38
Desktop files, 37-38
Desktop Patterns file, 101-104
dialog boxes, 141
About the Finder, adding owner's
name, 150-156
Auto Position, 158
Choose Icon, 125
Pattern Size, 170-171
resource types, 141-142, 215
'WIND' Characteristics, 169
DITL (dialog item) resources, 142, 215
ResEdit, 144-149
DITL editor, adding names to About the
Finder dialog box, 153-154
DLOG (dialog box) resources, 142, 215

ZZZ
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Finder, 150-156
DLOG editor, adding names to About
the Finder dialog box, 151-153
DLOG menu commands
Auto Position, 156
Preview at Full Size, 152
document icons, editing text, 56-60
drag and drop, opening files with
ResEdit, 107

E
editing
alert messages, 143-149
freeware/shareware resources, 207
I-beam cursor, 66-69
PICT resources, 109-111
Flying Mugs, 192-193
program resources, 206-207
resources
guidelines, 203-204
reasons for, 11-12
System files, 205-206
text in document icons, 56-60
editors, 14-16
cursor
editing Cropping tool, 74-76
editing I-beam, 67-68
DITL, adding names to About the
Finder dialog box, 153-154
DLOG, adding names to About the
Finder dialog box, 151-153
hex, 14
Flying Mugs, 197-198
icon
colorizing icons, 53-55
editing Shared Folder icon, 48-51
editing small icons, 61-62
editing text in document icons,
57-59
replacing After Dark streaking
meteor with airplane, 44-46

replacing Calculator icon with
cash register icon, 31-37
tools, 26-28
types, 212
menu
adding icons to menu items,
123-124
adding keyboard shortcuts to
menu items, 135-136
colorizing menu items, 127-133
pattern
adding patterns to Calculator,
97-99
adding ResEdit patterns, 88-95
Calculator, 170-175
creating and adding patterns,
82-85
WIND, modifying Calculator
window, 158-162, 167-169
Eraser tool, 27
extensions, resources for editing, 206
Eyedropper tool, 28

F
faucets, adding to File Sharing icons,
46-52
File Sharing icons, adding pipes and
faucets, 46-52
files
Desktop, 37-38
Desktop Patterns, 101-104
NewAlarm, 112-114
NewClock, 115-118
NewSlider, 107-109
opening with ResEdit, 107
Recycle Icon, 41-42
ResEdit Preferences, 204
System, 41-42
editing, 205-206
Time to Eat, 70-72

fill patterns, creating for paint
programs, 95
Filled (Solid) Circle tool, 28
Filled Box (Solid Rectangle) tool, 28
Filled Rounded Box (Solid Rounded
Rectangle) tool, 28
Finder
adding owner's name to About the
Finder dialog box, 150-156
Desktop files, 37-38
icon resources, 39-40
resources for editing, 206
small icons, changing, 61-63
watch cursor, changing, 69-72
Finder copy (Window menu)
command, 71
finding System, troubleshooting, 23-24
flapping wings in Flying Mugs, 187-190
floppy disks, startup, 22-23
Flying Toasters, replacing with Flying
Mugs & Muffins
pictures, 190-193
preparing for changes, 186-187
sounds, 187-190
text, 193-198
viewing changes, 198-200
folders
After Dark Files
Clock, replacing, 115-118
Flying Toasters, 186-200
Apple Menu Items
Alarm Clock, 112-114
Calculator, 29-39, 95-100,
157-162, 166-183
Control Panels
After Dark, 43-46
General Controls, 86
Sound, 107-109
sharing, 51-52
System, see System folder

Index
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FOND (font information) resources, 216
FONT (bitmapped font) resources, 216

Foreground Color box, 31-32
freeware, resources for editing, 207

G
games, resources for editing, 206
General Controls, Desktop patterns, 86
generic editor, 14
Get Resource Info (Resource menu)
command, 54, 102-103
graphics, mugs and muffins in Flying
Mugs, 190-193
grayed icons, 123

H
Happy Mac icon, not leaving, 22
help, sources for, 208-209
hex editor, 14
Flying Mugs, 197-198
HEXA (hexadecimal number)
resources, 217
Hide Balloons (Balloon Help menu)
command, adding Speaking Man
icon to, 120-125
hot spot (x) tool, 75
hot spots, 74-76

1-J
I-beam cursor, editing, 66-69
icl4 (large 16-color Finder icon)
resources, 39, 212
Calculator, 179
Microsoft Word, 5 7
icl8 (large 256-color Finder icon)
resources, 39, 212
Calculator, 30-38, 176-178
System 7 Finder, 47
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ICN# (large black-and-white Finder icon)

resources, 39, 212
Calculator, 180
ICON (non-Finder black-and-white icon)
resources, 213
System 7, 53-56, 121-122
icon editors
colorizing icons, 53-55
editing
Shared Folder icon, 48-51
small icons, 61-62
text in document icons, 57-59
Foreground Color box, 31-32
replacing
After Dark streaking meteor with
airplane, 44-46
Calculator icon with cash register
icon, 31-37
tools, 26-28
types, 212
Icon menu commands, 37
icons
actb resource, 215
acur resource, 213
adding
to dialog boxes, 156
to menu items, 120-125
After Dark, replacing streaking
meteor with airplane, 43-46
ALRT resource, 215
black-and-white, adding colors,
53-56
blinking Question Mark, 22-23
BNDL resource, 218
cash register, replacing calculator
icon with, 29-39
cicn resource, 213
clut resource, 217
CNTL resource, 217
CODE resource, 217
crsr resource, 213

CURS resource, 213
dctb resource, 215
DITL resource, 215
DLOG resource, 215
document, editing text, 56-60
File Sharing, adding pipes and
faucets, 46-52
FOND resource, 216
FONT resource, 216
grayed, 123
Happy Mac, not leaving, 22
HEXA resource, 217
icl8 resource, 212
ICN# resource, 212
ICON resource, 213
ics# resource, 212
ics8 resource, 212
Mask, 40
mctb resource, 216
MENU resource, 216
PICK resource, 217
PICT resource, 218
ppat resource, 214
ppt# resource, 214
previewing against different
backgrounds, 37
recycling bin, replacing Trash icon
with, 40-42
resource types, 12, 39-40, 211-213
ROv# resource, 218
Sad Mac, 22
sicn resource, 213
small, changing, 61-63
snd resource, 218
STR resource, 216
STR# resource, 216
System folder, 23
TEXT resource, 215
TMPL resource, 217
vers resource, 218
wctb resource, 215

WIND resource, 215
Window with Title Bar, 152
window-like resources, 141-142
ics# (small black-and-white Finder
icon) resources, 40, 212
Calculator, 181
ics4 (small 16-color Finder icon)
resources, 40, 212
Calculator, 181
ics8 (small 256-color Finder icon)
resources, 40, 212
Calculator, 180-181
ID numbers, resources, 13
-11330 (Trash small icon), 61
-15999 (Calculator ppat icon),
97, 170
-16000 (Calculator window), 31, 158
-16489 (Application menu), 135
-16490 (Balloon Help menu), 123
-3980 (Shared Folder icon), 48
-4064 (After Dark icon), 44
0 (Desktop patterns), 81
0 (octagon/hand icon), 53
1 (I-beam cursor), 67
1 (Speaking Man icon), 121
1000 (Flying Mugs TEXT), 194
1001 (Toast slider value), 196
128 (After Dark icon), 44
128 (Resource menu), 131
129 (After Dark icon), 44
129 ("Overwrite"), 144
130 (After Dark icon), 44
130 (document icon), 57
130 (empty recycling bin icon), 42
130 (View menu), 131
131 (Window menu), 131
132 (Open Special menu), 131
134 (stuffed recycling bin icon), 42
16 (Desktop pattern), 102-103
2 (File menu), 127
273 (Cropping tool), 74
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3 (Edit menu), 131
3100 (ResEdit patterns), 89
5066 (About the Finder dialog
box), 151
for menu icons, 122-123
Ingredients
After Dark control panel, 43-46
Alarm Clock desk accessory, 112-114
Aldus PageMaker, 73-76
Calculator desk accessory, 29-39,
95-100, 157-162, 166-183
Clock After Dark module, 115-118
color paint programs, 186-200
Desktop Patterns file, 101-104
Finder, 70-72, 150-156
Flying Mugs files, 186-200
Flying Toasters After Dark module,
186-200
Microsoft Word, 56-60
NewAlarm file, 112-114
NewClock file, 115-118
NewSlider file, 107-109
ResEdit, 87-95, 126-133, 143-149
Sound control panel, 107-109
System 7, 47-63, 67-69, 80-86,
101-104, 120-125, 134-137
System file, 41-42
Time to Eat file, 70-72
Insert New Pattern (Resource menu)
command, 82
Insert Relative Pattern (Resource menu)
command, 92

K
keyboard shortcuts
adding to commands, 133-13 7
Close (:F:(-W), 169
colorizing menu listings of, 129-130
Copy (:FC-C), 41
Create New Resource (:F:(-K), 54
Duplicate (:FC-D), 29
Get Resource Info (:Fe-I), 54
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Insert New Pattern (:F:(-K), 82
New Folder (:F:(-N), 51
Open (:Fe-0), 29
Paste (:FC-V), 54
Quit (:FC-Q), 37
Save (:FC-S), 37
Select All (:Fe-A), 31
Try Cursor (:FC-T), 68
keys, Delete, 31

L
Lasso tool, 27
Line tool, 28
lists of resources, 13

M
Macintosh, ResEdit requirements, 4
MacPaint (Claris), 109
magazines, 208
Mask icon, 40
masks, 212
Calculator, 180-181
mctb (menu color table) resources, 216
ResEdit, 129-133
MENU (menu) resources, 216
ResEdit, 127-133
System 7, 122-125, 134-137
menu editor
adding to menu items
icons, 123-124
keyboard shortcuts, 135-136
colorizing menu items, 127-133
MENU menu commands, Choose
Icon, 123
menus
adding icons to items, 120-125
adding keyboard shortcuts to items,
133-137
applying styles to items, 133
ResEdit, colorizing, 126-133
resource types, 216

messages, alert, editing, 143-149
Microsoft Word, editing text on icon,
56-60
modal
alerts, 141
dialog boxes, 141
modeless dialog boxes, 141
monitors, black-and-white, colorizing
menu items, 128
Muffins, replacing After Dark Flying
Toasters with Flying Mugs &, 186-200

"

name (owner's), adding to About the
Finder dialog box, 150-156
networks, changing File Sharing icons,
46-52
NewAlarm file, 112-114
NewClock file, 115-118
NewSlider file, 107-109
numbers, hexadecimal resource
type, 217

0
octagon/hand icon, adding colors,
53-56
online services, 208
Open Circle tool, 28
Open Rectangle (Box) tool, 28
Open Rounded Rectangle (Box) tool, 28
opening files with ResEdit, 107
owner's name, adding to About the
Finder dialog box, 150-156

p
PageMaker (Aldus), adding crosshairs to
cropping tool, 73-76
Paint Bucket tool, 28

paint programs
creating fill patterns, 95
replacing Flying Toasters with Flying
Mugs & Muffins, 186-200
resources for editing, 206
palettes
for color icon editors, 212
tear-off, 171-172
PAT (black-and-white pattern)
resources, 214
PAT# (lists of black-and-white patterns)
resources, 86, 214
ResEdit, 88-90
pattern editors
adding ResEdit patterns, 88-95
Calculator, 97-99, 170-175
creating and adding patterns, 82-85
Pattern menu commands
Pattern Size, 170-171
Try Pattern, 84
Pattern Size (Pattern menu) command,
170-171
Pattern Size dialog box, 170-171
patterns
black-and-white, 84
creating, 89-90
Calculator
adding to, 95-100
modifying, 169-181
Desktop
advanced, 100-104
for Control Panels, 80-86
relative, 93
ResEdit, creating and adding, 86-95
resource types, 214
Pencil tool, 28
Photoshop (Adobe), 109
PICK (resource picker) resources, 217
pickers, resource, 13, 217
PICT (PICT image) resources, 218
After Dark Clock, 116-118
Alarm Clock, 112-114
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displaying, 108
editing, 109-111, 192-193
Flying Mugs, 190-193
Sound control panel, 107-109
pictures, mugs and muffins in Flying
Mugs, 190-193
pipes, adding to File Sharing icons,
46-52
pointers
crosshairs, adding to PageMaker
cropping tool, 73-76
hot spots, 74-76
I-beam text entry, editing, 66-69
resource types, 213
watch cursor, changing, 69-72
ppat (color pattern) resources, 214
Calculator, 96-100, 170-175
System, 101-104
ppt# (lists of color patterns) resources,
81-86, 214
ResEdit, 91-95
Preview at Full Size command
DLOG menu, 152
WIND menu, 159
previewing icons against different
backgrounds, 3 7
program code resource type, 217
programs
Adobe Photoshop, 109
Aldus PageMaker, 73-76
Claris MacPaint, 109
editing resources in, 206-207
freeware, resources for editing, 207
Microsoft Word, 56-60
paint
creating fill patterns for, 95
replacing Flying Toasters with
Flying Mugs & Muffins, 186-200
restoring unedited originals, 19-20
shareware, resources for editing, 207
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0-R
Question Mark icon, 22-23
rebuilding Desktop, 38
recording sounds, flapping wings in
Flying Mugs, 188-190
Recycle Icon file, 41-42
recycling bin icon, replacing Trash icon
with, 40-42
small icon, 61-63
relative patterns, 93
replacing
After Dark
Clock, 114-118
Flying Toasters with Flying Mugs
& Muffins, 186-200
Alarm Clock controls, 112-114
calculator icon with cash register
icon, 29-39
Sound slider, 106-109
streaking meteor with airplane in
After Dark icon, 43-46
Trash icon with recycling bin icon,
40-42
small icon, 61-63
ResEdit, 12-16
alert messages, editing, 143-149
guidelines, 4-5
menus, colorizing, 126-133
opening files with, 107
patterns, creating and adding, 86-95
requirements, 4
resource types, 217
ResEdit Complete, 208
ResEdit Preferences file, 204
Resource menu commands
Create New Resource, 54
Get Resource Info, 54, 102-103
Insert New Pattern, 82
Insert Relative Pattern, 92
resource pickers, 13, 217

resources, 2-3, 9-10
actb (alert color table), 141-142, 215
acur (animated cursor), 72, 213
Time to Eat, 71-72
ALRT (alert), 141-142, 215
versus DITL resources, 145
BNDL, 218
Calculator icons, 30
cicn (non-Finder color icon), 213
After Dark, 43-46
clut (color look-up table), 217
CNTL (dialog box/window
controls), 217
CODE (program code), 217
crsr (color cursor), 213
CURS (cursor), 213
PageMaker, 74
System, 67-69
Time to Eat file, 70-72
dctb (dialog box color table),
142,215
displaying for editing, 14-16
DITL (dialog item), 142, 215
ResEdit, 144-149
DLOG (dialog box), 142, 215
editing
guidelines, 203-204
reasons for, 11-12
FOND (font information), 216
FONT (bitmapped font), 216
HEXA (hexadecimal number), 217
icl4 (large 16-color Finder icon),
39,212
Calculator, 179
Microsoft Word, 57
iclB (large 256-color Finder icon),
39,212
Calculator, 30-38, 176-178
System 7 Finder, 47
ICN# (large black-and-white Finder
icon), 39, 212
Calculator, 180

ICON (non-Finder black-and-white
icon), 213
System 7, 53-56, 121-122
ics# (small black-and-white Finder
icon), 40, 212
Calculator, 181
ics4 (small 16-color Finder icon),
40,212
Calculator, 181
ics8 (small 256-color Finder icon),
40,212
Calculator, 180-181
ID numbers, 13
locations, 204-208
mctb (menu color table), 216
ResEdit, 129-133
MENU (menu), 216
ResEdit, 127-133
System, 122-125, 134-137
PAT (black-and-white pattern), 214
PAT# (lists of black-and-white
patterns), 86, 214
ResEdit, 88-90
PICK (resource picker), 217
PICT (PICT image), 218
After Dark Clock, 116-118
Alarm Clock, 112-114
displaying, 108
editing, 109-111
Flying Mugs, 190-193
Sound control panel, 107-109
ppat (color pattern), 214
Calculator, 96-100, 170-175
System, 101-104
ppt# (lists of color patterns),
81-86, 214
ResEdit, 91-95
reasons for, 8-9
ROv# (replace ROM resource), 218
RSSC (editor), 204
sicn (small non-Finder black-andwhite icon), 213
Finder, 61-63
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snd (sound), 218
STR (text string), 216
STR# (lists of text strings), 216
Calculator, 175-176
sUnt (slider unit), Flying Mugs,
196-198
sVal (slider value), Flying Mugs,
195-196
TEXT (text), 215
Flying Mugs, 194-198
TMPL (template), 217
vers (version information), 218
wctb (window color table), 142, 215
WIND (window), 142, 215
Calculator, 158-162, 167-169
restoring unedited originals of
programs, 19-20
ROv# (replace ROM resource)
resources, 218
RSSC (editor) resources, 204

s
Sad Mac icon, 22
selecting tools from toolbar, 27
Selection Rectangle tool, 27
Set 'WIND' Characteristics (WIND
menu) command, 169
Shared Folder icon, adding pipes and
faucets, 46-52
shareware, resources for editing, 207
sharing folders, 51-52
Show Balloons (Balloon Help menu)
command, adding Speaking Man icon
to, 120-125
sicn (small non-Finder black-and-white
icon) resources, 213
Finder, 61-63
slider, replacing, 106-109
small icons, changing, 61-63
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snd (sound) resources, 218
Flying Mugs, 187-188
Solid (Filled) Circle tool, 28
Solid Rectangle (Filled Box) tool, 28
Solid Rounded Rectangle (Filled
Rounded Box) tool, 28
Sound control panel
creating flapping wings in Flying
Mugs, 188-189
slider, replacing, 106-109
sounds, flapping wings in Flying Mugs,
187-190
sources for help, 208-209
Speaking Man icon, adding to Show/
Hide Balloons (Balloon Help menu),
120-125
Spicy Calculator
patterns, 169-181
preparing Calculator for changes, 166
text strings, 175-176
viewing changes, 181-183
window, 167-169
Standard 256 Colors (Color menu)
command, 177
starting System, troubleshooting, 22-23
startup floppy disks, 22-23
STR (text string) resources, 216
STR# (lists of text strings) resources, 216
Calculator, 175-176
strings, text
Calculator, modifying, 175-176
resource types, 216
styles, applying to menu items, 133
submenus, colorizing, 131
sUnt (slider unit) resources, Flying
Mugs, 196-198
sVal (slider value) resources, Flying
Mugs, 195-196
System
files, editing, 205-206
Trash, 41-42

troubleshooting, 22
finding, 23-24
starting, 22-23
System 7
adding to menu items
icons, 120-125
keyboard shortcuts, 134-137
alert box icons, colorizing, 53-56
Desktop patterns
adding, 80-86
advanced, 101-104
document icons, editing text, 56-60
I-beam cursor, editing, 67-69
Shared Folder icon, editing, 47-52
small icons, changing, 61-63
System folder, 23-24
After Dark Files folder
Clock, replacing, 115-118
Flying Toasters, 186-200
Apple Menu Items folder, see Apple
Menu Items folder
Control Panels folder, see Control
Panels folder
Finder
adding owner's name to About
the Finder dialog box, 150-156
replacing watch cursor, 70-72
small icons, editing, 61-63
System 7, see System 7
System folder icon, 23

T
tear-off palettes, 171-172
technical support, 208-209
templates, 14-16
text
editing in document icons, 56-60
in Flying Mugs, 193-198
menus, colorizing, 129-131
resource types, 215-216

strings, modifying in Calculator,
175-176
styles, applying to menu items, 133
TEXT (text) resources, 215
Flying Mugs, 194-198
text entry pointer, editing, 66-69
Time to Eat (Window menu)
command, 71
Time to Eat file, 70-72
titles in menus, colorizing, 129
TMPL (template) resources, 217
toolbar, 26-28
Trash icon, replacing with recycling bin
icon, 40-42
small icon, 61-63
troubleshooting
checking general trouble spots, 20-21
discarding changes, 19-20
symptoms, 18-19
System, 22
finding, 23-24
starting, 22-23
Try Cursor (CURS menu) command, 68
Try Pattern (Pattern menu)
command, 84

user groups, 209

vers (version information)
resources, 218

w
watch cursor, changing, 69-72
wctb (window color table) resources,
142,215
WIND (window) resources, 142, 215
Calculator, 158-162, 167-169
'WIND' Characteristics dialog box, 169
WIND editor, modifying Calculator
window, 158-162, 167-169
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WIND menu commands
Auto Position, 158
Preview at Full Size, 159
Set 'WIND' Characteristics, 169
Window menu commands
Finder copy, 71
Time to Eat, 71
Window with Title Bar icon, 152
windows, 141
alerts, see alerts
Calculator desk accessory, modifying,
157-162, 167-169
centering on-screen, 158
changing positions, 156
closing, 169
dialog boxes, see dialog boxes
icon editor, 26-27
resource types, 141-142, 215
wings, flapping in Flying Mugs, 187-190
Word (Microsoft), editing text on icon,
56-60

x-z
x (hot spot) tool, 75
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About the Disk
i << The disk included with this book contains ResEdit 2.1.1 and six
~f:li/'f'~ resource files to use with the recipes in this book. The disk is an SOOK

\(~~

Macintosh (HFS) format disk. ResEdit requires at least System 6.0.2 and

,~ lM of memory. The recipes in this book generally require System 7;

although color is generally not necessary, several of the recipes also make
.._..._.... ...., use of color. A hard disk, though not absolutely necessary, is strongly
·
recommended.
To use the disk, copy the contents to your hard disk. ResEdit is now ready to use. (You
can run ResEdit off the floppy, but it's much better to use your hard disk.)
The other element of the disk is a folder that contains resources to use with some of
the recipes in this book. (The folder also includes a Read Me file, describing the
resources.) The files are compressed. To extract them, double-click on the Diner
Files. sea icon. Click on the Continue button; you will then see a Save File dialog
"les, then click on the Save
box. Choose a location on your
button. After the files are
in the dialog box that

-MeJ'W

( , / . .,

Disk Includes [

ResEdit 2.1.1 !

The ResEdit™All Night Diner
A ResEdit All Night Diner,

t the
we bring you the tastiest treats for your Macintosh I
We use recipes that take away all the guesswork . You don' t even need to know
how to use ResEdit or how to program . We take care of the details and let you enjoy
your more flavorful Moc.
ResEdit (included on o bound-in disk) lets you edit ports of your Moc software, such
as icons, menus, dialog boxes, pointers, patterns, and more. Just fo llow the wonderful
collection o f recipes inside . They' ll show you how to painlessly change the way your
Moc looks and works. Find your favorite dishes. Dig in - and enjoy!
,>

~ Today's Specials!
Tempting Mac power platters I At the diner we use only the finest ingredients, assembled
in step-by-step, no-hassle recipes. Try out these savory treats I
Environmental Special .................................... ................. Chopter 4
File Shoring Makeover ....................................................Chapter 4
Missing I-Beam .................. .............................................Chapter 5
Calculated Patterns ......................................................... Chapter 6

ResEdit Chef's Creations!
Walt and his staff have created on inviting array of specialties that will tempt your
Macintosh taste buds! Sample these garden-fresh dishes - they' re delicious!
Colori zed Icons ....................... .. ...... ............ .. .................Chapter 4
Savory Small Icons ...... ....................................................Chapter 4
Desktop Diversity ............ ............................. ........... ... .. ... Chapter 6
Alarm Alterations ......... .................................... ....... ........ Chapter 7
A Balloon for Balloon Help ........ .. ....................... .. ............ Chapter 8

Mouth-Watering Desserts! Power-Boosting Libations!
Save room for these amazing creations fresh from the ResEdit kitchen! These divine
selections give your plain-vanilla Macintosh a double-fudge burst of flavor!
Bumper Crop ................................................................ .Chapter 5
Clock of Ages ........................... ....... .............................. Chapter 7
Renovated ResEdit Alerts ..................................................Chapter 9
Blue-Plate Special .........................................................Chapter l 0
Breakfast Special ..........................................................Chapter l l
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